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Area educators' views mixed
on_ national senice program
president at Berea College, is that
the Clinton administration has emphasized the link with tuition in
As the Senate prepares for a
pushing for the program.
vote this week on its scaled-down
"The impact of that will be so
version of a national service plan,
small,"
he said. ''It has people
education officials in Kentucky and
concerned about expectations."
elsewhere are debating the proThere are ' 12 million college
gram's potential.
students
in the country, he said.
The Senate plan, in particular,
Between 5 million and 7. million of
has raised concerns because it slices
them receive financial aid or loans.
the amount of federal money proOnly an estimated maximum of
posed to pay for the program to a
150,000 will be able to participate in
three-year total of- $1.5 billion - a
the national service program when
compromise move to get around a
it reaches its peak.
Senate Republican filibuster.
Michael Adams, president of
A House version, passed last
Centre College, a private college in
week, contained few differences
Danville, is one Kentucky educator
from Clinton's proposal to Congress
who opposes the national service
in May. It could provide as-much as
plan.
$10 billion for the program in a
While he is not against the
five-year period.
concept of college students' performing community service, "I
think we need to strengthen the
House, Senate versions differ slightly
basics before we start programs
· House version
like this,
Status: Passed 275 to 152 Wednesday.
The notion of paying people for
Educational benefits: Reduced from $5,000 a year for a maximum of
volunteer work also is troubling, he
two years to $4,725 a year for two years.
added. "I think a service commitLifespan: Up to five years.
. ment ought to be a byproduct of
Total price: Up to $10 billion.
your education."
Other provisions: Young people who participate will work for up to
"Getting minimum wage is not
two years in local educational, environmental or other non,profit
exactly getting rich," countered Daprograms. 1'1:ey receive living stipends at minimum wage, health
vid Sawyer, who runs a youth
insurance, child care and educational benefits. If they serve before
service program at Berea College
entering college,. the education benefits can be applied to tuition; if they
and is an advocate of national
are recent graduates, the money can be applied to repayment of college
service.
loans.
If there is no pay, only students
from wealthy families would be
Senate version:
able to afford to do community
Status: Final vote delayed until Tuesday.
service, he said.
Educational benefits: Still at $5,000 a year for a maximum of two
Too much emphasis is being
years, as proposed by President Clinton.
pl?ced on the issues of pay and
Lifespan: Three years.
tuition, Crowley said.
·
Pricetag: $1.5 billion: $300 million the first year; $500 million and $700
"The
real
potential
is
how
do
million the second and third years.
you revitalize democracy and get
Other provisions: Sarne as House.
people to grab hold of the problems
in their communities and solve
SOURCE, HERAL0-1.£AOER WIRE SERVICES

BY DomE BEAN

HERALD-LEADER EouCATION WRITER

"It's really frustrating for someone whO" has seen the impact of
these kinds of programs to see this
becoming political," said David
Crowley, who coordinates campus
service programs for the Kentucky
Council on Higher Education and is
an advocate of the national service
program.The program would provide tuition aid credits to students who put
in two years of service work with community and public agencies. To
encourage diversity, some low-income and minority students also
- would be ·paid minimum-wage stipends and receive other benefits,
such as health care or child care.
One discouragement for many
educators who believe in service
learning, said Bill Ramsay, a vice

them.
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■ UK Ubrary Fund~ Private
donations to the UK . Library
building and endowment fund are
pawing in - $19.3 million since
October 1990 - and are.expected
to surpass the $20 million goal
soon, UK development official
Terry Mobley says.
The private fund,raising drive
includes $12 million for construction and $8 million for books. The
legislature will be asked to provide an additional $46 million.
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The new college try: doing more with less
BY CARA ANNA

~-lillf:111

The number of sports for men and
women at state UllM!rsllles (cross
counby, lniloor and outdoor track
. . , . - separately; coed sports
Included):
Kentucky
10 men, 10 women
Louisville
10 men, 9 YJOmen
Eastern
8 men, 9 mmen
Kentucky State

8 men, 7 women

Morehead State

8 men, 7 mmen

Murray State

9 men, 8 v.-omen

Northern

6 men. 5 women

Western

10 men, 7 women

HERALD·LEADER STAFF WRITER

Increasing opportunities for
women sounds like a good idea
to athletic directors at Kentucky's state universities.
Until they reach into their
pocket to pay for it.
For several schools, that
pocket is empty. Athletics departments suffer from state
budget cuts and most sports
already lose money. There is no
money that can be easily applied to women's. sports.
But the schools will have to
try.

The ratio of men to women In

athleUcs

and

- .......
In

lull-Ume

Wldefgmduate enrollment (1992-

93):

Mefl/Wlimen Men/Women

Kentucky

70.6/29.4 48.1/51.9

Louisville

72/28

47.9/52.1

Eastern
69/31
Kentucky Sl65/35

43/57
45.3/54.7

Morehead

70.6/29.4 43.5/56.5

Murray Sl

77 /23

Northern

65/35

Western

75 /25

4 7 /53
45/55
44/56

Title IX is a federal statute
that prohibits sex discrimination in federally funded education programs. Increased awareness in that law, and in a set of
NCAA proposals on gender equity, has brought the issue of
women in sports into the headlines.
The success of recent Title
IX court cases, including a case
in which damages were awarded for the first time, is a warning to schools that the issue
shouldn't be ignored.

That puts athletics departments in a situation where
changes must be made at a cost
that could be painful.
"I did a study for the president," said Mike Strickland,
Murray State University athletics director. "If we were to wave
a magic wand this morning,
we'd need $250,000-$300,000 to
make (the athll'I ics program)
equitable."
Such could be the price of
trying to achieve proportionality, the first test of Title IX and
the goal of the NCAA proposals.

What It means
Proportionality means the
ratio of men to women in athletics should be the same as the
ratio of men to women enrolled
in that school. No Kentucky
school can claim proportionality. The enrollment ratio of the
schools is about 55 percent
women to 45 percent men, but
the athletics ratio is about 30
percent women to 70 percent
men, which is about the average
for schools nationwide.
When the NCAA task
force's proposals were released,

the major complaint about them
was proportionality, · said Jim
Whalen, president of Ithaca College and a task force co-chair.
But that is the law, he said.
"If people want to be Neanderthal about this stuff, the courts
will take care of it."
Eastern Kentucky Universit·· 'he subject of a 1991 Title IX
complaint, is well aware of the
law.
The complaint was filed
with the national Office for Civil
Rights after the school cut the
women's field hockey team. The
OCR ruled that the school had
to add more opportunities for
women by making changes in
several areas of athletics .:....
including scheduling, travel,
coaching, facilities and support

en's basketball locker room and
improved the softball field.
After the changes, "I think
Eastern Kentucky, from a Title
IX standpoint, is among the top
10 percent of institutions at this
level," Baugh said.
Shuffling resources to make
further changes could be painful, he said. "Whe11 it comes
time to cut, there will be no
sports that will be sacred."

Somebody complained

Kentucky's other state universities share Eastern's problems, but there is one reason
Eastern is being monitored by
the OCR while the others aren't
- someone filed a complaint.
But with the rise of gender
equity as an issue, Whalen said
services.
he thinks the number of comThe OCR is monitoring the plaints will increase. That's
school as changes are made.
where the NCAA task force
"We thought we were in proposals come in, as guidelines
pretty good compliance," said to help keep schools out of
Robert Baugh, dean of Eastem's Eastern's situation - or worse.
health, physical education, reSome improvements have
creation and athletics depart- been made at Kentucky's state
universities.
ment.
Some of Morehead State's
The school has added women's golf, completed a new worn- efforts to comply with Title IX

include increasing the salary of
the women's basketball coach,
hiring a second full-time assistant for the women's basketball
team, adding softball and rifle
and adding more · women's
dressing rooms.
At Murray, Strickland said,
they liave increased the salary
of the women's basketball
coacli, added women's golf,
combined men's and women's
track, added women's scholarships and increased funding for

women's tennis.
While the program has done
this, it also has lost $350,000 to
$400,000 to budget cuts in the
last two years.
The story is similar at other
schools.
In an effort to protect what
money football and men's basketball bring in, it might be the
smaller men's sports that are
cut.
The task force proposals
don't address that issue.
If something like that occurs, Whalen said, "then .the
guys should say, 'Hey,' - just
like the women say - 'why do
we have such a big football
program?'"

"You can
take your
shoes off and
not run out of
fingers and
toes counting
who makes
money."
SI'EVE HAMILTON,
Morehead State
athletics director

"If people
want to be
Neanderthal
about this
stuff, the
courts wlll
take care of
It."
JIM WHALEN,
president of
Ithaca College
and NCAA equity
task-force cochairman
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Quest for money
leaves football
open to assaults
BY CARA ANNA
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

As discussion continues about
the NCAA's gender equity task
force proposals, football can't
seem to fit the plan.
That makes the sport an easy
target for speculation as schools
worry about making their athletics departments equitable in light
of Title IX.
There have been some predictable reactions, said Bill Curry, the
football coach at the University of
Kentucky.
"Some football coaches have
responded as you might expect 'Please don't mess with us; don't
change the parameters of our

business,' " he said.
"But there will be change."
The large numbers in college
football - 85 scholarship players
in Division I-A, 65 scholarship
players in Division I-AA and
walk-ans that can bring total players well past 100 - just can't be
manipulated easily as the issue of
proportionality is addressed.

Football ls large
"It's not that football is creating the problem, it's just that
football is very, very large," said
Kathryn Reith, assistant executive
director of the Women's Sports
Foundation.
Some people would like to see
football's bulk set aside when
looking at proportionality.
But federal policy says football can't be erased from the
picture. And that is causing headaches across the nation, including
Kentucky.
·
There may be some relief. In a
meeting at the end of June, the
task force modified its proposals.
The changes, which won't be·
known until the final report is
released this month, were enough
to cheer up task force member Joe
Dean, the athletics director at
Louisiana State University.
Dean had objected to the emphasis on proportionality.
In the final report, Dean· said,
"we got the changes we were
looking for."
He said proportionality has
been significantly readdressed.
Sports like football and men's
basketball will be treated more
carefully because of their ability
to produce revenue.
And he said he thinks there
will be emphasis on Title IX, the
federal law that prohibits genderbased discrimination in educational programs receiving federal
.funds.

The money budgeted to men's and

women's spo,tg at state unMffl!ffles tor
1993-94 (Westnm ftgures 1119 199293):

Women

Mon

Kentucky $10,953,925 $2,014,375

Louisville
Eastern

Ky. State
Moret.ead

MurraySt

Northern
Western

6,616,560
2,553,833

1,007,518
742,143

494,127
1,394,319
1,499,001

176,304
509,123
488,726

314,299
2,084,548

251,300
848,318

Title IX uses proportionality
to test a school's compliance, but
it has two other standards if the
first one has not been met - a
school can show a history of
improvement of women's opportunities or it can show it has satisfied the athletic needs of its female
students.

Good news for Kidd
That is good news to Eastern
Kentucky University football
coach and athletic director Roy
Kidd.
His athletics department has
taken a 12 percent cut in the past
two years, which leaves little flexi. bility in spending.
While the ideal choice in dealing with proportionality is adding
women's sports, Eastern and a
majority
of
schools in Division I may have
to consider the
more unsavory
option cutting-

men's

sports because of tight
budgets.
"There's no
''There's no
doubt
that on
doubt that on
our
level
the
our level the sport that's gosport that's ing to be hurt is
going to be football," Kidd
hurt Is
said.
One argufootball."
ment
against
ROYKIDD,
cutting
football
EKU athletic
is that it is a
director and
football coach
revenue-produc- - - - - ing sport, bringing in money to help the rest of
the athletics department
But at most schools - such as
Eastern Kentucky, Western Kentucky, Murray State and Morehead State football doesn't
even pay for itself, much less
provide for the rest of the department.

Another source of change
The schools' football budgets
are already facing changes if the
proposals of another NCAA group
are approved.
The Special NCAA Committee
to Review Financial Conditions in
Intercollegiate Athletics - which
has worked independently of the
task force - has suggested several ways to cut spending in football, including limitations on
squad size and elimination of off- ·
season training-table meals.
· "I don't think anything is
wrong with that, personally," said
Jack Harbaugh, head football
coach at Western Kentucky. "If
you do it (the changes) across the
board, how will you change the
quality of the game?"
Womeri should be given op•
portunities, he said, but he doesn't
agree with any kind of quotas.
Yet, proportionality or something close to it is what Harbaugh
and his fellow coaches are facing.

Basketball, football make
UK athletics self-supporting
BY CARA ANNA
HERALD·LEADER STAFF WRITE"

At the University of Kentucky,
cutting men's sports is not an
option in solving problems posed
by Title IX.
"I'm not going \o be in the
business of dropping men's sports,"
Athletics Director
C.M. Newton said.
"There's nothing
equitable or fair
about that."
Smaller state
schools may face
that option because tight budgets
made
liflhter by cuts_ in "The standard
higher educallon
I •
- make it hard here s, Are
to add women's our athletes
opportunities to treated falrly?
meet Title IX re- Are our needs
quirements.
satisfied?' As
But UK's foot- a coach, I'm
ball and men's satisfied."
basketball teams
create
enough KATIIY DEBOER,
revenue to make UK associate
0
the athletics de'
partment one of a volleyball coach
few in the country - - - - - that is self-supporting, without any
university funding.
Those two sports also receive
the most money.
Women's basketball coach Sharon Fanning - whose program was
budgeted $2.2 million less than the
men's program for the upcoming

at:~~;~~~~~?!

Reason -

isn't complaining.

ey-maker at a majority of the
schools.
Kentucky, which has 10 sports
eacli for men and women (the most
in the SEC), has already announced
it will add two sports, one of them
softball.
it is today," women's tennis coach
"I think we have a good track
John Dineen said.
record there," King Hogue said.
Also widely shared is the feelThe third test of Title IX reing that UK treats its female athletes as well as it treats its male quires that the school show the
interests and abilities of the underathletes.
represented sex have been met. ·.
"The standard here is, 'Are our
That is unknown, King Hogue
athletes treated fairly? Are our
needs satisfied?'" said associate said. :'We don't have a clue of what
athletics director and women's vol- the athletic interests and abilities of
leyball coach Kathy DeBoer. "As a our coeds are. We've never asked.
coach, I'm satisfied."
"To our knowledge, no one in
UK, like a majority of schools, the NCAA Division I schools has
does not meet the first test of Title asked, either."
IX proportionality. But the
UK has started to ask. This
school's efforts toward gender equiyear the athletics department will
ty have won it praise.
The second test of Title IX survey students to find what those
requires a school to show a history interests and abilities are. A report
of continuing improvement where should be complete by February.
The department's actions have
one sex has been underrepresented.
drawn
praise.
Col. Micki King Hogue, a special
assistant hired last year to study
Bob McCabe, of The Center for
the department's gender equity sta- the Study of Sport in Society at
tus, said UK has done well in this Northwestern University, was at
area. In 1982 UK added women's UK in June to participate in a
swimming (under pressure from the cultural diversity workshop with
Office for Civil Rights), and a de- the athletics department. From
cade later it added women's soccer. what he has seen, he said, he is
·
In June, the Southeastern C?n· impressed.
ference addressed gender eqmty,
"I wouldn't be surprised if Kensaying its schools must have at tucky becomes a model," he said.
least two more women's sports than
men's by August 1995. It is a plan
Debbie Yow agrees. The athletthat avoids cuts in football, a man- ics director at the University of St.
"You've got to understand that
when Rupp Arena's filled, that's
what's paying our bill," she said.
The sentiment is widely shared
in the athletics department. "If it
were not for football and basketball,
women's tennis would not be where
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The allocat!on per sport In the
University

of

Kentucky

1993-94

alhleUc budget

Football
Men's basketball
Women's basketball
Men's golf

Women's golf

$6,693,300
$2,849,500
$603,550
$117,850
$147,900

Men's soccer
Women's soccer

$144.400
$142,400

Men's swimming
Women's swimming

$267,250
$312,050

Men's tennis
Women's tennis

Baseball (men)

$209,500
$199,550
$282,850
$319,800
$376,100

Gymnastics (oomen)

$275,950

Men's track
Women!s track

. Rifle (coed)
Volleyball (women)
Men's total
Women's total

$26,350
$324,800
$10,953,925

$2,014,375

Louis (one of 10 women athletics
directors in Division I) coached
women's basketball at UK from
1976-80.
Women's athletics at UK were
moved up from campus recreation
in 1978, and women's basketball
became fully funded that year. "We
had good travel budgets, we had
good recruiting lines," Yo~ said.
"We created Lady Kat boosters.
Coach Uoe B.) Hall was very supportive.
"We were way ahead of the
game. Some people today do not
know what that feels like."
Newton said he is not sure he
can make things "50-50" between
the men and women in his program,
number-wise. "Fairness - that's
where I come down," he said. "And
doing the right thing for the right
reasons."

Texas A&M official
to take over WKU
fund-raising efforts
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY EAGLES
Staff Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University announced
yesterday that it has tapped the
head of fund raising at Texas A&M
University for the same job at Western.
Robert M. Rutledge III of Bryan,
Texas, will begin his duties as Westem's vice president for institutional
advancement Sept. I. He will oversee Western's offices for development, alumni affairs, university relations, the Institute for Economic
Development and Public Service,
and the fledgling WKU Foundation.
His annual salary will be $87,000.
Rutledge has been president and
executive director of the Texas
A&M
University
Development
Foundation since 1982, and has
been responsible for all of the university's capital fund-raising programs. The school currently is halfway through its first $500 million
Major Gift Campaign, with $279
million raised as of April.
In a statement announcing the
hiring, Western President Thomas
Meredith said Rutledge, 48, "brings
a wealth of experience and success
... that will allow us to move forward quickly."
Western Regents Chairman Burns

Mercer was more direct: "I can't believe we got this guy. He has terrific
credentials. Obviously, we're going
to count on him to get us into the
fund-raising game."
Mercer's exuberance follows a
July 23 regents meeting at which
Meredith said Western had been
told to prepare budget plans that reflect a state budget cut of from 2 to
6 percent.
In a brief telephone interview
from Texas, Rutledge stressed that
he could not transplant Texas
A&M's whole fund-raising program
to Western, and that it would take
him some time to determine what
private giving level would be attainable at Western.
But after nearly 20 years at Texas
A&M, Rutledge said, he was ready
for a change and found "the challenge of building a good solid advancement program" at Western
very enticing.
Western's private giving last year
- excluding money for scholarships and athletics - came to more
than $1.5 million, and the school
completed one of its first buildings
funded by a major donor, the Preston Health and Activities Center,
named for regent Ray Preston of
Henderson.
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Morehead's Proctor has heart surgery
From Staff and Special Dispatches
Morehead State University football coach Cole Proctor was undergoing open-heart surgery early last
evening at Lexington's Central Baptist Hospital to relieve a recurring
coronary artery blockage.
Proctor, 48, who had anatheroectomy and angioplasty in May, experienced discomfort during a recent
follow-up examination, the school
said in a statement. During an angiogram yesterday, doctors determined that surgery·was necessary.
The school said Proctor may be
able to resume monitoring practices
in two or three weeks and could be
on the sideline for Morehead's season opener Sept. 4 at Marshall. In
the meantime, assistant coach Kevin
Carty will be the acting·head coach.
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Morehead football coach Proctor
undergoes open-heart surgery
AsSOCIATED PRESS

Morehead State University
football coach Cole Proctor un•
derwent open-heart surgery yesterday at Central Baptist Hospital to relieve a recurring problem
with coronary artery blockage.
Proctor, 48, who underwent
an atheroectomy and an angioplasty in May in an effort to
relieve the blockage, experienced
some minor discomfort during a
recent follow-up examination.
the university said in a release.
An angiogram performed
yesterday indicated that blockage existed, prompting doctors
to perform the surgery, the university said. There was no indication that Proctor had suffered
a heart attack or any heart
damage.
If the surgery turned out as
expected, Proctor should be ob-
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Senate passes reduced
public-senice tuition bill
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - A slimmeddown version of President Clinton's
plan for students to earn some college tuition money through public
service work won Senate approval
yesterday. Negotiators now must
reconcile it with· a somewhat broader House version.
Initial steps toward resolving differences already were under way as
negotiators sought to have a compromise ready for final passage by
the end of the week, said a source
close to the discussions.
The Senate's 58-41 vote ended a
vigorous partisan dispute that
forced Clinton's original five-year,
$9.5 billion plan to be sharply reduced. Clinton called senators after
the vote to thank them.
Clinton, in remarks from the Rose
Garden, called the bill. "one of my
top legislative priorities. Within
months, thousands of young people
will be at work in their communities, helping our country and helping to pay for their own education."
The Senate's three-year program
would cost $1.5 billion. The House
approved a three-year arrangement
at an estimated cost of $2.1 billion,
though funding could vary under

1993

the House version.
"The administration is comfortable with either approach ar this
. point," said Eli Segal, who_ directs
Clinton's national service office.
"The differences between the
bills are really quite small," he said.
The biggest differences are in
how many students could take part
· and how soon. Clinton wanted to allow 25,000 students in the first year
and 150,000 by the third year.
The Senate version would allow
20,000 participants in the first year,
33,000 in the second year and
47,000 in the third year, assuming
an average annual cost per participant of Sl5,000. The House would
allow somewhat more students than
the Senate during the three years.
The Senate numbers resulted
from its decision to limit spending
to $300 million in the first year of
the program, $500 million in the
second year and $700 million in the
third year.
Both House and Senate would
provide living allowances of at least
_$7,400 a year and health-care -and
child child-day-care benefits.

serving his team's practices
within two to three weeks and
will probably be on the sideline
when Morehead State opens the
season at Marshall on Sept. 4,
the school said.
Assistant coach Kevin Carty
will be acting head coach during
Proctor's absence.
Proctor has compiled a 12-21
record in three seasons at Morehead State, his alma mater. After
his first season in 1990, Proctor
shared the Ohio Valley Conference Coach of the Year title after
leading the Eagles to a 5-6 record.
Proctor, a native of Meriden,
Conn., was named the Eagles'
head coach after three seasons as ·
an assistant at Utah. Proctor was•
also an assistant at Iowa State,,
San Diego State and East Ten•
nessee State.
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I-AA schools claim
equity plan could kill
scholarship football
By DAVE KOERNER
Staff Writer
As the NCAA grapples with balancing
athletic opportunities for men and women,
Eastern Kentucky University President
Hanly Funderburk leaves little doubt about
the likely impact of the recommendation
now on the table for achieving so-called
"gender equity."
Funderburk says it would gut the Colonels' nationally renowned football program,
If the proposal becomes the law of the
collegiate land, he says Eastern - a twotime Division 1-M national champion might have to go to non-scholarship football to accommodate the proposal's farreaching financial implications. In fact, unless wording is changed in some of the proposals, Funderburk foresees different tiers
of 1-M football, with about 90 percent of
the schools going to non-scholarship programs.
"I don't see how they can go any other
way," he said, adding that Eastern would
need at least $1.3 million extra to offer
enough women's grants to attain a 50-50
ratio with men. "The only way I can come
up with (the money) is out of university
funds, and I'm not going to lay off teachers
to do that."
Gender equity will be the main topic on
the agenda today in Avon, Colo., when the
46-member NCAA Executive Council convenes behind closed doors to discuss recommendations outlined by a 16-member
task force. By Friday the council is expected
to settle on legislation to be presented at the
NCAA's annual convention in January.
In its initial report, the task force called
for "fair and equitable distribution of opportunities, benefits and resources" in
men's and women's athletics based on the
male-female ratio of .each NCAA school's
undergraduate enrollment. For example, a
50-50 enrollment ratio would require a similar split among male and female athletes.
That recommendation angered administrators at many football schools, where the
participation ratio hovers around 70-30 nationally. With no women's sport similar in
squad size to football, schools wondered
how they would achieve equity without
eliminating football or all other men's
sports.
In the wake of that outcry among Division I schools, the task force decided that
participation should be
"substantially proportionate" to a school's
undergraduate population. At the same time,
the task force endorsed
regulations implementing Title IX, the 21year-old federal law
prohibiting genderbased discrimination in
Funderburk:
collegiate athletics.
"Morally, we're
Under those regulagoing to abide
tions, where proporby the law."
tionality has not been

achieved, continued
progress of a college
athletic program will
satisfy the federal law.
Some administrators
- especially at major
colleges - were relieved by the softer language, although many
say it might only delay
some of the heavy ft.
Newton:
nancial burden the
Proportionality
schools eventually will
doesn1 equal
face - as well as major
practicality.
cuts in men's sports.
But the rewording
might not be enough help for 1-M schools,
many already pinched by tight budgets.
For instance, Western Kentucky University nearly dropped football in 1992 because
of dire financial straits, and school President Thomas Meredith said he also would
consider non-scholarship football in response to a strong regulation by the NCM.
The timing couldn't be worse for Murray
State, which hopes to snap a string of three
consecutive losing seasons and boost sagging attendance under new coach Houston
Nutt.
"improving football is critical to our program, and the opportunity for it to generate
revenue is there," Murray athletic director
Michael Strickland said. "But with gender
equity, we're faced with a massive problem.
And I think we're all in the same boat - big
schools and small schools.
"I don't know anybody opposed to giving
equity to women's athletics, but for those
~ho have to deal with practical
$1mbers, it's real difficult. There
'!!'e not any real answers."
· C. M. Newton, athletic director at
the University of Kentucky, wants
tlie proposed legislation to focus on
flrlrness rather than equality.
: "You can be equal in terms of
wc>portlon by saying that we're goi!1g to give 50 percent of money
nere and there whether it's needed
dr not," he said. "And that's equal.
llut it's not practical, and it makes
qc? sense."
: .Oth~r administrators hope the
¢uncil will offer a clearer definiqon of gender equity as well as
wording that will take some of the
subjectivity out of compliance. For
~ample, what might be construed
8/l continued progress at one school
~ight not be perceived that way at
another.
· Jim Whalen, president of New
'\fork's Ithaca College and co-chairman of the gender-equity task force,
said the initial report clearly defined
gender equity, especially in its call
fo.L,strict proportionality. But softening the language might have made
it vague, he said.
:'.'.The fear among some people
now is that proportionality could
take 200 years (at) some schools "
Wl'ialen said. "What is gender eq~ilJ11' I think that debate will go on for
the next,millenium."

.. UK President Charles Wethington
said he's pleased that the new wording doesn't base compliance simply
on proportionality.
"If a Division I (school) decides to
drop football, it might be possible
for it to be proportional in terms of
female-male, but it might not have a
program that represents gender equity," he said. "The issue is being
recognized as one that's broader
than proportionality, and quite
fi'ankly, I think it has to be."
j11e task force's recommendations also fail to give a timetable for
reaching parity, which further comPJOmises a school such as Eastern
Kel)tucky, where a wide gap exists
between male-female athletic participation and undergraduate enrollment.
· Eastern, which has large schools
of::nursing and education, had an
undergraduate enrollment of 56
percent female, 44 percent male in
September 1992. Men made up 71
percent of the athletes.
' Funderburk said he has two main
options at this time: (I) continue to
fully fund scholarship football and
drop the remaining seven men's
sports; (2) retain all other men's
sports and go to non-scholarship
football.
"I can't take any more money out
of the classroom," he said. "And
running an athletic program at a
(school) this size that is highly subsidized, we have no business putting in any more scholarships....
"Morally, we're going to abide by
the law. I've ·got to be with gender
eq¢ty."
Joe Dean, athletic director at Louisiana State University and a member of the task force, agreed that a
school such as Eastern and other
Ohio Valley Conference members
"will have a tremendous problem.
But they've got to move in some direction. (The plaintiffs) are winning
eveiy case they take to court, so the
message is that you better get in
line."
Marilyn McNeil, president of the
National Association of Collegiate
Women Athletic Administrators, has
little sympathy for those administrators finding it difficult to comply.
"Complying with it is only difficult if you want business as usual,"
said McNeil, associate athletic director at California Polytechnic
State-San Luis Obispo. "Gender equity isn't the culprit. We all start to
feel sorry for the men who are getting reduced opportunities, but no
one feels sorry for the women who
have been denied. over the years."
Many administrators, however,
say cutting men's programs to expand women's likewise is unfair.
"I can see both sides of the issue," said Eve Atkinson, athletic director at Lafayette College in Easton, Pa. "But that is a veiy negative
situation, if women's programs are
built at the cost of men's sports."
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Non~scholarship ball not·for Kidd
By DAVE KOERNER
Staff Writer
•"Roy Kidd, Eastern Kentucky University's legendary football coach,
said he probably would quit if the
Colonels go to a non-scholarship
program..· "If that happens, I don't want to
be a part of it," he said recently. "If
that ever happened, that'll be time
f!]I' me to hang it up, I guess."
Eastern President Hanly Funderburk currently is considering a nonscholarship football program in an
attempt to achieve gender equity.
-_ Kidd, 61, ranks second in victories
among active NCAA Division I-A
aiid I-AA coaches with a 239-84-8
record in 29 seasons. He trails only
Penn State's Joe Paterno (247).
Kidd coached the Colonels to national championships in 1979 and
'82 and to runner-up spots in 1980

.

and '81. In all,
Eastern has
reached the
playoffs in 13 of
the 15 years
they have been
held in I-AA.
"I'd hate to
see (non-scholarship footKidd
ball),"
said
Kidd, who has
labored in the shadow of the University of Kentucky. "I feel we have
as good a football program as anybody in the state. We don't have the
scholarships that the University of
Kentucky and the University of Louisville have, but as far as consistency ..."
Kidd said he is tired of football
being the target cif budget cutbacks
across the country.
"Every time I pick up the paper,

it's 'Let's cut football,' " he said.
"Football is about the only spon
that takes in any money."
Kidd has been campaigning to
elevate Eastern football to Division
I-A status. "But I'm sure that'll never happen," he said.
Last season Eastern awarded 63
football scholarships, two below the
NCAA maximum for I-AA. However, the limit is expected to be reduced at least to. 45 at January's
NCAA convention in San Antonio.
"That's fine," Kidd said. "Naturally, if they go to 45, we'd go to 45
. .. but I never thought we'd go below 45 grants."
Kidd, who doubles as Eastern's
athletic director, said he'd prefer to
increase women's scholarships in
existing programs rather than start
new programs.
''Why not make the sports better
that we already have?" he asked.
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Stadium fund-raisers
exult in early success
By DAVE KOERNER
Staff Writer
Words such as "incredible" and
"unbelievable" filled the air yesterday as the University of Louisville's
fund-raising campaign for a new
football stadium reached the end of
its first stage.
The
result?
Pledges
of
$10,030,000 - or more than twothirds of the down payment needed
for the proposed $53 · million stadium.
U of L's assistant athletic director,
Mike Pollio, said it will be decided
around Oct. I whether the stadium
"is a go or not." That's when U of L
must have $15 million in pledges
and $1.5 million in cash.
Pollio said pledges of $3.5 million
were received in the final six days
of the first stage, which ended Monday - with more than $1 million being pledged both Friday and Monday.
Pollio said U of L officials had
hoped to get about $200,000 a day,
for a total of $8.4 million. Instead,
the drive averaged about $239,000 a
day.
Pollio said the $10 million represents ticket sales alone and doesn't
include 24 luxury boxes already
sold at $30,000 a year.
· "It's incredible. I should have
been this successful in coaching,"
said Pollio, previously the head basketball coach at Eastern Kentucky
University. "There's no way I ever
thought we would be at this level
this quickly."
"It's unbelievable," said Malcolm

Chancey; chairman of the stadium
task force. "I'm flabbergasted. The
report we did early in the year indicates there was support, but never
in my wildest dreams did I expect

this."
The next stage of the plan is to
focus fund-raising efforts on the
corporate community in hopes of
selling promotional and marketing
opportunities.
"It's an effort to sell space on
scoreboards and billboards and concession rights," Chancey said. "This
will not be. a contribution fund
drive.
"And I think those corporations
that want to get their names out in
front of the public will view it very
positively."
Bill Stone, another member of the
stadium task force and the head of
Louisville Plate Glass Co., thinks

the corporate community will respond well.
"My general guess is that (corporations) understand that this facility
will add so much to the total com·munity landscape that I can't imagine them not supporting it," Stone
said.
·
Pollio said the fund-raising probably was done backward, because
the public was solicited first. But he
viewed that as a wise decision.
"I'm not sure if corporate Louis-.
ville would have taken a chance on
a football stadium," Pollio said.
"But all of a sudden corporations
have seen a lot of people take a

chance."
At the same time, the fund raising
will target new U of L football fans.
"There are still plenty of good
seats left - in all sec,l:ions, and we'll
continue to sell those seats," Pollio
said.
"There are a lot of smiling faces
around here, although it's not a
done deal yet,'' Pollio said.. "But at
this point we're very optimistic."
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Proctor is in thoughts
of OVC brunch bunch
By JIM TERHUNE
Staff Writer

OVC COACHES' POLL
(First-place votes

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Boots Donnelly w~
up to his usual mischief, trying to ma!{~ his
favored Middle Tennessee Blue Raiders
seem like the 10th-best squad in a nioeteam league.
.
.
John. Mumford of Southeast M1ssoun
State played down the levee-building work
of himself and five of his players at floodthreatened Cape Girardeau, Mo.
But many thoughts of those attending the
Ohio Valley Conference's football media
brunch yesterday at the Radisson Hotel
were on Morehead State head coach Cole
Proctor.
_
.
He also was in Lexington. But he was m
Central Baptist Hospital, where he underwent open-heart surgery Tuesday. There
were no complications, and the 51-year-old
coach was resting comfortably, Morehead
officials said.
"He's a hard-nosed guy," said defensive
backs coach Kevin Carty, the interim head
man. "Whatever the minimum r~covery
time is, that's what coach Proctor will tai{e.
He wants to be back by Marshall (the season opener Sept. 5)."
The Eagles' coordinators, Jeff Jud~e (~ffense) ·and Reic Ryan (defense), remained m
place while Carty was elevated to handle
any disputes, such as moving a player from
offense to defense.
"We made all the plans before he went
in" Carty said. "It's a great way to do it,
bicause the only thing I'll be is a referee. I
am concerned about the kids who won't
learn about it until they report (newcomers
Sunday, veterans Tuesday)."
·
"He (Proctor) seemed to be doing all
right," said quarterback Jeremy Holbro?k,
who attended the meeting. "I see everythm:
going pretty smoothly."
Morehead athletic ,director Steve Ha.mi:
ton shook his head.
"Here's a guy who ate like a bird an,
worked out every day," he said. He look~,
down at platefuls of scrambled eggs, sau
sage, biscuits and gravy. "l guess l'_d bette
start chowing down on this and getting a.le
of alcohol to be safe."
Proctor succeeded Bill Baldridge, whos·
heart problems forced him to leave More
head after six seasons.
·.
Meanwhile, league coaches and sports in
formation directors picked Middle Tennes
see to repeat its 1992 title, and The Spartin.
News tabbed the Blue Raiders the No.
team in NCAA Division I-AA.
·
Middle will return 11 starters and it
place-kicker from a 10-3 team that lost t
eventual champion Marshall in the I-Ai
quarterfinais. Donnelly lo?ked ~ Carty an·
said "Cole needs to wait until after yo·.
play' Marshall."
·
Before anyone spoke, a towel was left r

In parentheses)

1. Middle Tennessee (16) • • • • . • 152

2. Eastern Kentucky (2) . • . . . . . 144

3. Tennessee Tech . . .. . . . . .. . 124
4. Tennessee State . . . . . . . . . . . 106
5. Southeast Missouri . . . . . . . . . 75
6. Morehead State .. .. .. .. .. ..
69
7. Austin Peay . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .
58 .1
8. Tennessee-Martin . . . . . . . . . . 46
9. Murray State . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 36

the podium for "one of the
coaches" for crying purposes. Eastern Kentucky's Roy Kidd discussed
his club's prospects right before
Donnelly spoke. When his turn
came, Donnelly said, "Hey, Roy,
you forgot your towel," and passed
it down the dais.
"I was shocked to see you picked
us No. 1, but I have to agree," he
said. "We've got so much depth we lose five to the NFL, six from
offense, five from defense. all our
speed, all our three- and four-year
starters, we do not have a tight end,
defensive back, inside linebacker
and outside linebacker.

"You have the right to pick us
No. 1. Of course, it doesn't tai{e a lot
of intelligence to pick a No, I in the

summertime."
The towel was passed back.
Eastern, which got the only two
first-place votes that didn't to go
Middle, was picked No. 2, Either
Middle or Eastern has won or
shared the last 12 OVC crowns.
Mumford said the Mississippi is
three feet from the top of the flood
wall at Cape Girardeau and looks
"kind of ominous sitting there. The
community has given us a lot, and
we wanted to do something. We
would only go down (to work on the
levee) for an hour or two, but it was
very gratifying. To see the spirit of
the people is incredible.
"But Cape Girardeau is not
flooded, our practice field is on the
highest ground and we will have

two-a-day practices."
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Eagles say ailing coach
will bounce back. quick
It doesn't matter, one of his
players declared, whether Morehead State Coach Cole Proctor is in
a hospital bed, a pteSS box pt m1 die
field.
"Coach Proctor will be in
charge," senior defensive· star Mike
Duvall said yesterday.
Proctor is in Central Baptist
Hospital now, recovering from
open-heart surgery Tuesday. He
had a recurring problem with coronary artery blockage and is expected to be hospitalized about a week.
If his recovery goes as expected,
Proctor could be in the Morehead
press box watching pre-season
practice in two or three weeks. He
could be back on the field when the
Eagles open the season at Marshall
Sept. 4.
"It's a definite downfall when
the head coach is having any hardship," Duvall said, "but I don't
think it will affect us that much.
Coach may not be there to yell at
everybody and discipline -people,
but we'll still have discipline in the
program."

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

Quarterback Jeremy Holbrook
said it's too early to see the effect of
Proctor's absence since many players are just now learning about the
surgery.
"I see things running pretty
smoothly," Holbrook said. "Our
coaches work well together.
"I felt one of th~oordinators
Ueff Judge on offe~ _R'ex R_Yan ~n
defense) would sfep m as mtenm
coach, but they let somebody else
be the mediator."
Kevin Carty, who works with
the defensive backs, is the acting
head coach. He spoke yesterday
during the Ohio Valley Conference's
annual football media day.
Carty was head coach at Verona
(N.].) High School before coming to
Morehead. This is bis third year on
Proctor's staff.
Carty expects his new duties to

be brief.

"Knowing Coach," he said, "it
won't be long before he's back and
doing what he does best."
-RICK

8An..EY
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OVC coaches know there's no 'p~ing' Middle, EKU
OVC poll
l Middle Tenn.
2 Eastern Ky.
3 Tenn. Tech
4 Tenn. State
5 SE Missouri
6 Morehead St.
7 Austin Peay

Tenn.-Martin
Murray St.
(Voting by the
league's head
coaches and
sports Information directors.)

8
9

BY RICK BAILEY
HERAJ.D·LEADER ST~FF WRITER

They did a lot of passing when the
Ohio Valley Conference football coaches
met with the media yesterday at the
Radisson Plaza Hotel.
While coaches from the OVC's top
two programs were passing the crying
towel back and forth, one colleague was
talking about passing sandbags to hold
back the Mississippi River. And everyone was passing along best wishes to a
member of the clan who was hospital-

ized a few blocks away.
John Mumford of Southeast Missouri State has spent time with a few of his
players who were in summer school
piling sandbags at Cape Girardeau, Mo.
"This was a unique experience for the
players to give something back to the
community," he said.
But the flood won't get the players
out of practice. "Our practice field is on
the highest point, so we will have two-adays (practice sessions)," Mumford said.
Meanwhile, acting head coach Kevin

Carty served as spokesman for More-

head State's Cole Proctor, who underwent open-heart surgery Tuesday. Proctor could be observing practice within
two weeks if he recovers quickly and
may be on the sideline for Morehead's
opener against defending Division I-AA
champion Marshall Sept. 4.
Mumford, Proctor and the rest of
their OVC colleagues figure to spend the
season chasing the Top Two - Middle
Tennessee and Eastern Kentucky. After
all, Middle and Eastern have won or
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'Enrollment problem'
Western Kentucky University has an
enrollment problem that's not being publicly discussed.
Eastern Kentucky University is located
within 30 miles of the University of Kentucky and close to Morehead State University, which places them in a very competitive location to enroll students, yet they
have 1,000 more students than WKU and a
2 percent growth rate, while WKU has
zero growth rate. If the enrollment figures
are projected forward for 10 years, EKU
will have an enrollment of 20,562 and
WKU 15,580. Evidently EKU is making its
school attractive to students.
Murray State University also has an enrollment problem; however, its regents are
attempting to solve the problem. The regents
have allocated $325,000 more for recruiting
students and have directed the president to
streamline procedures and to make the university more accessible to students.
The enrollment problem at WKU should
be important to its regents, state representatives, local business leaders and anyone
else interested in the future of WKU. We
are hoping that an effort will be made to
solve this problem.
SHIRLEY G. AYERS

Bowling Green, Ky. 42101

shared the OVC title for the past dozen
autumns.
The defending champion Blue Raiders received 16 first-place votes and 152
points from the conference coaches and
sports information directors. Eastern
was picked second with two first-place
votes and 144 points.
That's the way the teams finished a
year ago, Middle swamping Eastern 387 in their annual championship showdown.

But to hear Middle Coach Boots
Donnelly tell it, the Blue Raiders
lost everything after going 10-3 last
season.

"We lost six starters on defense
and five on offense," Donnelly said
"We lost ·an our speed and severai
three- and four-year starters. We
don't have a punter returning. We
lost five players to the NFL from
the senior class."
But Middle does return junior
Kelly Holcomb, the All-OVC quarterback whose ability inspires confidence in the offense, Donnelly said.
Holcomb passed for 1,409 yards last
year and is on schedule to become
the Blue Raiders' all-time passing
yardage leader.
Kidd, beginning·his 30th year at
Eastern, is the third-leading active
coach in Division I-A and I-AA in
number of victories (239). He trails
Eddie Robinson (381) and Joe Paterno (247).
Kidd also begins the season
with a young offensive line, a new
quarterback (Ron Jones with freshman Greg Couch behind him) and a
new tailback.
Leon Brown and returnee Mike
Penman will battle for the starting
job vacated by Division 1-AA's alltime leading runner Markus Thomas. Brown, who was a flanker
before he was injured last season
and received a medical redshirt,
returned a kickoff for a touchdown
in Eastern 's first two games.
End Chad Bratzke is the tol?
defender returning as the Colonels
move to a new 4-3 defensive
scheme. Free safety Joe Smith anchors the S<'ctmdary.
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BLOATED ADMINISTRATIONS
BY ALLEN J. SHARE

.

rhe writer teaches history at the University of
.oulsvllle an~ at Jefferson Community Colege.

As our colleges and universities lace
;hrinking budgets and the need to rerench, there has been too much discussion
>f the elimination of teachers, courses· and
>rograms, and too little mention of a probem aptly termed "administrative bloat."
. "Undetected, unprotested, and un:hecked, the excessive growth of adminis:rative expenditures has done a lot of dam1ge to life and learning on our campuses,"
Barbara R. Bergmann, a distinguished professor of economics at American .University, recently observed.
By 1990, American institutions of higher
education had behind them six "full decades in which the growth in spending for
administration had outpaced the growth in
spending for teaching," while during the
1980s "administrative budgets - the expendiiure for presidents, deans, and their
assistants - grew 26 percent laster than
instructional budgets."
Indeed, as Jay A Halfond of Northeastern University noted at the end of 1991,
"fewer than one-third of those now employed in higher education are directly engaged in educating." Halfond argued that
"the growth of academic administration
has been the megatrend in higher education in recent decades," and maintained

that "the more higher education has
grown, the more costly and dysfunctional it
has become."

The March 28, 1990, issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education carried an article
by Karen Grassmuck entitled "Big Increases in Academic-Support Staff Prompt

•

· Growing Concerns on Campuses."· Grassmuck cited data collected by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission which
indicated that between 1975 and 1985 colleges and universities had experienced a 61
percent growth in the categofY of "other
professionals," an 18 percent increase in
"executive, administrative and managerial
employees," and a 6 percent growth in fulltime faculty.
Bergmann argued that the growth in the
numbers of administrators "derives from
two things: the desire of each admih.istrator
for more underlings, and a governance
problem that places few if any restraints on
such growth. Administrators, being human,
have an interest in enhancing their status
by augmenting the number of people who
report to them."
Halfond declared: "Too often, academic
managers have the almost unilateral authority to sanction growth - an often unrecognized conflict of interest."
Unfortunately, in an era of retrenchment, the administrators also have far too
much authority in mandating the cutbacks.
This also represents a ~onflict of interest,
as administrators are disinclined to eliminate their own jobs or those of their fellow
managers.
Moreover, as Robert Zemsky of the University of Pennsylvania and William F. Massy of
Stanford University pointed out, given "political realities," few public institutions of higher
education will admit that they. can cut expenses without suffering grievous harm. "If
savings are possible, then clearly the institution can get by with a smaller appropriation ·
- and there's the rub."
A special task force appointed by the

president of the Unive~\ty ,of Mi~higa!l to
determine the best means of achieving
economies Qf scale was. hpnest enciugh to
co'tclud~ that "in many areas of the university's operations, there is an iriverse relationship between cost and quality, so that
cost containment (and even cost reduction)
can go hand-in-hand with quality improvement." A similar task force at Stanford
University reached an identical conclusion.
To urge the elimination of excessive layers of administrators is not to argue that
courses, programs, or depaiinients ought
to be immune from cuts. Nor is it to maintain that instructors - ienured and. nontenured, full-time and part-time - receive
similar immunity.
Nor is it to disregard the growth of new
or expanded areas of service that are needed by students and faculty in the nature of
their work (such as computer technology,
sponsored programs, augmented libraries
and media centers, and enhanced student
services) and by the colleges and universities themselves (such as development,
alumni and fund-raising efforts, recruitment programs, and mandated administrative work in areas such as affirmative action) ..
Solutions to the problem of administrative bloat lie, in the first place, in a recognition and accurate appraisal of the problem
on each campus. The .. needs of our 3,300
colleges and universities differ widely, and
each institution will have to address the extent of the problem ori its cainpus and with
respect to its particular ~eed~. stated objectives, and overall mls~ion.
..
Faculty members. will need to reassert
the privileges, prerogatives, and powers
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that t11ey ,h,aye given ·up. over the ye~rs. to
administrators. They may have- to •perform
more,. of the ·administrative taslts them,
selves, as they did in earlier tim~s. and they
will need to cease• ~eing, as Halfond put it,
"conspicuously niute a~ a yoice qf institutional conscience". and ."strangers within
the confusing, sprawling system tliat em-.
ploys them.''
. , ,.. , , .
.
Boards of trustees must assert their powers as.shapers of inslitutional policy, establishing pripiities '!'ith respect .to: lnstitutio11al retrenc!lm.ent, ;BJil.d dir~c.Ung ral)t,El\' t~atj
followi'!g /J:\e .(op,level ~c;lniinistrators..... ::
Students; as. the ronstiniers of highereducatioil, iinl~i fight for· consui)ier protec:.
lion within the ..academy .and ~ealiz.e. that,
from their spiraling tuition fees to their declining course 'options, the probieni ad:·
ministratiye bloat Is adversely affecting !he'
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ser;vice tltey .are paying, foi.
. :A.s Jay Halfond .concluded: •:Jo good:
times, administrative gro~h might have:
been passed .off, as inconsequential oppor-·
tunism. But its irrespons.ible dim~nsion bec.9mes _apparent. as insti(utions .noiv trY, of-,
ten at great human i,ost, to adjust budgets:
to recessionary levels.", .
.
Retrenchment \Viii deman~ what l(:ent John'
Chabotar · of the Harvard Graduate School
arid.James P.
cif Lesley College defined
as th~ .".'.t~i:e~ R's' of. t)lii. 1990s:' reorganiza-.
lion, reallocation, and reduction.': , .
: In receni survey coiiql!ct~d by ihe Associ-,
allon of American Universities, three-fourths
of its member institutiol)s .~ere attempting to
reduce administrative costs. The place to begin is in a concerted el'foit fo identify and deflate ."administrative bloat."
·
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NKU strictly limits smoking
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. - Northern Kentucky University's
no-s!"okin~ ~olicy we!lt into effect yesterday. Smokers must step
outside bmldmgs to hght up. The only exception is dormitories
with designated smoking rooms.
University regents approved the ban Wednesday on a 7-1 vote
with Regent Frank Downing Jr. opposing it. Downing, a tobacc~
producer _from Owen County, said the university should not institute a p~hcy before the ol!tcome of lawsuits filed by tobacco interests agamst the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The EPA
has warned of the dangers of secondhand smoke.
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dents. who 'can't, find work !1'
· · ··· ·· · ·· ·· ···. ·· · · ·· · ·· · •
... . . , , ... . . . , , . . . ..,..• ,, " •• 4
have ;gone back 'to school to [I .Ashland Community College .
2,286 .,2,614:,,.2,771 3,061 3,190,,";.3,267
improve thej.r job·prospects. : g 'Kentucky C~risti~n College
4 73' . 491. , . 4 79 ft('· .518 _", 505.. ,, . 483
That ,inf! ux · of no n:J Marshall University
12,018 _12,350 · 12,574 ·12,407 .13·1121' '13,093
traditional students, •Joining· f Morehead State University
. 6,490 7,379 .: 7,962 ..· 8,622 , 8,812. 9,169
with freshly graduated high ll Ohio University Southam Campus 1,289 1,303 .,,1,481. ;.1,785. 2,113 ·2,358
school seniors, has meant I; Prestonsburg Community College· 1,990 · 2,088 • 2,225 : 2,446 2,863 . · 2,887 .
record enrollments for many ii Shawnee State University ·
2,795 2,972 . 2,967 .. 2,952 3,179 · 3,441·
· q~8:-::- .. ··:,:,·},···,·~.-.--·,-·,·•v•!¾···::::--,... >.··-·--,
' ·
Colleges. and un1·vers·t·
1 1es.
} ❖
,
, - - - --!tfNiM@f~:§.@!tH@f:JtMf@f~... <! ,\ '(,', '\ .:'<.t:/\\''?·\ :::~sfar~-1:r{?/+?.i¥/lf)f t .[; <\,t 1.:'/~ /J:=:"ttWt:( t\ (~ (:? ;\Lf.?-,£~-~:~&
Helen Williams, student serHowever, Yancy thinks enIndependent graphic / M
1ices · officer at Ashland Comrollment will stabilize for the
pared to 13,093 last fall.
nunity College, said indusnext few years.
C. T. Mitchell, director of
:rial layoffs are forcing many
"We're reaching the point
public· relations, said a 1 dE!-'Jeople to!retrain themselves. . where our pool from the re•
pressed economy sparked the
"Everybody now-is realizing : 'gion is dwindling, We've
slight Increase.
:hey have to change with the
tapped several resources and
"When the economy is ·poor,
:imes," she said.
we're getting to the end," she
people can always go to
Non-traditional students
said,
school," he said.
10w comprise at least a third
Deborah Floyd, president of
As- is usually the case, area ·
,f ACC's enrollment, Williams ,
, . private colleges have· grown
,aid. Ten years ago, she said - - - - - - - - - - - - - · · slower than their public 'counhe number was only a quar-, Prestonsburg Community Colterparts, if at all.
er, .
lege, said c,lemographics at her
·Kentucky Christian ColOverall, ACC's · enrollment
campus indicate more people
lege's enrollment . has stayed
umped .43 percent between
are valuing a college educabetween 470 and 520 since
all 1987 and 1992 - from 2,286.
tion.
. 1987; and nearly all of its stu;tudents to 3,267. . ·
.
A non-traditional 26 is the
dents are traditional, said Dr,
Enrollment also has been
average age of its nearly 3,000
Kenneth: Beck, vice president
,ooming at Morehead State
students, she said. In 1987, enfor academic affairs.
Jniversity. Judy Yancy, direcrollment was at 1,990,
"Our program is geared for
or of institutional relations,
An overwhelming majority
the traditional student/ he
.ttributes that to several facof PCC's students - 70 persaid, "Basically, they come
ors.
cent - are women, and get fi.
straight out of high school be. For one, MSU's regional lonancial aid, Floyd said..
cause of the church connecations· have expanded. The
"Our students are high-need
tions."
•
chool has three extended
and basically motivated," she
ampus centers in Ashland, _ said. "It's been proven you
'
··
have a better lifestyle with ed'restonsburg and West Libucation and that people live
,rty,
longer .... We're losing populaClasses ·a1sa are taught in
.tion yet increasing en'ikeville, Whitesburg, Mayesrollment."
·ille and Jackson, Yancy said.
Shawnee State University in
)If-campus enrollment is up
Portsmouth, Ohio, also has en6 percent since 1987.
joyed robust enrollment
"People are realizing the·
growth in the past five years.
·alue of- education more with
Last year the school enrolled
, tight job market,". she said.
664 more students than it did
'And there's also been a big
in 1987, a 22 percent increase,
msh by corporations for emGrowth at Marshall Univeriloyees to further their educasity in Huntington, w.va., was
ion."
much slower. The school had
Community, colleges are pro12,018 students in 1987, comlucing more graduates, and
ton-traditional students are
ncreasing,_ too, Yancy said.
MSU's enrollment jumped
,y 2,679 students between 1987
md 1992, a 41 percent inrease.
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\:Li::~cl1.}!lcal. ·degrees?
::~6fumunity }coll~:g~s: .;object :to,·vocational plan
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1i~,,,opp9q~nt_s, wosti,H<>~~ly
,,Moore, s,aid:-,the. degrees
.,,..Qt=;:1'.HE_!OAILY INDEPENDENT
the Uniye.rs1ty. ,of. ~~11tucky would show that vocational
~'\~1;,.8:•,,;.,.: ·._,D
Ci>!ll~µn!"tl'. C:?lleg'i\ l:lYSU\!Il·
·schools are shifting gears .,to
1 ... : .. V0 I:. t· • .
'1'ii~".:.. ~~A "
a iona j· .,i,'~ey:~ 1i:ehlly.. !),j>t, propos- . adjust to ind),!Stry ,demands for
\s.c}lq\JJ~'-~- northe~stern Kening 'to -do· 'something dµIer;ent m<ire/,high!y skilled workers.
1
~.\Wh\<¥..~?,~ald ~egmb of!eri1r1g .,,:ti "L'<t!..i!?~i1iv,,r ,• ! .~ •. ,,,,,,
·He said it also would help to
tee me= egrees egmn 8ng from what they're,,already
,counter. a perceived bias that
next year under a plan P' doing," said Dr, Charles Dasvocational schools are Inferior
.'.prov/ld, by the State Board for sance; president of Ashland to coUeges.
Adult·, and Technical EducaCommunity College. "They're
"We think the technical detion;~•'i
just goiµg to_ call it something
gree will l!elp us identify
• ,:The'-chailge is being made to ' different."
something that's b~n happen'r~flect ·-radical modifications
And· that, Dassance sai_d,
ing in our system ·for a long
·.thaf1.fulve taken hold in Ken- rliay · do nothing more than
_ _;::_______
·tucky's ·-adult vocational cauSe confusion among stutime," Moore said.,
·schools; now referred to col- dents and employers who may
Adult vocational schools
lectively as Kentucky Tech.
not differentiate between a
,like. those at Ashland,:,More-·
,-',;it.We.', have been offering technical and associate degree,
head and Paintsville began· <if- ·
,',int\re and more technical edu- both of which are from two- fering courses·. on the:.. col- i
!cationi·as' opposed to hands-on year programs. "A degree has .ltegiate. quarter system -about.
:,(ttiii:rthig," said Howard Moore, a collegiate sound to it," he
wo ye~s ago. Students n_o,w /
fdireiltbr \of'vocational educa•
,are required to take more aca•'tioiil"in <20' northeastern Ken.
..
demic courses in physics
'.tucky'. countiest ·"Our- prosaid. "Maybe· if they called· it a' __math, writing an.d computers.'
:gi'ajtiinfow· are as technical as technical· diploma it would be
While .anyone with a high
,1my. !nlthe 'country: . ......
better." .
,
school diploma c;:an,. be: admit· "It's 'tinie the students get · Ben•Carr,--chancellor of the ·ted to a coml'nµnity college
{the(re~gnitiim., ~~)!;are in, a . , ,U}{\.'coniinunity., colleges, ob!idult vocational schools re'.
,technical program· and deserve ·,Jectoo!,fo" the tethnical degree · ---· ·· · ---i'alltechhical degree. And let's on. similar 'grounds during a
quire students to pass an en''face,'it,:.a·technlcal degree hll!I publi,c)waring on the subject
tranVoceca~k>amnal. schools are n~t
:'allitt1e1moi:e•status than a d1- in Frarikfort last week.
v
,pi<ima/•· ·
.
·
''"I'in not sure it is in conflict .dumping grounds for· trouble,,;fi,The-"state board adopted reg- ·, ,ilith- the community college
makers a nd potential dropouts
i iilations last month that will
Moore said. "I can't · with0 Ut the ability or desire to
:'aJJ.iivi.'Th.e schools to offer the see 'why we can't jointly serve · go to college, said Bill Huston,
:,:aem-ees':_ rather. than certifi- our students, unless they see
.secretary of, the Work Force
··
di 1 ·· ·· Th · u:
· as a threat."
Development Cabinet and a
•·cates
and
P
omas.
e
iss
e
it
~
.. voca
. tion al soh ool ad,, ·
·
thr
bli
,orme,
::isi:;ifow..:going,, though. pu · c
mlnistrator..
~-lii\~~s befo,e e re~ation
•-'can-go,mto effect.
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!\:i~m:fact,:sm.d Russell Griffith
' -~ Boyd County student attend:
mg Kentucky Tech-Ashland
Campus, vocational education
is as tough as college.
Griffith went 1½ years to
· ACC before switching to Ken·,, . --~- tucky Tech, formerly the Ashland State Vocational Technical School, to get a degree in
applied process technology.
"You start out with algebra,
chemistry. and physics in a
classroom situation," he said.
What's important for stu· dents, Griffith said, is that a
.technical degree would mean
more to employers than a diploma, · especially those outside Kentucky who are not familiar. with the state's vocational programs.
"I've complained for years
that we've gone unnoticed, but
I think. this technical degree
1---;ill.. put us right out front;"
Huston said. "But it's going to
be a battle."
Huston said the vocational
schools are taking the fight seriously, and already --have
taken several steps leading up
to it. Kentucky Tech now has
a statewide curriculum, and
its students conie with a twoyear unconditional guarantee.
If students 1i1ll
~-" short on competencies that an employer
thinks they should have, the
students can return to school
free of charge for further
-"---..1 ••
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lutionary · changes, l!rit s~methiilg I uate enrollment. But following dis._.;expected .t\) __be __P'1t. m Pl!1ce, ~r- sent . from Division I foqtball
1
: illght,''. sal~ ~rowiey, pre5ldent of schools, the wording was softened

I

thi::_;;?o::e~a:inted out .:~.~1\1[0~:;:t~e~~n~7il'::~~"The.t_askforcemoveda~ayl!ore
. ,,. . '" , , ·i :,,, , :
" }' ,; ._caU®,l!end,.r !!Q1'1ty iii an exte,ilslon sole reliance on proportionality,
By'DAVE KOERNER'. : .:
"
with
defeats in court'..::.: a. ·of Tille IX,_a_21-year-old federal l~w C!o"'.ley said. '.'Progress toward eq-·
Staf~Wrlier •:. · . . : •· ' . · ;
1:000,batting average at this,point, th~t. Pl'Q_hib!ts,,,gender-bas1;d dis- u1ty IS what will be expected."
, :-i,
which Is pretty rare In,~ uiiex- ,.~~on m:.~llege a!!tletics.
I Man women's groups hoped the
!II!!\ d~ioil}h,at ~ul~ spur Ii~- plored area of th~ law,'~ ~he said. ': ,,.'/~~nJf tht;re were no tas!' force ci>un& would adopt an a!l-encomgation, the NCAi\ F.xecutive Council "So .there's ,.eveiy incentive' for'· recommendations, there's still Title passing set of genc!er-eqmty rules.
yeste'1!&Y !!PProv.e'd the recomirlen- plaintiffs.to start,coming forward." IX, and the ultimate objective of Ti- Instead, the council will put a set of
da~i}p :~ntli'ji~ by a gen' ,, ~ ,t!!~ .~~
the fl!CAA's '.16- tie IX is proportionality," C!'Owley four guidelin~ to ~ vote at the J3:11•
dt!r-equlty task fon:e: .-_ . , ._ __
melilbei'.~ttve Council, meeting• · said; "The NCAA can't proV1de re- uary convention m San Antonio.
Debbl~Brilke,' fin attorney for the in Avon/Colo.; chose not to provide lief from federal regulations."
Schools wl)l be asked to vote yes or
N~f\~~,,W,omen'li):.a~ Center In relief for Division I-AA football
Western Kentucky president /no on these principles:
Wl!51\fiigfp1_1, ~-~-; Said she ~ l~e- schools. . . :
.
Thomas Meredith said the decision
■ It is the responsibility of each
ly,
wt!h, wh,at· will become
H8!11Y Fundertiu~k, president of moved the .Hilltoppers - who also school to comply with federal and
prbPOW( ,l~fP!!liltion at the 1994 two-time I-AA nation&! ch!11'1plon play I-AA football - closer to re- state laws regarding gender equity.
NCAA' &inventton.
. ,
Eastern Kentucky University, re- d ·
i00!ball grant . · .81·d
less pleased 'with the cently said the school might have to ~~
th
sm
or
~ Th7 NCAA should not adopt
. ' .u;Vi1.::, · · · t ·
..
"
'tch t' '
ch I hi , !ball e
ating em altogether.
.
legislation
that would prevent
Iac
t:ruon:emen
proV1S10ns,
SW1
o
a
non-s
o
ars
p
,oo
"I
d
,
think
th
,
d
b
.
.
h
ls fro
1·
·th
Ii
she sal<i;0"rt leaves·women with no program to free enough funds to
on t
ere s any ou ~ it sc oo
m comp ymg wt app •
alternative· tiut to iro to court to en- comply with gender equity.
puts more pressure on schools ~ke cable laws.
force,
rightjl.'~ ·.
.·
_
But Joseph Crowler, ch!llf!'lan of Western to ~ave f~er scholarships . ■ The NCAA should, adopt l~laln'fac:t, 'Brake,lliiticlpates a flood the Executtve Council, swd it's not for football, he swd.
lion to enhance compliance with apot lawsuits 1J11iny schools, faced Imperative .for schools to comply In Its first report, the task force plicable laws.
w!lli limited budgets; struggle to immediately. · .
.
called for participation of male and
■ The activities of the NCAA
coin\ify with gender equity. ·
"It's important to understand that female athlete~ at all NCAA schools ! should' be conducted in a manner
"Youlve seen a number o( sue- · the task force report proposes evo- to be proportionate to undergrad- · free of gender bias.
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Unive~_itie8 saved from further
state cuts
breed cooperation _and provide support
for the 1990 Kentucky Education Refonn Act, the presidents said.
The panel will include all the presidents, the chainnen of the university
boards of trustees, the executive director of ~he Kentucky Council on Higher
Education, and the council's chainnan
Jim Miller, Nho will be chainnan of th~
. new commission.

BYDomE BEAN

HERALO-I.LloER EoucATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - To eight Kentucky university presidents fearing
they could_ lose 6 percent or more of
their state appropriations this year, the
news is a relief:

State universities will be spared any
further budget cuts beyond the 2 percent they earlier had been asked to set
Other members will include state
aside in their 1993-94 operating bud. Sen. Michael R Moloney, D-Lexington,
gets.
and state Rep. Marshall Long, D-ShelThe presidents received the word in
byville, chainnen of the Senate and
Frankfort yesterday from Gov. Brereton
House appropriations and revenue comJones.
mittees.
The governor is expected to· anUniversity of Kentucky President
nounce ~er state government budget
Charles T. Wethington was encouraged
cuts at --an·- 11 am. news ·conference _by Jon~• decisions. "By giving us
today to balance a projected $250 mil- . pr~ere_ntial treatment he has in effect
lion shortfall in state revenues in 1993- ' said higher education is important in
94.
this state."
.---

.

'

to death.
.
"No one in this room thmks
. the budget problems are tempo-

rary"
. Cabinet Secretary Kevin ~~le
called the commi~io:1 a significant development m higher education.
' "For the first time, we now .
have a group commit!~ to. look
seriously at restru~ng higher
, education," Hable said.

• ••

Herald-Leader Frankfort . bureau reporter Jack Brammer contributed to this article.

--•1 •

.. The univetsity presidents already ·
rad drawn. up :budgets withholding
IJllounts ranging from 2 -percent to· 8
iercent,-said Eastern Kentucky Univerity President , Hanly ·Funderburk,
k
i th
po esman or e group:
·- · ·
"We feel good -abou(th~.
we
•on't have to go beyond the 2-percent,"
e said_.
:·· , .
: , .. '., .: , Jones spent about 40 minutes with
1e presidents in
'i:losea . meeting.
/hen he came ·out, ·the governor _deinea comment, referiipg questio~ ·to
1e presidents. ' . . · .. · - ·
Jones also told the presiden1s ·1litis
Jpointing a commission to study high· education"'and give him a
ovember to -send to the 1994 Ge$aj•
.ssembly. ;
. · ·_ : . ; · •·. · ·
·The commission will look at ·ways .
, restructure higher education,-make it .
,ore cost-effective, reduce duplication,
.
•
. ·:r·· . .
•.
;' ::---.~ .

f.\ct

a

~mm

_ _A_t_th_e_sam--etime, Wethington said,
Jones is asking _the universities to help
him consider their productivity and cost
efficiency. ·
The presidents emphasized that the
commission would not be cosmetic, and
all issues :.... whether the state needs
two schools of _law, medicine and den-tistry or even eight universities -:
.would be on the table.
They said they were told to come
back with a ''.good report and recommendations for what we can do for the
future of higher education in Kentucky." .
.· H they don't, they .said, Moloney,
-Long and Jones' cabinet officials will do
it themselves.
·
The alternative-to making changes,
said Morehead President Ronald G.
Eaglin, is i'to contjnue to slowly bleed

•

'

i

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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. FRANKFORt, Ky. - l!olmsity

presidents learned yestenl~that
they will be spared in the 'lit~st
round of budget cuts, which will
_also apparently preserve most fund. ing for elemenwy and seconi;lary
schools.
· ·,,
'
Gov. Brereton Jones is expected
to announce cuts _today -of about
$265 million - roughly 5 percent of
the state budget for 1993-94 - and
1
few segments of government will be
spared.
However, cuts in education, inI eluding the basic funding program
for elementary and secondary
schools, are expected to be sligbt

ita: '
8
w
F

•

That means significant cuts elsewhere. Among other things, the
governor is exp!lcied to target administrative costs and eliminate leftover or surplus funds from various
pots of money around state government.
But Jones is not expected to Impose painful measures like immediate layoffs or wholesale elimination
of any programs or services _ yet.
All those steps are quite possible
over the next several months as
state agencies 81'1! reorganized to fit
the governor's long-term costcutting plan.
And although Jones told presidents of the state's eight public univen;ities yestenlay that he would
not cut their budgets further, he
asked them to serve on a committee

·

to consider ways to restructure
higher education as part of his oyerell reform of state governm~
Jones has already announced.that
be intends to cut the state payroll by
2,500 permanent, full-time employees by next summer, to reach the
cap of 33,000 imposed by the legis1 ture • 1982 0v th
f
a ·in
•
er e course O a
that could save about $62

:;::,fu~'

Officials would not give deta!ls of
the governor's more immediate
plans to cut the budget,·· ' ·' ' :
But Jones has been working with
the two legislative budge~ ~i,_n
to prepare the cuts.
"It's not as bad as everybody
thinks it's going to ·be,'' said Rep.
Man;hell Long, D-Shelbyville, chair-

'
·
'
j fl..\
..
, .- .,; .,J 1,; d ,t,~1"1;1'11',if., ''!',(-~
man of the ijQl!S.l! ·bu~ copunif- '-the univel'Slties got wail more.~- .lWIIJII& the c;omuuttee tg look:aHlC/'Y, · ·
/>: ,· $80 .i;!lilli~n sll9rt of~ tllei,!iiilli'';tc!..
That was true for the unlven;ity expected;: Those cuts helplld .l~mmines bow,umvel'Slties.are,fun~·,'.;'
presidents. l)uring a meeting yester- !Jle Council on Hlgl\er Education to so that it includes bow welHhe'linl~ ;, ~·
day, the governor told them be 1'!'5e tµition ~~W. this year.
ve,r@i,f!S Jl!~t 11>als !$11;~#on;:':\.!
would spare them from the cuts to
Toe comuutt8!' that Jones asked research and public Sllrvice. lt 1$ :
be announced todJlY; ,,:
the J.lreSidents}o. serve oli wil! re- !1P'Y)!!5e«f'!1!fg~'.~'.~)i\ij\iiit
Last-month Jones asked the presi- _~!151der the DIISSlons of the umv~- ·' The committee;will come. up,wi•h
d
-.,·
fro
s1ties and the role of the comm11111ty ·
da • ' , -· · ··, '"1'
-ents to prep!II'e P1ans to cu~ m 2 colleges, and consider wheth!'r to ·•~mmen lions by, N~mbe,.,r, iq.
perc~nt to.~ percent of then- budg- eliminate some programs, The com- time for next year's sesston of: th~
ets, in addition t11 fu.e 2 percent thll)'. mittee will also consider whether. to Gene~l_~qib_Iy,,.,, 1,·,.-!ff Jd.l 1
ha,~ bee~ ~ked to cut ear~er. . . ,_. . tum 'some univen;ity functions, such
Hable, the chairmen .9.fu!h!l;,unl:'
_By giving ~ preferen~al ~eat- as food service, over to_ privat~ ~usi- versities' governing bo~, •-i tb
ment, he has in effect smd higher nesses.
·
' • ·-· 'chairman and the executive directo
education is important in this
"Any way we spen_d a dollar_ will' of the eo__uncil on High.er ~ca~n;·
state:" said Univen;ity ~f Kenh!,cky be looked at.''. said Hanly Funder- the chairmen of th«!. ·1~•,.
President Charles Wethington. rm burk, the president of Eastern Ken- House and Senate bu'1gc:t''toJiimit•
ab5?l~telr, delighted at Gov. Jones' tucky Univen;ity.
. · _·.
tees, ·and Joe P!'atber;' _(fc#miif Fi~ .
decision.
Kevin Hable, secrewy of the gov- nance Cabin_et se!=[et~. ~ ~
~ the last three years, what ernor's ~inet, said Jones -~o serve on the committee., _"";· \. j

tee:-

~- - ,- -

~~:.the.~fo~~::~m,~~;i /·

·r

, ne ua11y maepenaent, Ashland, Kentucky,
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;State .budget woes hurt I
chances for ACC ·building
38,000-square-foot building that
would mainly house classrooms, laboratories and facOF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
ulty offices.
ASHLAND - Ashland ComWithout the additional
munity College will be out of space, Dassance said ACC is
·space for. -addit~Onl\l on- limited in programs it can
, .campus class.es,, UJ!less the provide.
-.•·
·· state cgmes ,through with, $4.5
-Enrollment at the school has
million °for a new classroom grown 43 percent - by nearly
. building, Presiclent .Charles 1,000 students - since 1987._
Dassance says:
. The Council on Higher EduThe school has already re- cation will submit a list to
ceived $310,000 to develop Gov. Brereton Jones by Nov.
plans for the building. But 15 that will prioritize campus
. prospects for. construction . projects throughout the state,
money are uncertain because said council Executive Pirecof a $300 million state budget tor Gary Cox.
snortfall.
Staff is in the process of re"It's a grave concern," Das- viewing every state-funded
sance said. "All we can do is . campus for a report that
make the .best case for ·why should be completed by midACC needs this building."
October, Cox said:
Preliminary
plans
call
for
a
Although
Cox
expects the
•----•--,...,., ••... , ,,;~,,.,~, •• •
_......... L•,-....•.,, .... ,, -•'L
••
••
.~

By GREG COLLARD

ACC project to receive high
priority, he hinted money
might not be available soon
enough for construction to
begin next year. .
"I can't answer what kind of
dollars will be available for
new facilities. It's a very good
question," he said.
.·
University of Kentucky officials also will submit budget
recommendations ·to· the· council. Expected to be at the top
of UK's list is construction of
a $45 million library, Cox said .
"There's no question the
University of Kentucky has
been very aggressive about a
new library," he said.
UK President Charles Wethi..igton acknowledged the li- ·
brary is the university's top

: ·project since if was formed
:. 1979.
..
f-.
Crum
said
Boone
Coleim
·THE COUAIER.JOURNAL, SUNDAY, AUGUST 8, 1993
f Construction of Portsmout
f Ohio, has until Aug. 16 to sta
~ work on the $1.7.-millio
··,aoreh•aci_holds summer graduation
~
project, which includes u
MOREHEAD, Ky; - Morehead State University conferred de,grees on about 430.graduate and undergraduate students yester- -- ~ grading the Hatchery Ro~
~ pump sta~on and building
•. ,day ilt-the·school's summer commencement.
•;,: force .mam along Rober1
~ Drive.
.
·
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ker:itucky,
lExlNGTON HERAiD-1.EAoER, lExlNGTON, KY. 1
!~ .' The work should be co~
r . pleted by March.
Monday, August 9, 1993
I
I WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 11, 1993
Boyd County's extension 01
U.S. 60 went on line la:
DICK ., • ."., HERAU>LEADER
MSU graduates \ , month using a temporary ·co
8URDE1TE . COLUMNIST
nection at the Paul .Coffey I:
receive degrees
dustrial
Park. Once Sanitatic
MOREHEAD - Don't
·,.
Flowers aren't the only things
District No. 4 finishes u.1
give up your dream and
growing, at St Catharine -these
welcome -the-opportunity
, grading the Hatchery Roa
days,
.
. ": ,.
for change ·was the message : pump station, -the county wi
j
'former -'Gov. Martha
delivered by a student
; . connect into- the city's trea
layne Collins became president in
speaker at Morehead State ; ment system at that point an
June 1990, enrollment at ,1:1!~ tw~ ;
University's 1993 summer : disconnect the tie-in to the il
'year school was 206.'Expei:rea this .
commencement Saturday. : dustrial park.
Paula Lynn Stafford of
'
j;ijJ; j()().~~ . .
7
' _·
Crum said the district· plan
<' ,;.;_,Jn-,a· coi11>re··of ·weeks,"'a,.new- -·
Sandy Hook told her
.
to
extend collector lines int
f§choo!:.COiors'purple and gold'sign ·
classmates that change is
Summit,, Hall Ridge an,
'will go".up 'and when· enrol!lnent .
usually positive.
;
-hits 450, more classroom and dorm
"We may have to dig'deep ;' Qreenhills once the maii
trunk line and pump statioi
· spare',will -be needed, she says._ , .
to find the good, but it is ,;
improvements
are made. OJ
·,. "'Meanwliile, St·- Catharine,
there," she said, citing the
have secured about 30
which has open enrollment, is :furoKentucky Education
. : . ficials
easements for that expansion
mg· m oii what Collins ~ys-is ~
Reform Act as an example.
. and need up to 125 more.
especially important group: proIIDS·
"KERA isn't perfect," she
irig students· whose families liave
said. "Some days, I've had
"The sooner we get thosi
never had. a. college graduate.
.
· to look for the good change,
done, the better off we'rE
· -·c:Anothef.-A-prcigranith;\twould.
but it is always there.''
going to be," Crum said. "Ev
enable· licensed practical nurses to
erything else is pretty muct
-Stafford is an
become registered nun,es.
eighth-grade language-arts,_
lined up and ready."
·- teacher at ·Elliott County , : .
,, ··,Collins -says . she foresees an
State approval of the collec'Middle School.. She·is active
ideal.J$,Ximum enrollment of.600,
tor lines to serve that area
in KERA-efforts ·ana
· should be secured by the end
t•~-: , .. ■ .,II, ■
as a KERA-performance • ;< of the month, he _said.
assessment fellow. .
.,:.:iJ,
-MSU President Ronald-!~-:<
Eaglin conferred degrees 011,
• about 430 students during
;; .the ceremony, held in'the
<. ,university's
Academic-Athletic Center.

~,,·==~
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College aid program losing millions to franc
.

y JIM DRINKARD

ssociated Press
WASHINGTON - The governent's largest cash aid program for
gher education is being defrauded
· millions of dollars by schools that
aim benefits for students who
>n't attend or are ineligible, ac•rding to government documents
1d investigators.
··
In schools as disparate as ortho•x Jewish academies in New York
.d a WISconsin trucker-training faity, Education Department docu~nts describe widespread abuse of
II grants.
Department officials ac1<I!owledge

.

I

•

Government documents show
abuse of national Pell grants

the program has lacked oversight.
"There is fraud and abuse in the
program that we have to get on top
of,". said ·David Longanecker, assistant ~ecretary for post-secondary
education.
The allegations have spawned a
Jederal grand jury investigation of
at least three dozen orthodox Jewish schools in the New York City
area, according to sources. .
Some of the Jewish schools have
1 received Pell grants in the names of
students · who are not attending
classes or did not have a high
school .diplorna, Education Department enforce,;1ent reports show.
And Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., says
a subcommittee he chairs has uncovered evidence that some stu-

-I

)aily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,

dents were given kickbacks - paid
either to attend a school or to allow
their names to be used on Pell grant
applications.
"There's no real monitoring of
the federal funds," said Kenneth
Gribetz, the district attorney in
Rockland. County, N. Y., who handled one case now under federal investigation.
"It's like Santa Claus came to
town and just gave out money," Gribetz said. "A good program for
.needy people could be killed by inadequate supervision."
Last year, the government distributed $6.7 billion in Pell grants to assist .3.8 million of America's nee-

diest students - an average of
$1,763 each .. Some 6,300 schools are
eligible to participate. The grants
are intended to help needy students
Friday, August 6, 1993 . attend college or trade school to improve job prospects.
Concerned by the findings, Longanecker said the department is
moving to screen schools more
carefully before they are pennitted
into the Pell program.
And he promised tougher penalties. ''.If people transgress against
the system, tliey will pay for that,"
Longanecker said. '

Morehead student
remembers.
Kulwicki_
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MILWAUKEE - For a)leet- . ·head State University, Cooper
1g moment- in .J991; CurtiS. L. t· says;he owes ~.,turnaround to
ooper ·•came ·-face-to-face with \::Kulwi.cld.
,,:.-5, 'f-#·
is hei-o:•at A~- ;l!utograph- @r,)'It'Ihad not~fue a tan of
~ -·n •••\. •
'. ·• .• .
•
lgning ~ession. "'·' - · f,,h!5i'.J'111.}ure •!!1i:1ii"e woul~ be
Alan - Kulwicki would ~ot , , different,,now,.,,cooper writes.
ave rememberoo Cooper, Just ,'?!Hls-inspiratiiin 'tb,'iµeJv:as not
neither awe-struc~ fan cY.:hP 1 '"iri;',the j'race-car:Cdtivifr ilispect;
ushed enthusiastically, :genu- t)ilst,wsi>iriitioii' ·!uJecteti ·)tie in
iely, as Kulwicki nodded and
·the-' sense •that anyone can do
mlled and signed his name on "anything ,they want to given
Jme scrap of paper.
_,_
-~. - ·•· ...............
. . --...-:---.
.. ,•. .
But oh how Cooper retnemdetermination and
Kul~cki, · :. - ~-:~
,:;.t· ·.. ;:enou~h
,.hard work;··as Alan Kulwicki
It's all there, ~ CO!)!;>\!• 6 ·"'1:
''has displayed."
,r an· emotional: tribute,;t>i"!>-.
• '
•
"
1 '- stik'edtto
'.:::;--:.Kulwicki,, a classic overa~ Jjy_p~tic.~d"ki-.-,,-.:,'"'
chiever, wl\s',aware to some exIle ground1,at;,J\ulwJ.c" l:;utµ"l;
,,·tent
that his accomplishments
1 site in""St::~di!J.Jiiil'.t'.s
,,:were
source of-inspiration to
.
S
'"'"'
S''
··•·
-..
-i
.,,---.,)
.
OUJ.
.,;
''l
•·~
""-f;;"·
~
tery•3801 · • ..... "..~:,\2..it~2·,
•·· others. But he probably did not
The letter is ililtia1't~in-u.\ ,_
.'fully ;ipprec!ate the impact he
993 - the day after Kfilwi~,
.,had on the lives of total stranghe defending NASCAR Wmi 'ers. '
ton
cup
chiiiiiplon.
from
•
•........-~.... ,.,..,...,. .-..-.....-.-'!-.,....,,~,-- .,....... ""•'Foik months hiive passed
Kulwicki's ·death, and
Gi:-eelilleld, kill~ in since!
still,
;the
<letters and flowers
a plane _C.J:'IISh
Blo~tville,
and
vj.sltors
·arrive daily at St.
Tenn. . · , - ·.. ·
. .
Adalbert's..His grave has beThe· two-page, single-spaced
come a shrine· of sorts, adorned
letter is titled; :•oo Not .Forget
with 1checkered fl_ags; racing
The Champ!" and begins,
caps, ;cards •and bits ot .memo"This letter is directed towards
rabilia from fans who Do Not
anybody that was devB:5ta~ed
.Forg~
'!'he Champ! .
by the loss_;_of Alan Kulwicki ..
_ "Visitors· hlive 'been -coming
"
-~
.
~,._ .
Cooper, "of Morehead, writes. : very steaqlly for. tour month~,"
·. says \)'olm Kaspttyk the office
-about-.Jiqv; _l.!!!. :\'fas .!!~,h!gh : :mafuiger 'at
~_w.il~rt•s. •:ori
schoolt,dropout•cw;ho, was in..
sattifdayJ
I
;glive.'.'<cemetefy)
s.ifreditiJ' returil-to '. school ,by ,·~mllPS/to
or five JJi/!?l)}~._,1--,
,-th.t'.e' ian(H(tniit:.KulwickLset. =.Jttst
gave
another
tihe to •a_:liilm
' Now..
.sea'se~ifd:·ear
~·.f,:, ,t;-/ .:.~.~~';!'~..!....!. ;,.... >:,.··, ~ .'·
_ . . Y .~ttiechanlcal
··"t'·••· .. t-·~·.
t;~u.;ar(""·iEY'
-~.-~'··s•tl;.'-·~
:1-::rr:e:r1t?''1'a~'.51
ertgih8!l!'.!P!i.:§_l!J,dt!.i!k!l.-:~viow

.<...

ers

pem:

-----

•'•

a

wiii:/was·
near.

St

four

this morning."
Kulwicki is buried behind a
simple, rose-colored monument
that is inscribed "Matula," the
maternal family name.:: Kulwicki's mother, Margaret,_died
'in 1962 and is buried there.,His
brother, Kenneth, died in ·1967
at age 11 and is buried there,
too. Alan Kulwicki's name, has
.not yet been -added to":the
stone, but a square·offresffsod
· marks his final resting plac_e.
Len Kulwicki; Alan's ,uncle,
visits his nephew's grave ,twice
a day, every day, to \VSter-cthe
'"flowers artd stralghteh · the
-flags. lie keeps a stack of,pho: tos of Alan ill •his 1catland passes them out to the visitors"":
''They come from
fOVer"
r Len Kulwicki· says. '/1tive'tni~t,
,1p.l!l>Ple fro_m Qal~9riilil,;:!1-'lori'J{
:~;,;:kentfi£~\ ~orpi.J Car?J}~a~ ·,.
:-C'i'exas'. Tliere's" Ii."' woman.\in ;,_

:an

0

'
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''l1'Jiifida
wlio,wites""a
tlorlsfiind.'t
·_
·
·
·
·-- r,-•· · .....,t
'"hali' a .dozen
.,.
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Budget cut

-

--- -

FRANKFORT-Gov.B~. _hlghllghts.
. "We clid not go iifwiilia!'meaf. ·ax approach and just takefa,broad.
erda
eiled
J
ton ones yest
Y 1lllv
a
swipe across all agen'cies··;ah··"'.'""·,·•
budget-balancing plan that cuts ■ State agenproaromo," Jon·es saJ'd ·'. ~_.':', ~,
spending sharply and taps sever- cles must cut
e•-•=
.
al sources of surplus money to budgets by averAlmost all state agencies will
avoid a massive budget shortfall age of 6. 7 perhave to cut budgets 2 percent, the
The plan includes about $114 cent.
same amount the govemor.:asked·.
million in targeted cuts to state ■ Local schools cabinet secretaries to sef aside earlilose $9 million,
er this
,,.
agency budgets, an average re- to come from a
year.
. . . .i;f,,-:
duction of 6.7 percent But the 10 percent cut
Edu<:lltion ~ped
Jones administration offered few In admlnlstracutback and: ~~-feet, 2!11¥:t•s~ht
specifics about how agencies will tlve expenses. j' cuts - $9.million m a~~tive .•
trim their budgets. ·
■ No layoffs ex- ~ - from local scliooli("and·
The state won't have to lay pected in fiscal
$2.2 million··in, ~ sfl!te Edikation
off employees to make the cuts year 1994.
• Department
··
· . -~
this year, Cabinet Secretary Kevin ■. Nearly $ 149
Higher education also dQ(lg~·a
Hable said However, 1,000 to m,lllon of Me<;llc- bullet, giving up $12.6: "milliori.'as
aid.surplus will
part of the ............... .;,;.;:;..;,
1,500 state workers could lose go to balan~e
board cuts. 2
~~~
their jobs next year as the state the budget m- .
. - "". . · •
attempts to cut its payroll to deal stead of finanl:''Edugition is our top budget
with continued budget woes.
Ing a health-priority, and I'll say up fionttliilt it
The governor also tapped into care reform ·
received. preferential treatinent',in
the health insurance fund of state-·· ·plan.
the cutback Process.'.' Jones .said•:
employees to come up with $31 ■ state _saves
Other agencies, such as the
·11·
.
.
Th
$31 mllhon by
Justice
an~u Correcti'ans Cab'met,
nu 10n m sa~.
e money cutting insurwont come clirectly. ~m the ance premiums were hit harder.
.
fund, but state contributions to for its employ"I've had shingles for two
the fund will be cut by that · ees.
months," Justice Secretary Billy
amount - a fiscal sleight-ofWellman said. "As painful as that
hand.
has been, I believe the budget cuts
The governor decided to
are more painful"
spend $139 million in Meclicaid
surplus money that he had counted on using to finance health-care

Wellman must cut $14.3 million.
from his budget, a 6 percent reduc:
tion. Mosnif those cuts will come at
prisons rathec than. from. the, Ken-·
tucky Stite·Poiice fori:e;'.lie:831d.
The
willcut back slightly on the' amount paid-tci\local;'jails
and halfway hou'$es to:lfuld'p#son-ers. Tliey<will.dejay m.ci•Ji¼!prisoners into· a new'.·privare •priscfu inl
~eelwright; and' halfway ho~;
m Jefferson County. ·A 500-bed:ex:,1
pansionat ~ !1\lW;imsoti Mq!j,!~~;
berg;Coun~-will-aiso,be_delay,~,,,.
. Ori·- tlie ".surface.> Humaii-dw-:
so~ces appeiirs.to'tike- a·, o~refit.
cut;-;lmt"·mos1:•·of'fhe•miitey::121ie1h

cabinet

'111i%1~if~-.ent •

0

· Targeted cuts
Jones' budget-cutting plan hits
all state agencies, but some more
than others.
;

Main features

of the 1994
b!!dget plan
(In millions)

State agency cuts
Debt service
savings
■ Medicaid surplus
■ Health insurance
■ Local school
district administrative
savings
■ Budget reserve
trust fund

$105,

Total

$347;,

111!1

■

m

•"~

-~~

refonn, a move that could inclicate the scaling back of Jones'
proposal to provide health insurance for all Kentuckians.
However, Jones reaffirmed his
goal of universal insurance coverage and pledged to look for other
money sources to finance the plan.
With a variety of cuts, transfers
and savings, the Jones administration and. legislative budget experts
came up with $347 million - far
more than needed to cover a $264
million budget shortfall.
But they plan to sock away $80
million more in the state's fainy-day
fund to give the state a bigger
financial cushion and discourage
bond companies from lowering the
state's financial rating.

a

40'
139·.
31
9

23
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However;,the cabinet:will''delay'
some.projects, including a persona1:
care home in Knoff.County, aserii&r/
·?~ center in Flbyd'County and a
Juvenile treatment center in London.
The .agency will also suffer
because it won't be able to fill
vacancies in such critical jobs as
: social ·:workers, doctors and other
staff members ·at juvenile treatment
and psychiatric hospitals and case
workers at food-stamp offices.
"There is riot going to be· a
direct reduction in services,"
Hughes said. "But the areas where
we have trouble now are not going
to get better this year. If they think
they are being served slowiy now;
things are not going to get any
better!'
' -~ ..·
,.\
:· ;t.:~-j'
rt.·~,;tr.
u
.
-~•-i:;;,,'v
•

Savings and, ~transfers · i;:"3
'-~·•l

The largestsavings comes from!.
the:· state's Medfcaid program,_
which has a surplus of $139 million.
Budget forecasters had not expected the· state's economy to rebound from recession as well as it
has, Hughes said. There aren't as
many people who meet Meclicaid
qualifications as expected, so the
state has money left over.
•.
In what could be a controversial
move, the governor's plan includes·'
tapping $31 million from the state's
health insurance fund. The state
will cut its contributions to the fund
and spend some of the $104 million
built up in. the account

I

By AL CROSS

Political Writer

. FRANKFORT; Ky. ,- Gov. Brereton Jones yesterday dutlined a $347
million plan to cut state spending,
saying it was the start of a process
that would give taxpayers more for
their money.
·
·
· Local officials will have less for
construction projects, jails and
school ad_ministrators' salaries, and
some proJects such as group homes
for the mentally retarded will be delayed.
But most Kentuckians are unlikely to feel the cuts, which did not go
quite ~ deeply as expected, given
some recent dire budget forecasts.
For example, the education reforms of 1990 will be.left virtually
intact, though a small cut is being
made in the basic school-funding
formula for the first time.
''We did not go in with the meatax approach," Jones said at a news
conference with the legislature's top
budget writers, who helped Jones
and his aides wield the budget

Still, more reductions are promised, because most of yesterday's 7
percent cutback comes from onetime savings - not permanent cuts ·
in the basic level of spending by
state agencies. Jones said these and
future cuts would reduce the num•
ber of state employees by more than
6 percent by July I, 1994, and he did
not rule out layoffs of state employees and changes in personnel laws
to help him do that.
"Everything is on the table," be
said. "My goal is to see that the
average Kentucky taxpayer gets
more for their money than the taxpayer in any other state in America,
and this is Step I in that process."
A more longstanding goal of
Jones - health-care coverage- for
every I(entuckian ~ could be compromised by the plan because it relies heavily on Medicaid savings

th!\t. h~_ bad p~e4, to ~-:_ for, ,
health-care. reform.. .- .,-..
I
·A'n estiilliiteci"$152''milliori• cifti1e $347-million in-total- savings-will-.come from Medicaid. More than
half of the Medicaid reductions \
and of the total reductions'- won't
help· balance future budgets be- \
·cause they eliminate. one-time expenses or delay spending until ari--- ·

. other year.

. ·

·

· --

For. example, $40 million is to ·be" .
saved because the state won't sell
bonds to
.buildiiig
projects in the fiscal"year tliat began
July"!;'"· •,.
.,_ ·: -,;
At least· $136
in cuts will
be_P,ermanent,-1111d,tli~ figµ're can lie
raised to_ $170 miJ]ii!n; largely: by the
pliml).ed ~ in ~e-~t!!:paynill, said
Sen: Milte Moloney:, P.:Lexington,
c~mrman of \he Senate App~pri- _
ations
. and
- -Revenue Committee.
~
.
.-

finaitce<l some

inillion

.

-

c~t\\..

knife.

The cuts In mllllons of do.llars

BUDGET: --f--,_,.,
~t-.
,. I
Actuaries have said the fund
l!eeds only $25 million to $30 million to remain financially sound,
Hable said. Some state employees
are expected to object to using
money set aside for their health
care to bail the state out of its
financial crisis.
.·
. Another savings comes from a
slowdown in construction projects.
!he state can save $40 million that
it would have set aside fnr installmei:it pan1ent on bonds because
proJect are. running behind sched- _
ule. No proJects are being canceled;
Jones said.
.

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

NATURAL
RESOURCES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION .
$0.9

DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION

PUBLIC
PROTECTION AND
REGULATION
$1.3

$2.2

. Yesterday's cuts and conservations are just a taste of what lies
ahead for the next budget
Most of the money used to
~ c e the budget comes from cinetime sources, meaning legislators
and Jones will have to find other
ways to cut money to balance future budgets.
.

:11;'tlef

lABOR
$0.1

$5.2

A .bleak future

Legislators and Jones have
agreed to cut 2,500 jobs from the
state's payroll by mid-1994. The
governor said yesterday that he
hopes more than half of those
posi~o~ will come from attrition,
lea_vmg JO~ unfilled when workers
qwt or retire.
· However, that means more than
1,000 workers could lose their jobs
to save the state money.
"It would be foolish to say there
won't_ be layoffs," said House budgMarshall Long, D-Shelby-

GENERAL
GOVERNMENT
$14.9

EDUCATION AND
HUMANITIES
$1.6

$0.5

FINANCE AND
ADMINISTRATION

TOURISM
$1.0

REVENUE

$2.5

ffl

HUMAN
RESOURCES
$17.7
JUSTICE/
CORRECTIONS
$11.0

TOTAL -

~
~

TRANSPORTATION
$0.1

WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT

$4.0
$63 MILLION
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6 4~i~~~q_n
•,,w__ :l!i~~~tb

mollef
h-~-agenQes,not,to. spen -w en, 1t ,an. .,, ·

~'t :·
Jr-,.
,

'~i'ei!;'. m.:M'iiic!idhai'~tlie liud

~otild,l>e,oufof balanca That 2
cent deferral is now a 2 percent cut. ·:
Moloney, Jones, Cabinets~.':, .
tary Kevin Hable and.House bud~t
· chairman Rep.· Marshall Long, D;,;
Shelbyville, said the spending cuts
are the first step in eliminating rev- _
enue shortages and- other budget __
problems that have plagued gover,
nors and legi!;Jators Jor mo~ \ban _a,
decad~. - ,..,Jq ._, 1r::-~r! .J";-\ ",, ~
•
"This government has gotten too
big," Jones said. "It has gotten too
bloated. It has gotten·too inefficient,
and we are dealing with that."
To deal with possible future
shortages and unexpected expenses, and resolve bond raters'
concerns about the state's financial
stability, the new budget plan will
set aside $113 million in reserve, up
from $10 million.
Following the example they set by
jointly making .t!te cuts, Jones, Hable and the legislators said the administration would jointly estimate
revenues for the next budget. "We
will enact a budget that I think everybody can rely on" in the 1994
General Assembly, Moloney said.
The budget that Jones will prO'
pose to legislators in January will
cover the two fiscal years beginning
July 1, 1994: The .cuts announced·
yesterday are for the current fiscal
year, which ends next June 30.
The estimated shortage for the
current year is $264 million, about
three-fourths of it because revenue
from the individual income tax is
lower than expected. Adding to that
prol!lem is about $100 million in tax
refunds for 1992 that were not made
until after July 1 so the state could
end the previous fiscal year in the
black. Refunds will not be delayed
under the new. budget plan, Jones

said.•
Jones sai( the third step in his
plan, after the· cuts and future per, "
sonnel reductions, would be implementing the recommendations of an
efficiency task force. He also directed a new study of higher education, 1
an area where . critics have long ·
~mplained of unnecessary duplication.

,1

,

~J

•

·

S

Hable said, "I think you'll see ...
as a next step some aggressive .ef- ·
forts on our part to make reorganizations and other admiriistrative
changes throughout the government
that will make the government
. leaner and more efficient"
Jones took pride in limiting the ·
C1;1ts in elem~ntary, secondary and
higher education. He said he began
the budget-cutting process thinking
.that it would be "almost an impossi- _
ble task'.' not to trim programs of ··
the 1990 Kentucky Education Re- ·
form Act. The new education cuts
are confined to the administrative
~enses of the state Department _of
Education and local school districts.
Also on the local level, the admin-·
istration eliminated $4. 75 million in
grants to local governments through
their area development districts,
and $1 million of the $36 million the
state gives the districts to operate.
"That ain't gonna kill 'em, is it?"
Budget Director Claude Vaughan
said in an interview. He said the
grant program, funded by severance
taxes, "started back in the Carroll
administration, back when we had
more money than we had brains."
The cuts also reduce the money
.the state pays county jails for housing state prisoners, but Senate
President John "Eck" Rose said in
an interview that elimination of the
_grant program would bring more
gripes from local officials.

HIGHLIGHTS

~~~~~!~~!lion

0

\ ~w,
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received
....;]., preferential treatment, and cuts
i ;
were l~rgely limited to
,................, admm1strat1ve expenses.

l. · . . .·. •.,

•

!

TAX REFUNDS
1,0 -:;:::::.. ' Plan will stop a Kentucky practice of ·

~:;:::;::::; delaying income-tax refunds until the
~?J:3. next budget year.
~-~;.,,:::..... 1·

EMPLOYEES
· The state is to reduce full-time
employees by at least 2,229 by July 1,
1994. By then, the state is to have no
more than 33,000 full-lime employees.
'

BUDGET RESERVE

,,

~nli'Wflillr6Jsiti1JE

7 0
~

];!

$347 million Iii cul$;;savlngs,1unii transfers ·

Increase the reserve to $113 million to
bolster the state's credit rating and
position the state to better deal with
unforeseen circumstances.

and other measures. Among the major steps:·

CUTS

,·:·---·-;;;;;~ $63 million•· State agency spending cuts.
~ o · ' ·~ $42 mllllon •· Ea~ier 2 percent spending deferral becomes a cut.
·' $9 million •· Local school district administrative cuts.
$77 mllllon - Fiscal 1993 surplus from Medicaid.
$62 million - Rscal 1994 surplus from Medicaid.
$40 mllllon •· Timing of bond offerings and refinancings
$31 mllllon -- Because state health insurance program has a surplus, contributions
will be reduced. So will employee premiums.

•

.aur:;.

· Rt]Ji~t:-~oµcation's·,choice:~,

·a·.
:

-~
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'

_ _,,,~---->.::

_;..... , ·-

()v,.,., Brereton·

,i!J,rri:; !d' _.:,.-.

nil

.

"l. • . ·, ·:.~-

f.,·,~l

Joneiii is.:. atthe local level; The critical need;t~
t~.
. sending Kentuckf?n_ s ·' however, is to.·· identify: ways. t~/,j
:, the right.message alibuf strengthen Kentucky's higher edu,_J'
.
. . high_!lr _ejlucation. Now cati~n system by ridding it of ove~.:.
the, pig, ~0_11 0 ~ _this: W,"tll the•. lappmg prograinS. Gov. JoI?,es h.as
state•~.college'.and .university p~I.:. ask~ the colleg~ ~d- umvers1ty
dents.thank-.their:lucky_P.erseid or0 · presidents to· cons1de,;; whether- ,
wllfthey knuckledown-and,devel- some programs ought to be ellini-·i
_op 8:,planJg,:i &!l!!i!Jg,rid,pf co~."-_ nated, bu_t mru.iY.. bellev~_ that's an;:
duplication?:-.••• ......... _...,.. ,, •<1, · impossible D11SS1on.. Few .I;>eople -·
Procl!l!mers · o(- doomsday said"· are be!ter at protecting their turfc?•.
higher education. would take a big·· than the presidents of KentuckY's <
hit· during this swnmer's. budget- colleges and universities.
cutting_ roulette, but in a. surprise
Perhaps it is absurd to expect
move Gov. Jones said universities· KentuckY college presidents to
will only. have to cut about 2 per- give up whole schools or programs__ ,.
cent from their anticipated budg- in order to strengthen the entire .
ets. The- move, indicates that the · system. Then again, the presidents _1
Governor reco~-some individ- are smart people, Surely they will. _
ual schools'have :worked lµird, and recognize that if. they· don't ad- _
effectively; to, trm.i expenses. .
dress the overlap j)robleifi the next,;;
Arguably, more could - and Governor may very well )lave to do,,,·
should - be done to ·cut expenses it for them.
· · · . · -'
0
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Bible 'college' to change its name,
issue disclaimer, stay in business
By MARK SCHAVER
Staff Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. - nie state
will not close a Louisville Bible college if it makes the changes an-

nounced by the pastor for the
church that runs the school.
Lonnie Mattingly, pastor of the
Shawnee Baptist Church, said Tuesday evening that the board of trustees for Shawnee Baptist College will
replace the word "college" in its
name with another word that. does
not imply it is a licensed institution.
The trustees also decided to include in materials sent to students a
statement that the school is not licensed to offer college credit or degrees, Mattingly said.
The state had threatened to close
the Bible college because it has refused to get a license from the state

Council on Higher Education. The
license requirement was designed to
prevent diploma mills and fly-bynight-institutions from operating in
Kentucky, but the college said licensing violates its belief in the separation of church and state.
"By them no longer calling themselves a college, that's solved our
problem," said Gary Cox, the executive director of the council. "That
approach would no longer bring

them under our juris!liction."
The council also has threatened
to close the Great Commission Bible
College and Seminary in Bowling
Green, which has refused to get a
license for similar reasons.
Cox said the council has received
a letter from Gregory Page, the
president of Great Commission,
promising to do the same thing that
Shawnee is doing to escape the license requirement
He said if Page does that, the
council's threat to close Great Com-mission also would "become a moot
point."
Mattingly said that his school's
trustees will also ask the General
Assembly to exempt church ministries from licensing next year and
that the name change could be only
temporary.
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By MARK SCHAVER
Staff Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. - When the
presidents of most of the state's
public universities met behind
closed doors• with Gov. Brereton
Jones last week, the meeting ended
with laughter.
.
,
The presidents had good reason
to be happy: Jones told them he
would spare their institutions from
the latest round of budget cuts,to be
announced the next day.
But Jones also asked them to
serve on a committee to restructure
higher education, an effort that
could be far more painful in the
long run. The governor wants the
committee to reconsider everything
from the way universities are funded to their fundamental missions.
"It's a real opportunity for higher
education," said Gary Cox, executive director of the Council on Higher Education, which oversees state
universities.
The governor's committee, however, must make its recommendations by Nov. I, and some Sl!~htllat
isn't enough time to make s,gi\i_fi.
cant changes. The committee, also
will be dominated by the presidents
and the chairmen of their universities' governing boards, Skeptics
wonder whether committee members will have the stomach to recommend anything that would limit
their domains.
'
"Higher education is going to .
change. The question is: Who is going to make the change?" said A. D.
Albright, a former president of
Northern. Kentucky University and"
Morehead State University and a
longtime observer of higher education in Kentucky.
"The universities have-not demonstratedra proclivity or interest in
making fundamental changes."
Critics_. .9f higher education say
parents and, students are demanding more accountability because,
while tuition
graduates are
finding it increasingly- difficult to'
find decent-paying jobs.

soars..

"We're rapidly pricing higher
i!ducation out of the reach of most
families " said former Gov. Wallace
Wilkins~n. · who has leveled his
share of criticism at higher education. "The academy is not a sacred
cow, and there's nothing wrong
with a healthy debate about the
academy."

Wtlkinson drew a lot of flak for
saying professors should spen_d
more time in the classroom. That IS
orieof the issues.the-new.committee
formed by Jones may consid_~. ~.

-

-:,.•

though the committee has ·not y~
met and decided what it will discuss, people familiar with highereducation issues say these are sonie
of the other ideas that could be
looked·at:' -,
•. ·

■ Changing the mission statements of the universities and.reducing the duplication· of programs. '.
Kentucky has_ eig!tt_pub,li~ univet•

~-~...,and m~~ ~f ti;; d ~ p~

they offer are the same. All
e,!it,: for exajnple, have education
pP@'ams. Six have j!)urnalism:
satools. Five teach food and nutriti~ .studies. One reason is that the·
unlveisities' <ifficiaI · missions - are
siiaiJar. Some say that, rather than.
c@peting for faculty members and
s~ading money thinly among
lll!(ily, programs,- -the universities
sli<tlild- specialize .more and create
"~ers of excellence."
·
l11tll presidents say they will consill~r reducing the number of prof~ional · schools ___;___ Kentucky has
t)@i! _law schools, ,two medical
s;opls and two dental schools b few think that will happen. Just
.a . • months ago, for example, the
ciiincil on Higher.Education rejecte4_~!a. proposal to close the dental
s~I at either the University of
Uiwsville or the University of Kenopting instead to reduce their
enwllment. j increasing· cooperation and
sl}$ing-equipment and resources. ·
¥me say the universities can coo~erate more and offer more joint.
p ~ . such as tlie recent agreemJllt between U of-L and Western·
Ke~fucky University to offer a joint ·
dqqtpral degree· in educational !Id:
n@i!ltration, • Universities
also ·
-~
.
spe~d hundreds of thousan~ . of
dollars on equipment and facil1ties,
and some say it makes more sense
to allow students to go other
schools for a semester or two rather
than trying to have the. same equipment and facilities at each school.

ttMcY,

606-783-2030

A

■Giving.universities ·more·inceil:
. tives to create,quality pro~.--,
The current funding formula for
. stJ1t~lllllYelllitie.s.is.bJ!SedJargely_on__
enrollment: . The; more students a
. sc~O<ll ha_!;,i"1l,~~,\!!-!?~ it,g~ts:;
Jones -wan~u,e'i!Omifilttee•to ·consider changing the formula so it rewards'un!Venitles.fQnneetlng·goaJs
for insmlctfon;•rils!arcil"aild·pliblic .
.. seryi,:.:;• . · ,;q ,'111.,ii,Nilia1't
';, ■, 1 rmng.31~,me llBIIX,p.;.J:Y &';_£,
tip,ns over (<1',l>~~].ii9.;11;:5~1.,,,~
~st u~.W~- ·•!tlffill:' !I... ~vafa,~mpaiy..'~i~t~-~~ll'rf:fild ·
semces, hqt 9.\1!.~iiJ,Ull!!.l'oJIS,, '!:'!lo
could.be .lt\flll¥.!,9Y~!';~ !l~!~',l!~~·
. tractors !J!!l~!?~m~l);,W!)u,1~;!111"
erate th~m more efficienU::f~le.
comP.anies, fo,::;examplll, .. Yfil;i tfie
_--- .. !.~,
. ;~u.f..>1 ~-i~t· -:~:!~_ --d~tories at Northern Illiliois Uni•

•

T

~.

·•

)

1

versity._

■ Managing enrollment differently,.:· Some say that· universities
should steer more first. and second·year students , to -community colleges, where it is cheaperto educate
thein •.That also would ·free the µniversities from having to offer rem\!dial education, as some do now.
■ Creating.a single statewide gov-.
erning board and administration.
In •_many other·, stat41s,, a single
1
board-rules over an ·public universi;
ties. Iii Kentucky, each school has
its own governing board· coordinat.
ed. through the .. C.,.,ncil or: Higher
Education. Some argue foe·udministration cf the universities should be
centralized to eliminate the. costly
. duplication of jobs. ·
.
A corollary to this is tire current
system of community. colleges and
· vmonal-technlcal schools. Critics
·:sii"ftliatcthe functions of the two ·are
similar that ,it makes no sense to
have separate -systems administer. Ing ,tlrein, ·· -'"''!'""- ·
· ., : .
■ Using i'n~'teclµlology. ' ' . ;
' . ·Milrray' ~tale': !;J~_ijit)' can al' reiu!f. offer·cr'•'· ... in''other cities
·tlftougn'.'infe~ 11etevision; For
eicaiilplet a-professor 6iii'Ject:iffe,.in
Murray and take· questions "from
and,.give--answers-.to• students in·
Paducah or. Hopkinsville. Some say
greater .use_.- of such . iechno_logy
would allow resoun:es'to be:Cll!!llf1n•
trated in fewer. areas, y~(spread
teaching more -widely; . . :,,~ : ·

so
.
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.
discuss Kurth's future but have nev- 10 years to run into trouble with'~:
,taff Writer ..
er said publicly whether· they will ,gents at Murray. The previous If!>,

·•r · · :.,., ·

._.,.,., ·. ·,.• ,,....,._.,,,~:. .,;r. , "·,. --.: : •:,-,·,, extend his contract; .,~s.i.#",._. ··.;, '~":.Constantine-Cunis and Kala StrouP,,
'After giviiig·'his views yesterday· :eoanr Clwnilail '1anib ifutts;'i:: were forceci out. ·: :~ -~ ,; ·, _,,;_.,.,
mthe most important issues facing · .Fulton banker,.said he assumes the, '·' 'Kurth apparently got abad evafu~'

Murray State· University; .President regents. will discuss the contract at ation from the-regents recently, !rut-.
Ronaid J. Kurth said the board of their "meeting. Bill'he"·decline<I" to· he said he "wouldn't care to characi:.
regents' failure' to clarify· bis future conunent on Kilrtlrli· l\iliJi'e or· his. terize ·my telationshi1> with tfi~!
l!as hurt his effectiveness.· ·•.. u -'"" .. remarlts ·yesterday.'~ ,;,·:i '·· ,:1.,;Jc. _;. board." ·.
.
. :· •,:•
·:.•'Obviously, life would be a· much ,Toe· remarks came-:rn· a·:meeling: ·,,, ;He did say he wanted to impl'O'(e'
:nonr-stable· illicf'peaceM ·process. Kurtlfl:alfed :wiflr·reportets to.·dls---.the'. relationship' lietweeri Murray,.
/or me·· if .J. kne)\i I ·were· about to: ·cusst.what'lie tennecHhe ri!QSt im-• ~and,. Pac!ucah · Commtinlty College:◄
mended contract;r. he pin'tant:-issueii::11t1fi11iiversity taces: ::Ji€
.said he·'wanted to empha:•
;aid.· •·r..s,-:,::<>; i'!!• .. !.1q•,, ...,.,.,·:· ,~.:, ~~'missioif.'liild '!lie 1ilidget:'He ·•!iize:t!ill quiillty of the·iiniversityby'·
, Kurth is entering the tas(year of· said me;· issueifmi!-'at'a'• ''ciitical maintaining salaries · and possiblf
1· four-year contract and said he:· stage.'( !.:X .;:.cu i)J.J:;.('.,!J~,tr)i)B:: ~liniihating some weaker' acaden!i~·
would like a ftiur-year·extensiiln. '"I ''lLasCweeli:"'GiWrBh!rt!fiin,Joiies "progi:ims, ·.,,-~•,,-:)t .:·F:•1ect ·,·•.·:,-,-,,
:ame to Murray to do a: job, to make · alinouilced'the fonilation' of ii ·eont::·:i'i: Kurtti ,wrun;kepticat about whethf
1-· contribution, and· ·that coiltribu-• mittee · to recommend ··wa"" :to 're- ,·er •the governor's committee couT,:t-'
lion .is still under·way and ·not· fin. structure ·-mgliet "edlil:atiiln, ·:l!lld · '.signlficantlyrestnicture higher eoiJ•.
ished,'' he·said.
· · · · '. ·· .: Kurth, who is a ntember along with ·.:cation in the three months Jones'·
But he said he has no plans to · other university presidents, said he · has given it to come up with recoiii-" ·
talk with the regents about his con- wanted his views knoivil to help mendations. ·
.·
• · · · --.::,
tJ:act at their Aug. 28 ~eeting, 'riot"" generate ·public ~on: . .. .
ll}'.I am ?°Oubled bf. the_ short fuse/'';
did he know whether it would be
Kurth, a retired admiral who once Kurth 5ald. ''We will make·as muclf·
discussed.. ,· ·.:c. :: · • ·• -:'-•T:o:c·:: led· tlie Naval War College; is the·· progress ~ we canin the· time ·we·'
''Ibe regents have met in private to· third president in a little ntore than" have." ··· • ·· ·:; •' · ,.·,
• ~'."'.
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University of-Kentucky faculty.;and staff-attract- :;
e<!;:J reconl $98.04 million in eicternat•"ffuancing
. -9~ the 199~:93 academic year,it was announced•
.yesterday
..•
_o,;;:.
.:, ·. '0q-tie m~ney· snowii ·the ability of UK faculty, staff
.,m~ _students to attract grants, said Lee. Magic, vie~ ·.
. president for research and gradw.i"e studies. "This
amount represents a significant mcrease from the
amount recejved. last year, which was already a
record, year.'!·; I
~ •l
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The aino~t is 6.3 percent higher than last year's ·
$922,million.
·
·
.The maj~ty ; the ~~n~~ nearly $96 million
-,,: .came in· grants .and, contracts. In. addition,
$2.1 million in 'gifts designated for -research were
received by the UK Development Office. · ·

_: ;';'.;~. IIJPl:lii::al;;~~ieceiv~ the ~gest ~uni,

$39.9 iiiillioJ¥~esellI'Chers'"on .tlie Lexington campus
receiveµ $26'.8 million; 'research and graduate. studies, .• .
$19.Smillion; ·community college/sys~ $9.4 inil- f
lion; and information systems, $200,000.: · ·· · · · · ·

.
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.''fit:Coileges to share U~S~: grant~,:;;;;~··:.
Reseaichers' atei~f Kentucky\uiiversities ilhd'colleges'[jav~ ''
won a two,yeiir; $1':2:riiillion grant friinrthe u.s::0ejjartme~t,of Energy to help stiiiullaie top-quality scie'nceJifihe)tllt~:" ,,.,,,
The grant'from tl;le ·Experiinental Progniibjo $tini\jlate ~~ ·
petitive Research will support efforts tii' identify 'iraafelements·1n- _,coal; understand the transport and use·of iirgartic camori. in liµ'ge -·
reservoir systems; and research in high energy nuclear pliysfcs.
Schools sharing in the grant are the University of Kentucky, Murray State·University, Western Kentucky University, ihe University·' ..
of Louisville; Northern Kentucky University, .Eastem.'Kentucky
University, Pike\lille:_~llege and Berea College. . · ·
··
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~ $~den~~toafl _applica'."nts\Will/g~t~a~break upfront next year

1•1~,1.. t,
•
, ''"" ,·'':;../l'•{,',~f• ,,~•
, .
,
I
'
,
,
•
'~~;%en students; apply for their. - . · ·. .
,dlz~. lc:,e~:, The inte,rert oii' these fcioii/i!ly;6~clie<f._etl~cation loans 8;6 _well.) · received in student aid. You usually he~ to
or trede-schoolloans next ·,
. , . "·"'
, . /!J,1!!1!1 /s, paid by ~e <fed~nil. go:v- . ~,:ro keep mterest ~el'l!!ent from nsmg too pass a credit clieck. But there'.s no evelue•
, -~~er, •they'll get a welcome sur-' ,
·
·
: , , emmen.t, es; long;es .. the,~dents i lilgh, (:;o~
.... •.· hl!S_ imposed a cep.. Sterting tion of your debt load or ability to repay, so
new federal budget pro!,,'
ar,eJri_:!~hoot'.~ ~pil t'1~-'.lelive '. ~~'/uly;~t,h~;igaiihjtu,lii loan nite can't l'!'n borro~ers should handle ihls largesse with-·
W,Si<J,!1 red~Cl:5 their upf~nt ,fee::. :,
i,:,-s.£1i,<>~!ti,tl!e1 $ide1_1~.l,milke ~e , l!JJY;liflll!!l_r;t!)e!t~,!i,Percent, compared Wlth cete.
,
,··St8!1lng With loansniade after
· ,, J>a'.Yments. tliemsewesF: ' ... , I 9,,pe~nt,todey• .,, .. ,
·
.
· Instead of being disbursed all et'orice, ·as
J'iily•l, 1994, they'll pay ·no more'. . .
· · -2) 'St\lderlts.' not ;judged
111Supplemental •Loans for Students (SLS). is currently done, parents will get their
then••4· ,percent when tliey take·::
· ·: 'ciillly.'--,iieedy •'get_· iinsub'sidized \ This'progriim'isilsed by students who need PLUS loan in two parts - a half payment
the loan, compared with up tcf 8 ·
· loails', ·ineaning that tliey have to : more money then they can get from Staf- each semester. That avoids dispensing a full
P,ercent'lo~y.;
· . ·: ,;. JANE BRYANl·, ! ·pay all tlie loan,interest personal- f9rd,lclaris. They'qualify for help regardless year's nioney for kids who quit school
'• This·'new; lower fee applies:to · '' ,'' ,QUINN ', ,', ·~ty; There are liiriitii.iiri how much , of income. .
.
shortly after the school year begins. :
all 1~anmteed
Stafford student.:•.,: · COLUMNIST ·.: they 'caii :boi:row, ";:<lepending on
The heaviest borrowers ere graduate stuDirect loans. At present, most shidents
J ~ 1 "(ihe 'goveniment'.s .. ll!liin,._, 0 . , , ..
.,
, , ,.. ,.,,., _ho.w,,'fa#'~:iilc:mg'_they,,are in their
dents_ end independent undergraduates, the 'imd parents borrow from private lenders,
ll!O,O·P,f9m1pl) 115_\\'.ell es to tlie Supplemen-· education1 A freshman;"; for :example, can , latter generally' defined es students older who coordinate with the school and a ertiiH:Oii'ns fo Students and Parent Lo;ms to .. borrow.up.to $2,625;,sophomores,,$3,500,,. then 24.
.
Unde'i:gradilate ·Students.
•
. · • ' Fonneriy; the· interest rat'e· on -Staffotil
The new bill merges SLS with unsubsi- enty agency. The government subsidizes
\ : nie intei:est-rate risk also will decline: ·• loans was fixed ..Since. ,1992 "however, the dized Staffords, so they'll become a single the le nders and insures against default.
·f 'F}le maidriium rate that student borrowers rate on new loans hes lieen viriable, cheng- program. The current 11 percent interestStarting next year, however, the govemlwht
h
t
h
bee
red
ed
f
th
h
·
·
t
SLS
I
will
d
t
g
5
ment
begin
the private lendm:,,
ayf, p pay es
n
uc , or e Ing each·July, Rig t now, .students are pay' ra e cap on
oans
rop o • per- ers, inwill
hopes
of cutting
saving $out
4_3 billion in subsisecond tlij,ie in ~ many years. . ·
ing the 91-day ~asury-bill rate plus 3.1 ~nt. This program, too, hes borrowing lim: A student seek!ng ~ lo~ should first ap- percentage points. On this year's loans, that 1ts. Freshmen en~ sophomores, for exam- dies and other costs. Schools will make the
pJl!,1/t(tµ~ fjnenetal-rud office of the school adds up to 6.22 percent.
·
pie, can get a maxJmum of $4,000 annually. loans directly, using federal funds.
Ii~ or she wil! attend. The school may hanThe new budget bill makes a change. Larger loans ere available to upperclassmen
Each year, more schools will be in the
cjle, !Ji~ lo~n. itself or refer the student to a Starting in July 19950 the rate on new loans and graduate students.
program, squeezing some private lenders
P,rlvate)~nd~r.
.
. drops to 2.5 percentage points over TreasParent Loans to Undergraduate Students out. If your usual le nder leaves the pro::· H~~ are the changes, most of them start- ury-bill rates as long as the student is in (PLUS). The interest-rate cap will drop to 9 gram, call your school immediately. A back~g next July 1: .
school. That's a break for the students and percent, from the current ·10 percent. This up system is supposed to ensure that every
,.,Stafford loans. There are two type~:
parents who pay the loan interest them- program lets parents borrow the entire cost eligible student gets a loan.
: 1) Financially needy students get subs!- selves. (This rate. drop will apply to other of their child's education, minus anything
e The Washington Post
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.They also. have said the committee - made up of the presidents, the chairmen of the boards of .
the universities, two state legislaThe committee has until No- , tors and two members cif Jones' ,
vember to come up with a reJ)(lit to ' ·cabinet - is unlikely to produce
present 'to the 1994 General .Assem-:- 1 ·few changes. · • :.. .
bly.
·- . . . •
. 1,
·. ;-:wethington° said he intends to '
Critics h".i~e said that timetable
take the governor's charge ''very
is unrealistic.
·
• · r ~om:,ly." · ·

BYDOmE BEAN
HERALD-LEADER EooCATION WRITER
-.. , •• '

., • .,;_--,g_

.,;, 4

..,.,.

Despite a 2 · percent cut in its '
state appropriations, the University
of Kentucky will still be able to give 1
merit raises to faculty and staff and :
hire 71 new faculty members in ·
1993-94.
_ ,
'_ . , .
The newest state cut ~ which
trims $5.8 million from UK and the ·
community college system ~- was ,
built into the budget approved in ,
June by the UK Board of Trustees. :
None of the pro~ _and im- '
provements included in that budget 1
will be affected, UK ]'resident I
Charles Wethington told the, ttiist:··,
ees yesterday as they adopted ,the ,
latest cut imposed by G!?.V:•_,Brereton '
Jones.
·
. , ·::
'
Although UK . and other state
universities apparently will be
spared further budget cuts this
year, · they will have ~ continµe
looking for ways to ~me more
· efficient, Wethington sai_d, . ..
"This issue is certalitlynot go- .
ing to go away."
;
For !lie short term, UK is not
likely to lose any ad~itional state
money, he said
-·. •· •·\
"But the other side of that i§. .
thatthere is-going tobe a continu- '
ing expectation that colleges and
universities look at themselves and
in every way ensure that we are '
being as efficient and effective as
we can be."
1
In announcing his latest budget .
cuts to Kentucky's eight univ~ity
presidents last week, Jones- tempered the good news with the
announcement that th~_preside_!!ts_
would serve on a committee to look
for ways to make higher education
more efficient and less expensive.
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UK board of trustees
adopts:2 percent 'cyt:/. ._.. ,.,•
that. governor impo·sed
'
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.
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'
Associated Press
..
,,·:.:..
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University. of Kentucky board of trustees
adopted a 2 percent budget cut yesterday that Gov. Brereton Jones had
imposed to help balance the state's
books.
· · ·
The cut, which had been built
into the 1993-94 budget that trustees
approved in June, amounted to
about $4.57 million for UK and
$2.24 million for the commuitlty college system.
UK President Charles Wethington
said, he was relieved by the cut because university officials had feared
far worse, considering the state's financial difficulty.
''We were asked to prepare a plan
for:.4, 6 and 8 percent cuts," Wethington said. "The 2 percent cut is a
welcome relief. We are veiy pleased
to have the governor give us some
positive relief. Any further cuts
would have seriously damaged the
quality of the university."
·
Wethington said he expects a
slight enrollment increase at UK
and fairly significant increases at

-A service of the Office of Media Relations1

community colleges this fall.
In other action, the board approved naming UK's baseball stadium after Cliff Hagan, who served as
the university's athletic director for
13 years before leaving in 1988 under the cloud of an NCAA investigation of the basketball program.
Athletic director C. M.. Newton
recommended Hagan's name for the
stadium. Wethington · said that in
spite of the investigation, officials
thought Hagan's overall contributions to the university warranted the
honor.
·
Hagan was a two-time All-America basketball center at Kentucky in
the early 1950s, helping the Wtldcats to 86 victories in 91 games.
As athletic director, he oversaw
construction of the $6 million E. J.
Nutter Football Training Facility,
the $5.5'million Harty C. Lancaster
Aquatics Center and other projects.
Also yesterday, three new trustees were sworn in. They are Lance
Dowdy, president of student government; Lloyd Mather, a faculty
representative; and Martin Welen-.
ken of Louisville.
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UK board rejects
former teacher's
bid for. tenure 'in
15-year~old case
.

.

-
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. HERAlD-1.EADER STAFF REPORT

A former University of Kentucky faculty member
was again denied tenure yesterday, the latest round in
a legal case against UK that has spanned 15 years and
been to the state Supreme Court and back.
With little discussion, the UK Board of Trustees
turned down an application for promotion and tenure
from Joseph Murray Hayse, an assistant professor in
UK's Honors program until 1978. ,. .
"
::
"That doesn't end the matter," _Hayse said yesterday. "There's still a.Jot.of things left for_the courts to
decide." .
.
·
·
He referred questions about possible future action
in the case to his attorney, who was out of town
yesterday.
.
The last major court development in . the case
occurred in 1989 when the state Supreme. Court ruled
Hayse was entitled to have his application for tenure
considered by UK's top governing board ...·,
The case began several years earlier, when a
Franklin Circuit Court jury awarded Hayse $61,760 to
cover lost pay and other damages and· ordered him
reinstated as an associate professor with tenure.
That verdict was overturned by the circuit court
judge Hayse appeal¢ to the Court of Appeals.
1n 1987, the appellate court ruled Hayse should be
reinstated but was not entitled to $61,760 the jury
awarded him as damages.
The case then went to the state Supreme Court.
The high court ruled Hayse was not entitled to
automatic reinstatement, but should get the $61,760 in
back pay and should be allowed to have his tenure
application considered by the UK board.
•
The board did so yesterday.
. Hayse, who now works for the state Department of
Transportation, was the taxpayer who, in the late
1970s, filed a class-action suit against Lexington's
Urban County Government to get more money for the
Lexington Public Library.
•
The case ended in 1984 when the state Court of'
Appeals agreed that state law required the city to give
the library at least 5 cents for every $100 of assessed
property valuation.

By MARK COOMES ..
Staff Writer
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LEXINGTON, Ky. ..::: The Uriiver: ,
sity of Kentucky football team.
didn't make anyone's preseason top
20, but its new ticket salesman is..
No. 1 with bullet.
,_.
,_ · .~..
He's chart-topping country sing~r
Billy. Ray Cyrus, star of ·a hugely
popular _;id .campaign YK Ja~c~f4
recently.
. :..
"I don't know how.many tickets it
has sold, but a: lot of people have
called and said they saw the ads,"
said UK ticket manager Barb Don:
nelly; who's from Cyrus' hometown
of Flatwoods, Ky., near Ashland.
"We've · had so much positive
feedback it's unreal," said Tim Hofferth, UK's· ·coordinator of promotions, licensing and special events . .'
The ~ampaign, waged chiefly on
television, has cost about $30,000,
two-third of which was imderwrit,.
ten through a corporate sponsorship by Pepsi. Every cent went to
production costs and. ad placement;
Cyrus didn't charge a dime. •• "He's just a die-hard Kentucky
fan - and he loves football," Hcif,
ferth said. "About his only condition was that we get him into a foot•
ball game. I think we can handle
that."
UK launched another campaign
yesterday. It stars Tanya Dee Vi_r;
gin, the reigning Miss Keµtucky. .

a
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S-mall~college. program ·seeks
.··-; tou·c·h. :_
Personal
BY.DomEllEAN
HERAU>l.EADER EoocATION WRITER

When classes begin Wednesday, 129
freshmen at the University of Kentucky
will lie going to a small college within a
large university.
·
For the next two years, they will. attend
classes together, be taught by some of the
same 13 teachers, advised by the ~
adviser and ·encouraged to form friendships and'· study groups.
·
..
The experimental mini-college is one of
several trial runs under way at UK this
year as it tries to counter criticisms from
both inside and outside.
•
·
With tuition up 12 percent and room
·and board increasing 4.4 percent, many'
students and parents will be. expecting
more for their money.
.
.
·
And at the state level, legislators and
others have complained that UK emphasizes academic research. over ieaching.
UK also heard some of the same
complaints from its own students, faculty
and administrators during a •5!!1f-s_tu~y last
year.
,
According to UK Chancellor· Robert
Hemenway, other changes will include: .
■ Revamping advising and counseling
services to help more undergraduates survive academically, decide .on majors and.,
graduate more quickly.
.
.■ Assigning .more full-time faculty, to .
freshman and sophomore COl!ISe5. · ·
·
: •■ Experimenting with cutting red.tape
for student services. .
··1' ' ,,•...· ,;,~:_.,,
· · ..

\',

More. mini-colleges?. ·
The modern studies program; or minicollege, is one UK hopes to expand, said
Richard Edwards, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences. .
.·
·
"Not by making the mini-college big,
but by. creating a series of side-by-side
mini-colleges/'
The basic idea was countering UK's
impersonality, ''the sense-that .students are.
entering a very big world-, where they·
might get less attention and care than they ·
would like."
·
·
Students in the pilot program were
selected because of theirinterest;·hesaid-It
is notan honors program."~.
-"We were looking more for a represen.tative sample.. of the freshman class,"· Ed
wards 'said; "and good racial; ethnic .and ·
gender distributions." ·
·
The faculty will teach as ateam and· be
responsible for the general education of the
129 students for two years. The students ·
will be required to take .nine hours of
modern studies courses each semester, plus
other courses they choose.
0

The advising center will also 'try to d
a better job of retaining· students durin
their freshman and' sophomore y_ears, sai
Louis Swift, dean ofundergraduate sfudie
.H they complete all . course requireUnder a pi19t project, faculty membel
ments during the two. years, the students will be asked to aintact the· center abm
will have. fulfilled all of UK's general students who aren't· attending classes <
studies requirements·eiccept in mathemat- seem to be academically lost, or have fai!E
. ic:s and foreign language.
.
their first tests. :
·
·- ..
· ·. ·.'.'The proof will_!l_e in __how this works
"We will contact the students and ru:
out, and .we'll see this in a year or two," them· to come into the counseling center
- Edwards said.
Swift said, for help in tiine managemei
. advlse'rs
and note- and test-taking._., :'-:
Adding
· On full-time faculty for. freshman ar
UK has pulled together a central advis- , sophomore courses,· Hemenway ,said I
ing service by realloca~n&: $500,000, !3k!11g didn't have numbers·on how many profe
10 people ~ other Jobs and _assigll11lg sors have been reassigned;.. ·. :.:• ·, ..,
them to ad~s~g, Hemen~y·said
· _ . "We Jost 75.faculty·due·to budget cu
, The. advtsmg center will lie crowded and hired back,-3Land. virtually everym
mto the second floor of Frazee Hall ·near · we hired will be involved to some extent ·
UK's Student Center this year, but next ·lower division instruction." . , ",, ... ,
yearwilr'moveinto•arenovatedMillerHall,
· .;. ".· .. '·_,c '.\~''..:.
closer to the center·of campus; ·
·
· ··_:: ·;~ _ , ,;.-- · . , ,
,·Advtsers
· ·will·· WOrk WI'th studeots WO
h ·one-card flts,alk··~
·. ·'-h ,.,..·.
..·
1 have riot decided on majors or who liave · ,
Two . student-friendJr . Be!'vi~ .un~
transferred from other colleges or univ~i- , study this year are .~ephone !'ef!lSlrali<
ties, Hemenway said
·,
·
_..and a one-card ~ .to_ consolidate ti
I --•we· knew. from surveys~of-our-sfii:-· 1identification and ..user <;ariJs·UK studen
dents, we needed to improve advising."
must carry.
.:
.
.
,
Students who have decided on majors ! · UK has already been ~ .a tel
are advised what to take each. year 16· phone course-registration.system·this sur
graduate by faculty within_ the depart- 1mer, letting new ~en:and
ments or colleges they are enrolled· in.
students use it on :a liinited ·basis durir
_But·.th~ .who haveil't'dei:ided on 1summer advising conferences.• .
ma1ors; particularly freshmen. l!'ld sophoIt will be shut; dow early. this Wei
m~res, often,fall through adVISmg
during the two· heaviest:registration·day
W1thou~ a .clear ~ocus, they_ c:arr drift to ,but brought. backtJIP, ?111:o/ednesdaY, sa
~~• taking _I~~~~~.. Randall Dahl,_ ~~trar;:·ltft"'I" · , ·.
gra ua
.
.
.
' -"We expect ti(~,xrtore'li.iivily on
by November, during,advance registratic
for the sptjng ""'.!f'le,';..Q!Iil:.~.4,L~--

.
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UK denies tenure to. ex-teaclie_r,.:.
'.'LEXINGI'O~; Kf· ~-~ forin~r Univeisity of lCerituciiY_assistant'

ff:::::

~•.d;m~_~ure ~-~,l~gal case~!~~~
Tuesday tile UK trustees
an application for pio~otlon'
and tenure from Joseph Murray Hayse,:a·faculty:member:m the
school's,honors program,uiilil 1978.'u ,_.~,.,.,. :,;,.;1 •·" J.,•
• '"l'hat:doesn't·end the•matter," said Hayse, who now works for.
the state Department of Transportation; ''There's still a -lottof
things left for the courts-to decide."
In 1989 the state Supreme Court ruled Hayse. was.entitled to
have bis al!P.l!ca!ion-for tenure co~dered.~i.th!! .trust~ Several_
ears ~,- ,a,.Franklln ,.Circuit. Con"'••mrv ,awilrdechffayse
Y
.. - ·-··--..· '"" """"'~•~
Z.!:il.:!".._~--'..onlered
$61,760, ··--c1·
m u;,,;;~·1·
___ ost.pay.-!ID,..,o~r
_ , th ~
school to reinstate. him as an essoaate professor with.tenure. That. verdict. was. overturned by a circuit court judge. Hayse
appealed, and iil 1987;,the Court of_Appeals ruled Hayse sho~dbe.
reinstated but was.not entitled til·the-·$61,760. :--:: '.. :· •... :
Toe case then went to the state·Supreme Court;cwlilcli' ruled'
Hayse was not entitled to automatic reinstatement but should get
the $61,760 and should be-allowed to have bis tenure.application
considered by the trustees.
.
'·" ·

refused

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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P:,ti.Cliard
Coitfinitte~
·
•
.
•
·
·
Chaiig~~wit;Jt
$eJiij0lc
i~ rl~:' ,'
. .
·-~ _-:tts}984.$i~wide foi'.1§ ~t. ';j:,us\ung for the 'foirnii~~f thf
to '."'!n ~raable ,grants 1from ,national . a~!W1 ,. .2{>,CJ9() ~tucki:ins.', .to 1~~mor's- ~holars Pr~gram- .
7 SO influential citizens 1founaations ~nd compames that II!ee~ngs m n~I:,:- every schbol _wttl\ the, philosophy tltj_t. k~II!&':
, When
formed the Prichard Committee for
saw Kentuc~y s reform as '.', model
dtStrict to talk aliout re~onn.
the_ ·states best and bnghtest m
Academic Excellence a decade ago,
for . th_e n~tion, Sextbn said. The
, . .■ I~ Kentucky Hti:h School Kentucky serves. every~ne.
they drew strength from their sta- . committees 11-nnual budget equaled Proi~t m 1987 to h,elp nme schoo)s. _, As for 1:11eddlmg, Pr_1char~ Comtus as outsiders who answered only
about $;50,000 from 1983 to 1989 restructure academic programs.
mtttee Charrwoman Lots·We~berg
to themselves.
but ~as Jumped to $700,000 annll!'l. ■ The 1990 l?assage of KERA, see.ms. alm?.st to enjoy the .\l)1!1facSince the passage of the Kenly smce 1990.
which the committee pushed fr,01:11 terraation. Somebody ~nC!! said of
tucky Education Reform Act in
the start.
·
us that we ;:,ere a .pe~t~\el\~, lot of
1990, the committee - now nearly · Panel's emerging role
do-gooders, she,\,shl_
.....},i, la..ug_.,h,._1,n_g.
The com_mittee grew from two
·
··
•
' · ":·· ,
• '
100 members strong;-- has grown
What critics say
;
. 'f,(.)i, :·.•,lt i4' .
closer to ~e system 1t o~ce fought
fi~f:Joi~:!e~e;i=ve D~:
Critics characterize the commit- Namesake's legac;y,,,.-,.':
.,:,
from a d1stance ?Y ~elp\ng 10 put
tor Cindy Heine - to 11 profession- tee as an elitist group of meddlers, ' After all, Edwan:I ,R · Prichard '
the landmark legislation mto effect.
al staff members and support staff. and say the committee steps'cin the -Jr. i whose name the ~committee,
"The closer you get. to a situaIt formed community committees of IOf!l of even its supporters.
·
adopted was known. for tellirig it·,
lion, the less objective you'~e likely
volunteers to attend local school
Roger Noe, Southeast Communi' like' it ~? ~regardless of' the 1l
to be. 1:'ey:ve been pulled mto the
board meetings, help schools' re- ty College's dean of academic af- con5e<J.ueitces~ ,}: ':~<, .
system, said Jack Moreland, superform efforts and monitor problems. fairs and former state rej:,resentaPrichard known·, to friends as
intendent of .the. Dayton Ind~pendIn two years, the Prichard Com- tive .·who was .chairman of the "Prich," died in-l984; after niaking
ent Sch~! ~t~trict who w_as mstrumittee has formed community com- House Education Committee when his mark as a charismatic cliainpion
mental 1/i ~)mg the ,lawsmt.that led
mittees in 80 of the state's 176 KERA passed, "said his relationship of education refom·In 1980 he was
to KERA. It's a kmd of tightrope
districts, said Bev Raimondo, direc- with the Prichard Committee doong . appointed chairman-'of tlie CQmmitto walk."
tor of community support
his tenure as education committee tee·,.on Higher ;Ed4gition'._lm~KenPrichard Committee members
It couldn't have expanded that chairman was stormy at times.
tucky's Future/The COiiiil\itlee is- and to a _greater extent staff
way before the passage of KERA
"They didn't follow the rules," sued its report :·1•In Pursuit of
members - are.aware of the diffibecause the committee had concen- said Noe, now a·Prichard Commit- Excellence" in 1981, ,calling for
cult balancing act the group must . trated on framing issues that often tee member himself. •"And that's higher admissions standards for the
perform, saying the fundamental
were moving targets.
good. They're known!for that."'··
state's. four-year colleges .and unichange is probably the biggest in
"KERA definitely gives us a . •"The group acknowledges• run- versities and closing one law
the group's history.
,
framework to use," Raimondo said. ins, especially with those most· dni- school, among other recommenda"We do not see ourselves as
"We've got a specific framework, matically affected liy KERA.· ·
tions. '.·
·.
cheerleaders, and we resist being , specific time lines,_ and· that really·
"I think a' lot· of our folks
Members of that committeti'saw
that," Executiye Director Robert
' gives us something more tangible; understand why the Prichard Com- many of. th& recoriunendaiiotis goSexton said. "On the other hand, we : for a group of volunteers." .. , . ; mittee exists and what its job is," --ing nowhere, so tliey became the
think it's important to draw atten- ·,•, ·. Those volunteers can boast as- said, Wayne Young, executivedirec- Prichlrrd 1Committee
for Excellence
1
i:ion to places doing this well.''
. - sociation with a formidable network tor of the Kentucky Association of ·iii·· Education '·with Prlcharo as
, , As educato~ and policy-makers
of current and former Prichard School Administrators::- "Others chairman. After Prichard's death in
nationwide watch Kentucky's re'. ··Committee members. Gov. Brereton would ·feel ,there'.s i;ome' meddling; 1984, the committee kept his name
form efforts, concerned citizens and..
J ones and Lt Gov· p aul Patton ·once going on." , ·1, ·P •' · · ".'
and fostered
andtoCOOP'.
.,,,p'
erati've
·s·piritthe
'·-h·ecollegm.l
"--oug''ht
the
businesspeople nationwide watch . sat on the Prichard Committee.
Sexton has heard the charge of ,.
.
..
~: ,.
the Prichard Committee. After 10
Former governors Edward T. "Ned" elitism but doesn't understand it. group.
;, y ·
years as Kentucky's self-appointed
Breathitt, Martha Layne Collins and The group has consistently and
"Every meeting, we told 'Prich
citizen watchdog group, the PrichLouie B. Nunn are members, as was vocally worked on behalf of disad- '.1stories,'" said Dot Ridings, commitard Committee is learning that
the late Gov. Bert T. Combs.
'vantaged students, he said. It, also· ·tee: chaitw9man after Prichard's
changing schools has meant changSubstantial victories have kept. has fought for resourc:c:s for the death and· president and publisher
ing itself, too. .
the committee going:
, state's brightest students, including of The Bradenton (Fla.) Herald. ''We
The passage· of KERA also
quite blatantly built on people's
BY LUCY MAY

whep .tile

. ·.

• ;oiien~ ~e ~ay. for·the,coIDll!ittee;

-+~

H RAL1U.EADER EDu?AnoN WRITER

Kentucky
.Education
.

.~efonn Act

was p_assed,

~e 7-yearold group
real~ It .
'W_ould,have
to adjust.

a

,:}f. :')

fori~nesf~d high regard for the

,.nqti and what h7 sought to do."

•. j,That,foundation turned out to
be stronger than committee veterans cou\d. have predicted. Every
several y~; Sexton and co~ittei; leaders -would seek financmg
)'.1th -~e · understanding that the
,!=<>m~1ttee ~as . temporary and
Pill?!\¥ t~ dtSM!\d when the mon,eY.. ran outW!ien ~RA became
1
•Jaw memL-'.•
=~ quest ?ned whether
they.should declare victory and go
home.
"Everyone was willing to celebrate. for five or 10 minutes," .said
Weinberg, a meml;>er of the.original
higher education committee. "But of
course the reality of it is if KERA
does not succeed, there will be no
education reform in our lifetimes."
. · It's hard to say .whether the
'.ciimmittee' will ever/<lie. Ridings
(said \here
always 1je need for
;it Others see the end of the Prich'ard ·ltommittee as a victory for
,education reform becaus1ffhe com,tnittee won't stop until the work is
·done.

will

a

"We would hope that day would
come," said Jane Joplin Evans, a
veteran member of the State Board
for Elementary and Secondary Eduditiori:;"'However, children always
heed somebody to, .look : out for
'.them: I don't think there wifuld ever
be a time Iwhen childreji ,wouldn't
iteed that strong support base."
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·coIJ·ege"s dispu·te
Wl·tb fi~ed offic1·a1
leads to arrest
By JAMES MALONE
Staff Writer
PADUCAH, Ky. - Soon after
James Sweatt was fired May 7
as manager of the computer
system at Paducah Community
College, he received an unusual
order from his former employer
- stay off college property, or
eise.
.
After he began taking a night
class, the college had him arrested.
Toe ,class was offered at the
community college by Murray
State University, and Sweatt
registered and paid $287 in tuition and fees.
.'
On June 15, after Sweatt had
attended his fourth class, a PCC
administrator signed complaints
charging him with two counts of
criminal trespass.
Sweatt was arrested at his
home. He spent 90 minutes in
the McCracken County Jail before being released on a $150
cash bond.
. No one alleges that Sweatt,
33, did anything other than
show up for class, and court
records do not reflect any previous criminal convictions.
Third:degree criminal trespassing is considered a "viola•
lion" rather than a misdemeanor and is punishable by a fine of
up to $250. Sweatt is scheduled
to appear in McCl'l!cken Dis!rict
Court Aug. 24.
Though college officials will
not discuss the case publicly,
records that Sweatt obtained
from his personnel file show officials were concerned about.his'
appearances On campus in the
time between his firing and
when he began attending the
class.
College officials have told police that they feared Sweatt·
would somehow get access to a.
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-•~a1 and lDl'ght disrup t theco1
teuwu
lege's computer· system. Sweatt
scoffs at such suggestions.
Steve Haine~, !lo Paducah police
spokesman, said 1t was clear to po•
lice that PCC officials "had gi:ave
concerns about (Sweatt's) continu•
ing presence on campus. They con. "
Sl"deredhimtObe trespaSSl~g..
Sweatt says he was the VICtim of
bad luck and highhanded
treatment
• •
from college admirustrators.
.
Toe bad luck started m April,
when a precipitous crash of the col,lege's C;Omputer wiped out all ~f the
upcommg fall semester's registralion records. Sweatt was supposed
:to make daily back-up copies, but
.he was six days behind.
· Toe enormous problems that
arose from losing the registration
records, and the cost of the effort
required to manually reassemble
them, led to Sweatt's dismissal.
• President Leonard · O'Hara, who
after the crash asked for a review of
the computer problem, cited an unsatisfactory job performance in fir.
ing Sweatt.
. After Sweatt formally appealed
, his firing and Jost, he went back to
campus a few more times to,try to
retrieve his mail, get copies of his
, personnel records and register for a
, PCC class ..
But he said college administrators
_followed him and encouraged him
, to leave the campus on a few of
those occasions.
.• Even though he had been told to
,my off the campus, he said he re-turned because "I was trying to
7make a point by going there. I pay
:taxes, and this is a public place."
:- Sweatt admits he got letters bar•ring him from .the campus but in~ists that the letters gave conflicting
:Signals.
'
:: In a letter dated May 12, college_
-officials gave him permission to en~r public places, but not business
)lffices. Two weeks later, saying that
:Sweatt had violated guidelines given for his visits to campus, the col.1ege told him in a letter that "any_
:entering of Paducah Community
~ollege campus or buildings will be
· considered trespassing."
: Then on June 4, in a handwritten
letter, PCC personnel manager
Jeffre Dreyer told him, "l will allow
you to attend class," until O'Hara
could review the situation.
But June 7, when Sweatt showed
up for his night class, he received a
hand-delivered letter from Dreyer
that rescinded her earlier decision,
and banned him entirely. from the
campus. Sweatt's presence had become "disconcerting" to employees,
Dreyer wrote. .
_
Sweatt said his tuition money was
refunded.
,
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John Carrico, a PCC business af.
fairs official who signed the com. plaint against Sweatt, declined to
discuss the case and referred questions to O'Hara.
,
Citing the criminal case and a
gri~vance that Sweatt is pursuing
against the college, O'Hara declinedto discuss it. However, as a matter
of general policy, O'Hara said, the
college could bar someone from its
property when there is "clear evidence" of the need to do so.
Sweatt received outstanding evaJ.
uations in the four years he worked
at PCC and in 1991 won a commendation from O'Hara.
But in.February a new supervisor,
Steve Patton, rated his performance
for the previous 6 months subpar.
In another review three days lat.er
- after Swe~tt complained about
the first one - Patton gave him
somewhat improved marks, raising
the overall evaluation from marginal to satisfactory.
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Loari·.
default
rate,high,
at-·Ace·,
By KENNETH HART
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND -·· A new
report shows that: Ashland Community College
· had one of the highest
student loan default rates
in northeastern Kentucky two years ago, and
the· school's president i
says it's taking steps to
address the problem. . ··
'
Dr. Charles "Chick"·
Dassance said school of- '
ficials are in the process
of developing a plan for
reducing_ its 23.2 percent ·
default' ratirfroiii 1991;' He·
said he wasn't sure exactly what measures the .
school would take.
",One thing we .discussed was requiring students., to .have- a. c9-,
signer ,!.l _he -said . ..:;we ;
have_ since found,01~t• that
we can't do that-legally."..
The ,report by;the:U.S. ·
Department of Education·,
said, ACC had. the ,third,-·
highest- defaulta rate,
among nor!]l~astern•_Ken-:
tucky schools .under , the ,
federal Family Education .
Loan,Program, • ,. ,,,,, .. ;
The report~ which in..
eluded public/c;private .,
and prciprietiicy"'institutions"i'.) covered' student-·
loans that aretmadif· di-"
rect1y',(to·1,sfiili~nfs'.; by1 J
local· fiiiiincfal!':fiistitu' ·;
tions rand1lguaraiiteedib'y,1
,the,:federal,gov:eaunent:~
·-Dass·ance -s-afd -h·e
thinks the economy- is
partly to blame,.fot ;the
problem.
. .. , , ,
Current ecorroriiic.,
conditiiihs''have· mad!!'.,it"
moreHilifficuit,:for:•someT
people to repay Joans
they ·received••whem,they;·
were 'ih' ·college,• he •said,-h ·
· 1 cutl>acks•iin'"fede1Tal:.grants• have forcea·~stu,,
dents ~ patticularly,
those in lower-income ,
brackets - to rely, more heavily· ·on 'loans, toc.-fiL,
nance their education.
"We maintain a pretty
stringent program to,

•

•

,,;;...__,.,,.,_.~"··.-,··
fflE'.'ASSOCIATED
also
..... ;;~- ;:,'-.. ~, ..P,RESS
-,.
.

contnbuted:1nformat1on to this

story.

.., ,., .
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Bad. brea ks ... ft-:!'!~

jmputertproblems- staDJ/
{ ·student.loan· funds--

::;, ,The ll)all,~elayS'.;we,e?used by
a.'series,llf bac! b ~ ~:year, as
VJ}, ox;~ha~~~~•_S°~~t~l sy~d·.,;
~ W'+t' 1:ii;,,., •' ·-~_nruippa at :~
~uests.
~ -ri-~ · ~l"';
:;•;-..,
-,

·l

Letters sent In August•;

BYDomE BEAN
.~l..£ADER EcucATIO~ WRITER ,: !•'

Computer problems at the Uni- .
versity of Kentucky left more than:-~
5,000 students without loan money
this week to buy books and.food, or
pay tuition,.rent or room and board.
UK is responding with emergency measures: issuing . $200' book '
vouchers and $500 credit cards,
extending deadlines· for paying fees
and tuition and sending letters to
landlords.
Most affected students· receive
low-interest loans under the Staf-.
ford loan program, which this year
underwent major federal changes,
UK officials said yesterday.
. Updating UK's· computer .system to deal with those changes ---:
combined with-an overhaul of computer programs - p1;1t ~e financial ;
aid office w~s ~nd m.~H
ing paper work, said Bobby Halsey,,
UK financial aid director. ·
i
"The applications we usually ,
· have out in July, we were not able ,
to do until mid-August," he said. · •
As of yesterday, UK had re- ·
ceived 175 loan checks on 5,153.;
applications it sent to the Kentucky :
Higher Education. Assistan~ '!
Authority a week ago. The authon- ,
ty sends applications to . various
banks. The banks then mail checks . ·
to UK's financial aid office.
·

Two weeks late

..

. The net result is that $22 mil,
lion in expected Stafford ioan mon, ,:
ey. wili be two wee~.Jah: iti'r!!i!~•;:
ing · UK and. the students, said,
spokesman ,Ralph,lJericksiin;. :r\1/!-J·,
represents one-t!ili"t o~-~ n)il)!!!lt:
to $70 millioD" m aid· UK. expects·
; '. ~--/" ·this year.
-;- ,~' ',, • ~1.
_,' For many·students it has meantstanding in financial ~d ·lines this ·
week to firid out how much ::~•:n~
any-:;_:_ StafforiHoan_ m~vey they,;
will receive or,to•obtain;emergencyJ
vouchers and loans. ·-· ' i_ 1 ' • Shane Sherode,· 18, a .freshman ;
from. Louisville,' joined'. ·!lie·' lines·.
yesterday afternoon after'' making .
futile calls to financial aid. "The
phones w!ieJ>~f,iiJ.1}iiorp/iig;;:§!ie;'i
said
'c'. ! ·:~:\ _:}.,.·\~\S~i~"1:-::~::i,:.:When,she"left,;siie'1iiid,a· $200 j
voucher-to bu 'iher,'lxi>k$';li'/it':still'
didn't know
iiiuffi.finifficial·rua~
she migiifrerelve: this' serile!!rei. --~
~ ifhird'.year-law-·sfudenti}lridgefil
Papalia;.27i 'applied
mer for.
to cover fuition arid'"
fees due Sept. 8...The.' loan,. de!ef•. mines whether she' stiyi(in scnoo1, :
she said. Her deadline was extended
to Oct. 15.
Kelsey Lahn, 26, a-transfer student from Seattle, didn't know until
yesterday afternoon she would receive only $2,500 this .semester \o,
cover $3,000 in tuition and fees. i1'If
"I haven't gotten an. award- let'.
ter - nothing ,saying hoy;;,!lluch.Ir.,
would get," ~~e· ~d. i'NbwJI v@i.
have to comeJIP
with·_$500@.us.!'..;,l
. •.. "· (·.,.j
• ~, ·•~ . ~,1:l~
·.l,

>--

lifw

a16an

,.

in-eart}i;sum.,,,

-· -

~-,},.I ,_. ·\~

Letters went out to students •in
mid-August, telling; them there·
might be problems · with Stafford
loans, Halsey saich
.•. ,:, - ,.,.
. .
.;.•

Many of the students' affected
receive other financial aid
have
paid some of their bills, Deii~kson
said. "But there may be some students who only get Stafforil"-loansi
and those are the ones UK is trying 1
·hardest to accommodateY · .. . .; ,·

and

~- :~·,:

:.h::•. -

Derickson said . $2!)!>,:, lx,!q~ ·
vouchers are being 1ssuedi to ~y
Stafford loan -recipient-i_~hi>J emit .
afford to buy books o ~ - . c:
Students who, HvE,Jon, captP_lJS~;
can also receive· P l ~ r ,with,
$500 in temporary credit to buy
food in UK cafeterias,. wash laundry
or use campus servi~.
UK's financial aid office is also
giving emergency loans for ¥1"oceries to needy students who hve off
campus, Derickson said. ·
..
"Payment ·gelidlines0:.are being I
extended for tuition and, fees or ,
roomiand board, and letters hay~i'
been provided . for iang!9[ds, a~ing t\l,em thatO!'\taff<ird'loafi ~pients are- good .for the rent,j ;' \,,;,
. ·.·::::

-,,;~\

.;·{j :~~---~- .

That doesn't mean that'UK'will. :
~tee the ren_t or ~fthe land-, i
lord will automatically extend credit, Derickson said._:; . , -· .
..i••

lExiNGTON

;½tF~cia! !d ~'~hich is
l(J''or'l2 years old, .wasJ'eplaced
with more modern, software, 'UK
officials,'said: Replacemflilt• ,was a
major task because because UK's
financial aid program also includes
the 14 community colleges.
. "Then we got thrown a curve
when the federal · government
changed a lot of the" rules," said
Chancellor Robert Hemenway.
- Jm was expecting new•informa- '
tion on'.!~es ·in. all;cfederally
regulated!jiruijtcial ,/lid prygrams• in
March, ·Said. ·µene~•Williains, vice
presiderit;foi infornuitioriisystems.
·•J'
. ,r'h -?~.
It arrived in late· Apnli
"That was a killer,'''he said..
•,

,

. -y,:,

-·,.,1

! •

•'.!:ij

. ; .-

"That pretti well finli;hed us "
Williams said.' ' · '
· .-·
'
"\ F~~ .aid bfficiaji at Kentucky State University;·and Morehead State University
not had
unusual ·,:: problems with; Stafford
lCJa!IS; ~ey said._. Eas~;Kentucky
Umversity officials cowd not be
r~:Jled. ~)~,
_{~
,., 0,.T_
·;-Rh,.
od·>''
M~:;:;:£.d State
•• •' tn!';•
e5,. U1CU"'1
aid director, said he sympathized
with UK.

have·
ti1

"There is-no good time in financial .aid to make changes," he said.
"When you do I think all. pf us in
financial aid at all the schools kind
of hold our breath." . •,
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New oomputer•pi-ograms for the
Stafford loan program were expected by mid-July. They,came ,!\ug. 10.

■ ■

And finally,.it would be noth-.
ing short 6f lying down on the job'.
to visit Morehead and not stop to
see Dick Fick, who became an
instant celebrity last year by· lying _
down on the job.
. .
During the Morehead-UK game
at Rupp. Arena; Fick, the MSU .., .• ,
coach, gave new meaning to the
expression "prone to be intense."
· .. Exasperated.by.an.official's ...
calL Fick stretched out on, his back
and stared in disbelief at the ceil- .
ing. That led to the !'Dick Fick
Award,'' given each week by TV's
ESPN to the coach with.the most,·-,
uh, entertaining sideline antics.. ·. .
• , Anyhow; Eick has rearranged .
the-furniture in his office. ·. · • ,, .
Actress Cindy Crawford is
responsible.
' Recently, Fick received anearly
life,size, Pesi-cola promotional cutout of Crawfprd and stood it in a
corner.-. :- ", ., ' .. - · ·. ·
·
Problem was, as he talked-with
players and .visitors, he noticed he
dld not have their-full attentio!L.
· .·.They, kept glancing at the likeness of Crawford.
.
,.
So, Fick moved his desk, a sofa
and chair.
. ~ -Now, visitor facing Ffci< lias
to crane his neck iii'the opposite
direction to see the cutout
Which now wears an oversized,
... o~~-th!!-kn~,~Y

a

Jitf\j~,
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IU··,1:1~$ide.iit~'.
·

. • -.

he~~
the.· other hand; l know, that Presi•
dent :Ehr~ch has had ~!lier~:
on his.mind that.are unportalit to

,, . ·

). _
ann·ounces-:;,
. ··• ,,,:,
h~'ll.'resign:·:·.)
~~~~~ixyears~~;:Eliitl~f
. ._ . ,• .. . • . . . . ,. .,
rrused the .. ~igllt-caD)Jl,11.8,
2'
next
. summer·
=~~~~~:it~~=·
· ·
'
· · · ·. ,;
opment of the ent&::sjs\~~$11iil
sysll!m

Associated Press
•

• •

·
,

.
. . . , ,,..

BLOOMINGTON, ,Ind., 7'. trldfin~
University President·TliolllBS"-~
lich 1111!1ounced · yesterday,_iblt'l.l\e'
'.'"'''···r:ra·{
Ehlii 5"9. wh has been
•
· , - ·- ' o
' · ·
dent of.the.nearly.100,0QO:-stu. .
university-since 1987; said_h!! ~
to resum_e teaching_·. and reseilrch,
..•••. _ .~
afull:ti!"eb!1515llextSUI11;1Der,~e'-',
the resignation will take effect..,, •:
·Tliere,were alsoperso~ilil
for, his 'decision;.: Ehrllch'.smil;tln,.'
cluding:children,and:grandchildreit
on.the,West;Coast · .... :•. -.:.,,.:Le,,,.,:
"We.miss them,a:greatdeal;.and·
we find that the once-a.year. familt.
gathe~ .. •·•.. Jl!ll. ,sim(llf-.;npt,
enough:T·11e SB!d. . . ... ·.- ' ' .• •1!
·•"0.b,vi.•.;.;.~".•., meansc
... · ·to_·.-_m_·~-..• that,·.·.
we're·lo;one·of the ~ l e ·
that IU,.has. ever had," said,_·Joh-1
""
Walda, ·president-: of ,~e ~l's
board Of trustees.
-:.;.~,t_;;·., .• f

will:::;.,.:,·-, ·, ....,

it_

P,=

Roger G:•Newtoii;'·a lffiYsiaiprofes'i
sor at.the Bloomington·campµs. .·.
,,HoweverJ tieradded that,Ehrilcb's.
rel,atii>llli,y.',i~ ~ t y anchstii.ileiltf
were: often cool.,:~e '?l l!e ·.nl~:
enough; and l thinlt ,that, h!!'.S~sh:yf
Sometimes·lie comes acniss ai'sort:
of a,cold fish;:tiut It's n(it'an·inten-·,·
tio~.:,:....·.••-g,•~·581
• "d.N,...._.·o·n;:·..:.... ;.·..;.:J,
wu U1W
~"'
" " " ......
a member of the search-committee;.
that selected Ehrlich..
":· ·; >
~ : · in . his . ,~r. ·.: thrllcli,
wo~•':with.',Uiid~;; ilt,
S~ll!.' <@ige,J'lt &lto~.:ecohomiC:
· .. Jiticai· 'tt"" ··· '·,,s·:,,.,,. .•_. ·~•
an.. d po
. Jna ers.. ,,,..,a,··•·-,"
· He,hite~'serve4'as the.¥.1.?<P~~
dent·of the Legal'Servfces"c~rp.,lqi
Washington ancl then. was ·&J1P9int-:
. firstedI/!~~er·ntoJif.~.-.mthmye:·_eartln
•.E_·.""":!1!1_._·_.!!t~,-

1

,~=--i

wu;,;,u

Develop.nment. Cooperatj~n..!=Y,iJ
·1n '.1991:he •was, a .. ' .. ;,l'l!
Presidel¢'George 13usli.\<i. ·aliiiiiril:
of;directonr,of·tlie ·r.nmmf$§10li~oli1
Natioiial 'and Commllllity:Semi:e. :
.. -:',
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the time• it took from occupancy to
lEXING'.~~ H.ERALD:~do_~·LEX~N'.1::o~, K~'. ■-T~~~SOAY, AUGUST 2~_:?:_93~-· . .
..
bursting at the seams.''. ·• . :i' :
.. Enrollment ~t LCC doubled between
1986 and .1991, and the .
·,:;~. ,_,.
•
'
',)t ..
college ultin).ately hopes to build its ·
own campus on Nicholasville Road,
on UK's South Farm.
·
·
: · ' That will not be ·an:(time sooti. ·
~
-~--~ .. :
•,J_,
-~~·.
A new LCC ·campus'will°iiofbe: on
. . '.'. !'·
.
,;-- ·.·-'. . . .
.
..
·."
UK's legislative priority list in 1994. !
Although space problems have
temporarily
been resolved, LCC stu- ·
•
• •
:, ::['.~ ,• ~
' '"' •• ; J--;-.._ •
'
'
•
•• ,
.•
dents yesterday were having some
of. the same red-tape problenis as ·
~
r; .:• ,-..:,\ ,;. .. :•:, • ,; ::...~~-~~,
•.•.!:. ~,::) •~,- f•~__:_.: ~ •' •
students at · UK . and other state
BY DomE' ewt ·-''•::'/-.:.:-,,
.-.-....,........-'
·'"'The ~
college
has hired a:develop- 'I
universities. ·
.. . . '. . ,.. · . : ,
..
••~i..,\
- -------~-. Bethany Sanders, sophomore .
HERAWcLEAD~ EouCAnoN WRITER·
.
. !11ent_affic;er! ~tty M ~ of Lex- I
Frankfort, missed her first two
Classes 'began at Lexington
jngton, and will ,begin a ·study .to ;
because she had to stand in
Community .. College yesterday, :
find out ~ow _Lexmgt?~ ~~uruty
line
to
re-register.
.:, ., . ,·
amid predictions of a record enrollleaders :,'!ew, L~~- •··:: .:,:,:.;
. I
ment this year.
·
.':'.Newberry •··said. , 'yesterday's
: Sanders went through early regWhile preliminary figures will
start-up was smooth, in part be. istration in July Iiut found out
not be released until next week,
cause of. LCC's recently completed
Tuesday she had• been ·dropped
LCC officials said they expect enclassroom b)lilding, ,which_ O!Jl:ned
from all her classes because her
rollment to • be the highest -ever,
in June. : :" ·. ,, , · · , · "· •. \ · :.: l
tuition and. fees had not been paid.
· Like more than 5,000 students
based on registration for_classes.
· · .Toe·new si:iaci;bas allowed the
at UK, Sanders was waiting for a
· The 1993-94 sc~ool y~ ~s also
college to offer more· classes.
Stafford loan, which was delayed
expected to ' bnng S1iprificant
·. But there is no
to· spare.
.because
.of 1]K computer problems.
change to
A search 1s under
. All of LCC's classrooms will be
"And I wasn't aware I liad to
way for a president to ~eplace Allen_
used non-stop, fro!II 8 a.m. tQ 8 p.m.,
get an extension for payment," she
Edwards, who left this month to
Newberry said
become president' of Pellissippi
,
·
said. "I was just lucky to get all the
State Technical Community College
'We must have set a record for
right classes back."
· .,. ·
. in Knoxille, Tenn.
,
. In the meantime;·· Anthotiy L'. 'I
. Newberry,· a ..University of
tucky community college official, is , ·
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, THURSDAY, AUGUST 26, 1993
on loan to LCC as temporary, presi- 1
dent Newberry is academic vice.
LCC gets acting head
chancellor for UK's community college system and is a former presiLEXINGTON, Ky. - A University of Kentucky community coldent of Ashland Cottimunity Col- ,
lege system administrator has been named acting president of
lege.
. ·
··
,
Lexington Community College. ; ·
Anthony L. Newberry, vice chancellor for academic affairs for
Newberry will not seek the LCC
the system, will direct LCC while a search committee seeks a
job permanently, he said yesterday.
replacement for Allen Edwards. The former president left in Au.
''I am not a candidate and I have no
gust to become president of Pellissippi State Technical Communiplans to become a candidate."
ty College in Knoxville, Tenn.
He expects to return to the main
·Newberry is a former president of'Ashland Community College.
UK campus, when the presidential
search ends, possibly next spring.
No search committee has yet been
appointed.
Meanwhile, his job will be to
keep momentum going at LCC.

Recori .:ertroIJ.ment
·predicted -for··_:LC_C-~ . .

·changes at campus fuclucte new building.

for c_lassrooms, -~~arph J9r president,'.:.:·::::, '
C

•

from
classes

space·

u:c:;:

Ken: I
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C,oi;i;ip~ter pr:oblellls at UK..d~lay
arrival .of stddents~lo~n . money _
aid office.·.-:
· :7. n·· •i.
· still didn't know how much finanThe net resulf.'inhat $22'million "'cial 'aid .she might get this semester.
LEXINGTON, Ky.' - . Computer in. expected. Stafford.Iomi:'money .A 'Third-year law .student Bridget
problems have caused a backlog of will be two weeks late in reaching Papalia, 27, applied in early sumpaperwork that left thousands of UK and its stugen!s, _§aid :$pokes:_. mer _for. a loan to cover tuition and
University of Kentucky students man Ralph Denckson.. That tepre-·'J fees. due Sept. 8. The loan deterwithout loan money this week. , sents one-third ct of/$60 million -to::: mines whether she stays· in school,
Most affected are students who $70 million: in aid UK expects this she said, Her deadline was ex· ' ··• •~ tended
to •-Oct•.15 •. ·.;_J
·· ···'1 -·-- · ··
receive low-interest loans under the year•..· -~=. ·--.'"·,,_•.·.·,.
~--·,-i.-•,:"·... ,- .•.fl.~-.
Stafford· loan program, which has ,. }The 'delay ·-h~c-JeW :m,g.r.e .than., \{K.elsey J.ahn, 26,. a transfer sh!•
undergone big federal changes, UK 5,000 students withouf•money· to··· dent from Seattle, didn't know until
officials said.
··
. , buy books and food or pay tuition; · ·Tuesday' that she would get only
The financial-aid office has fallen :rent or fOOm and· bO!U:tL TQ. ease the $2,500 this semes_ter to cover $3,000
weeks behind in processing pape~- ili!eµuria, .UK has•.issued. $200 bQok in tuition and fees. "I haven't gotten
work. The delays were caused by an . vouchers and $5Q0·C1-'_edi~..CIIJ'ds;.ex- an award letter - nothing saying
overhaul of computer . programs _t~1,1ded deadljne~:J.9.LP!IY,ing. f~ ,pow_ much L.'IVould get," _she, said.
plus updates in UK's·co_ni.puter sys- .an\! h!i\i9.n ~i~~~!.-lttt!!.~.!<!.,l~~: if1NowJ1 ~,hay~ to come up with
tem to deal with ·changes in the 1
Stafford program, said Bobby Hal- ~:a'riy'st'i;ae~~•fili~-r~hri'chriSCi~
out:'i~ students in
sey, UK financial-aid director. · : ~s Yie~k to tifil(94(1fqj,mu1:~ .,::if _in)d-August; ·;telling t_hem there
"The . applications we usually any -~iStafforiL!oan money they ,1111ght. be problems with Stafford
have out in July we were not able to )viii get,o(tiioot~:t:t!t eiperge_n~ .!a.ans, .Hllisey said. : ·. · .
do until mid-August," he, said.
: vouchers_ an\lJc:>1195 .. , •~i•:,·-- ,;'.,:;1;:,
!'Jany of the stu~ents. affected re..f\s of Tuesday, UK; had received :. Shane Sheroae., 18;~ a freshman
,ce1ve other financial aid and have
175 loan ··checks .ori· 5,153 .. applica- from Louisville; jomea 'tlie )ines paid ~cime of their bills, Derickson
tions it sent to .th.e Kentucky Higher ;ruesday after'fu,ing:in vain to ,ciill said. ·'.i. ;:.;, : :.;- •.
.
Education Assistance · Authority a financial . aid .. ·"Toe'.: phones .were .. , .'.'Butthere may be some students
week ago. The ·authority· sends ap- busy allmorilihg;'.'.shf!.saiil:'. •~~;';. '.who only_ get Stafford loans, and
plications to various .banks, which ::.WJien·.sh,e ·· !~ft; ;~he·.had '.a ,$200 '.those 'are the ones UK . is trying
then mail checks to UK'~ _financial- YJ?!!J;~er. to..!!1,1Y;:~~t.~ksr..~l\t J,~.e hard~.st to acco\llmodate," he said.
Associated.Press

:~~f2ifi:,t~rii
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UK . adds. .,. ,_.
lExlNGTON HERALD-1..EAoER, lExJNGTON,

12 black
faculty_

·!

,I

meniliefS"·----·
HERALD-l..9.ciER STAFF REPORT

.

The University of Kentucky ~
increased the number of black
teachers on the Lexington campus
to 50 this fall with the· hiring of 12
new black faculty members, UK
said yesterday.
·
They represent the largest
group of black faculty members
hired in the last five years.
The UK Medical Center is also
adding three blacks to its faculty
including one of the few black

nation.

f~e neuros~eons 1n the
·· .In .!ht 'QIC Coininuniti' College
system,. six blacks will join :the
faculty this fall, increasing the immber of black faculty at the ·14
community_ colleges. from 59 to 73.
,. 'UK and other" public universities in Kentucky 'have 1ieeii .,under
pressll!e to expand ellinic diversity
on therr campuses
·- ·. for 'several
. . . years.
.
·Toe Kentucky Council on Higher Education has given each cam-.
pus goals to meet in 1995 for
minority staffing and·. enrollment
By law, the council cannot approve
new degree programs for universities that show no progress toward
meetin~ those goals. · ,. l . :; r · ,: .,•
UK has ·lilied ~ost of the hla~k
faculty on its Lexington campus 42 people ---:- within the· last four
years, UK officials 5!lld yesterday.
. As a hiring inrentive, Prffiident
Charles Wethington's office pays
the first-year salary of any black
faculty member hired to a tenuretrack position.
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UK's academic challenge

lEXINGTON HERALD-lEAOER, lEXINGTON, KY. ■
FRIDAY, AUGUST 27, 1993

HE UNIVERSTIY of Kentucky is tooting its horn
about the incoming fresh•
d
1 es
mancass,w
hich mcu
1
a record 68 National Merit Scholars. And well it should. These high

missed by many (including, unfortunately, this editorial page) as an
administrator with limited perspective whose interest was limited to
expanding access to higher education, not improving its quality.
President Wethington, who sigachievers must meet stringent cri- naled his academic orientation
teria, including scores in the 98th · when he boldly embraced the new
percentile on scholastic aptitude university libraiy as his first major
tests, high grades, strong recom- project, has more work to do along
mendations from teachers and prin- this line if UK is ever to become
cipals. No wonder they are coveted what it ought to be.
by universities great and small.
Will Kentucky ever have a truly
When nation- .-,---,-....,,=__,,..c-::::,::;--:-::=::--c-,, front rank pub-

T

:!;i=f i:i;; '; ''Ii''r?fu~ih; :~a~ii5r ."
expected
that
this year's UK
total of 68 will
place the Lexington school in

raise;money fcfr ari
. endowea"'chair in/ '.
.
•
•.... , . •. .
.. .
,.eqmne proctolC>gy. •,
',thah'iCdoei( for

.-.. ·

a ._·::. \

l!c ::u~e~!7?th~
state doe_sn't
have f?e will to
comnut enough
public money to
develop such an

;ti\:~EW0,;1;r: :a~%~~•

~ong toppub!~~ :-hic~air'im:Enth'glisp.
is:~
1
institutions na- .• s~9ry,;OI .. e. c ass1cs;_•<: enough . private
tionally, and in
· · ·· ·
··
··
· ·· · · money to get the
the top 25 among all institutions of job done? Are we making any prohigher education.
gress toward developing something
UK has been recruiting hard, all as wonderful for Kentucky's best
around Kentucky and outside, too. and brightest youngsters as Indiana
1\venty-one of the scholars are University or the University · of
from the Louisville area, five from North Carolina? Can we ever do it,
around Lexington and 12 from oth- as long as narrow-minded public
er states.
figures like Wallace WIikinson disOf course, you can't do it with miss schools like UK as retirement
colorful brochures and empty prom- centers for pampered academics
ises. You have to offer something to who sip chardonnay, avoid contact
these youngsters once they come to with undergraduates and write the
campus. UK has postioned itself to occasional abstruse article for "itty
do that.
bitty'' journals that nobody reads?
For academic high achievers
These are the questions that have
there is a high powered Honors gnawed at the guts of Kentuckians
Program, a special dorm that offers who care about higher education.
exceptional computer facilities, acaOne thing is clear. More of the
demic programs with emerging na- kind of private money that has cretional stature and magnet faculty ated and enriched the Gaines Felwith whom freshmen actually come lows 11rogram must be raised. It
into contact. Later they have access must be applied to the core faculty
to such programs as the Gaines Fe!- in the central disciplines that make
lowships, in which juniors and sen- a university truly great.
iors are immersed in a concentrated
UK now has 16 endowed chairs
humanities program.
and several dozen special professorSome will dismiss the enticement ships. That sounds like a lot, but it
of academic stars as the bookworm isn't. It remains easier to raise manversion of football and basketball ey for an endowed chair in equine
recruitment, or dismiss it as mere proctology or coal auger engineersymbolism. If it's the latter, it must ing than it does for a chair in Engbe sweet symbolism for President lish, history or the classics.
Charles Wethington, who was disThat's what needs to change.

State universities'
~ion standards
should be stricter
As the state prepared for additional
budget cuts, public universities complained that their budgets have been cut
unfairly, aod these cuts will irreparably
damage the public institutions' ability to
perform their mission: to provide a highquality education at a low cost.
While this is a noble cause (attending
college for me would be difficult were it
not for public higher education), the universities could still perform their mission
under tighter economic restraints if they
were to reform certain policies.
I am a sophomore at Eastern Kentucky
University, and I see many fellow students
who have no business in college. This is
obvious from the reputation EKU has.
Despite ao outstanding faculty and impressive academic programs, EKU is
known as a party school.
Rather than studying aod behaving in
a fashion that would reflect the students'
gratitude for the gift the taxpayers are
giving them, some of my fellow students
get drunk every Thursday night. Clearly,
more time is spent partying thao studying
as the results for the summer administration of the university writing requirement
indicates. Thirty percent of the students
who took the exam this summer failed.
When a junior in college cannot write
a coherent essay, it is time to re-evaluate
admission standards. Clearly; 30 percent
of Eastem's students have wasted the gift
the taxpayers have given them.
Public higher education should raise
its standards so taxpayers don't waste
money on students who don't care about
the educational gift they are receiving.
ADAM HALL
RICHMOND
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UK hires 12 black faculty members

lEXINGTON HERAUJ.lEADER, LExlNGTON, KY. ■ FRIDAY, AUGUST 27, 1993

LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University of Kentucky has hired 12
new black faculty members .for the fall semester, increasing the
total number of black teachers to 50 on the Lexington campus.
The new faculty members represent the largest group of black
teachers hired in the last five years.
In addition, the UK Medical Center is adding three-blacks-to its
faculty.
UK and other public universities in Kentucky have been under •
pressure to hire more minorities for several years. Forty-two of
the 50 black faculty members on the Lexington campus have been
hired within the last four years, UK officials said.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

MOREHEAD - K. Martin
Huffman, 48, 326 North Wilson
Avenue, coordinator of printing services for Morehead State University, husband of Madonna Badgett
Huffman, died Wednesday. Services
11 a.m. Saturday, Lane-Stucky Funeral Home. Visitation 5 p.m. today.
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~ -w11dlife._,.:'.expert:··m,ger~~-~~our,'.·-~::74;"'.!:·files:

=~:.=
W.
the

'.i

'i"

urh~~~:~~!:ri;i~u~

Roger
Barbour, considered
state's leading · Ken,;11cky, . .
.
.
wildlife expert, died yesterday at "the Veterans.
That senes is umgl!e. Thei:e ,s
. Med" 1Ce I
Leestown Road apparentno stat~ that ha~ an}'.tlung con_iparaAffa us
'?1 , n er on
.
'·
·
ble to 1t," DaVJs srud .. "He did the
ly of complications from Alzheuner's _disease.- He
photographs for those books." was 74. - - _
_ _
- . •'. -:,·.·;:_-. ;,
Mr.Barbouroncedidaprogram
Mr. Barbour, who retired from tI;e Umversity of, : on nature photography for a KenKentucky as _a zoology professor. m -1~84: had a · tucky Educational Television series
lifelong passrnn for the- study ~f · '!Y'ldhfe an_d
called "Roughing It."
received many awards _for_ ·co!)tributions to· •his :
His wife, Bernice Lewis Barprofesi,ion·and wildlife consenration. He wro~ or co-': bour, even let him use a bedroom in
wrote\~~'on-_flora· ilJ?-d-fapna, particularlyi: their home to photograph bats for
that of.,Kentuclcy,,_Two _spec~ ,of animals· were·,_ Bats of America.
named for him,,:,,-.!,_,;..-,_.,.;_"/ ,,,.,,,,.n,•,,;_.;l.
Hewasselectedaco-winnerofa
·;" His coileagues)n tlui·.UK.:College:of
1974 Wildlife Publication Aw~dselected hlni·distiii~heii pl"Clfessor for the· · '!'he aw!1fd, presented by the Wild1974-75 school ·year. It is the highest professional :\ life Society, w:15 for the book Turrecognitiongiven"toafaculty_!llemberbycolleagues.•· ties of the United States.
_
· · ''He's orieiof·the most.outmanding people that·
He was_ selected Naturalist of
'
• · · .... - .;,·-UK· b"101 • 1 _, the Year m the 1970s by the
th~ve -pad · at this Ulllvefl!lty, .ogica · Kentucky Society of Natural HistoSC1ences !l,Ofessor Wayne DaVJS srud yesterday._Mr.,., ry.- He was named Conservation
''.-B!1fh?ur ,'~ould certainly ~ the ~ t ~own -j:nol_o-,,_; Communicator of the Year in 1977
,gist m the sta~ proba~ly 0 f.'.111 m_ne. t-;'"": ' ' --·., ;: by the National Wildlife Federation
. ., , . In a speech m 1976 ~ conJunction with the UK . and League of Kentucky Sportsaward, Mr. Barbour pred1ct_ed that_by the year 2l76, :· men. The Kentucky Academy of
Kentucky would be a rolling praine overcome ·by' . Science selected Mr.. Barbour as the
•- insects., ,__ ._ ·.• .. , ' .- -., ,-, :,_ -,_.,.;:,_~" -,· · ''' ', recipient of its Distinguished Scien, -. -"There is no evidence that·piehistoric mart had • list Award for 1981. And in 1984
-any.:effect-on.wildlife," he·said- •:.--•,_-_; .. : ... ~;·,.:'.he was named to the Morehead
· _ ''.Then the white!' mail ·came, ,liiid"" the,·story ·• State University Alumni Hall of
,: ~ed, Sil!ce thjl.wtji~ man's .irrlval in Kentucky;,_, Fame.
,: we have.lost most of QUi largest ~ s an~_most .
In the late 1960s, Mr. Barbour
,of our magnificent birds:.·.'.. ,:•.:••;·''.'··, ·-'-~-,._i,;,, _-.;. 1•:t started the Kentucky chapter of
· b roug
-· ht. :ts<:_-"'l~;;(:'.l"'''-'~_.,:U:-;,-,,-.._,·t~ The Nature Conservancy which
· '·''me haye•"
·more·=="'lve .....,..,.es,m ·
,
Y!llll1I
tluiri"in th~ previo'us.2,000." ::· :_'. was reorganized and chartered i!)
1
--,,,.,.--Mr;.:Baroour·,who
born April •5,-1919/'m".- 1975, He also was a fo~er pr~,: . Morehead and ·Jw,up.there,, had been intereste4 in,:. den1 of the Kentucky Onuthological
'ldlif · ce·" was·a"child _,
.. , - - ( ., Society.
,.,_WI
e .sm . ,.,e ·had; ·
'"i··'1::11·! ;;<,;:~11.--:,
During the 1960s he drr"ected
"Every time I ,, a
ce
- the Visiting Scientists' Program at
out for the woods, he srud m a
UK, fr
h" h h
. t .
"I
Id tart 200
a ee serVJce 1o 1g sc ooIs,
1984 m e!:"ew.
cou s
sponsored by the Kentucky Acadeyards behmd the house and go
f Sci
It
1- d the
h£ 3 ·1
d
my o
ence.
supp1e
nort or m1 es an never see a
schools with professionals in many
fence or a person. "I could go 15
sct"en
·tific e
fi s
Id .
d west
miles eastan
As a youngster, Mr. Barbour
Mr. Barbour also was active in
kept a rattlesnake in· a box in the
opposing the proposed dam at Red
family smokehouse.
-River Gorge in the late 1960s.
"Roger has caught snakes all
A species of darter, a type of
his life. One morning we found out
fish, first found in Brush Creek near
he had a mama rattlesnake - there
Liberty; ·Ky.;in-1971 was
were baby rattlers all over ..the
Mr. Barbour by Robert Kuehne a
place," his sister, Marie Howard of
colleague. It is named "Etheosto~
Morehead, said in a 1984 interview.
barbouri." Later, former student
Mr. Barbour suffered poor
Carl Ernst of George Mason Univerhealth as a child and "wasn't supsity in Fairfax, Va., named a subposed to make it," his sister said.
species of turtle, found in Mexico,
"He had an abscessed lung.- TheY.
after Mr. Barbour. It is called "rodid surgery· to insert a drainage
gerbarbouri."
tube right in our living room."
"Maybe by virtue of pencil
Mr. Barbour was 15 when he
pushing I've gotten a number of
enrolled in what then was Morepeople interested in the outdoors.
head State Teachers College. When
I've made their interest a little bit
he graduated in 1938, he had comeasier by helping them to identify
pleted the field work for his thesis
what they see," Mr. Barbour said in
for the master's degree he received
the 1984 interview.
from Cornell University in 1939.
"I've trained some pretty good
He taught · at Morehead State
students that are carrying on. Some
after receiving a master's degree.
of them think I can teach; some
After serving in the Army in World
don't. I do better when I have the
War II, he returned to Cornell to
kids out in the field. That's the part
.work on a doctorate, which he
I enjoy most."
received in 1949. Mr. Barbour, who·
•Mr. Barbour was working on a
also had taught at Western Kenbook, How to Catch a Skunk &
tucky State Teachers College, began
Other Tales of a Field Biologist, at
teaching at UK in 1950.
his retirement: Later he began comHis books Amphibians and 'Repbining those tales with written retiles of Kentucky, A Guide to the
membrances of time he spent in
Wildflowers and Ferns of-Kentucky,
Indonesia, but these have not been
Trees and Shrubs of Kentucky,
published.
Mammals of Kentucky and_ Ken"I enjoy catching a skunk and
lucky Birds: A Finding Guide- made
teaching others how to do it The
skunks don't particularly object.

-•>'
'Arts;,and :_;

Sciences

··- =

:_thifast:200

·was

c h· a n .

is -,;,

nam~ Tor

'"eittilidi±~i\io~ks•• · Roger· Barh9ur: ~ate- or
co-wr;ote !h.ese ~ks. . .. ·: .
.■ Amphibians _and R~tiles

of;Kentucky. · • _... · ••. -··
■ Trees and'.Shrubs· ofKen-

,stucky,•co-written·by-the late~·
Mary Wharton.
■ A Guide to the Wildflowers
and Ferns of Kentucky, co- • _
written by Wharton..
■

Bluegrass,Land" and .Life,

co-written by. Wharton.'

■ Turtles -of the _United
States, co-written·:by:··_Carl.

···_" ,. r- ::, ,,. ·..c
■ _Turtles of the -World; co-

.. Ernst

wntten by Ernst.,

__

.

■ S:n(!kes of Ifaslen! North_

Amenca, co-~tten by E~t
Bats of Amerifa,. C(}-wntten
by Wayne. paV1s. :--

,i ··:

■ ·Mammals:ofKentucky, co-

written by Davis. ..
- ■ _The Ameriapl Darters, co· wntten bY., the. -late Robert
'Kuehne, • · ___ · •,
. • ,...-Mr. Barbour was,also one
of several contri~ut~rs to _the
book Kentucky Birilii: A Find-.

ingGftide, ____ ---~--

- -_

-'-JENNIFER HEWI£TT ·
_
-1::' - The last tim~ I was _sp!"llyed was 14
skunks ago, he said m 1984.
DaVJ·s ;d. "Roger Barbour was
= ·
the person ~ho taught me that Y?U
r~lly ~ pick, up a s~unk by ,ts
tad and It wop t _spray. _
_
Mr. Barbour 1s survived by his
wife; his sister; two sons, Roger
w·11·
1 iam Barbour of 1.ex·mgton and
James Barbour of Elon College
•
N.C.; a daughter, Marsha Hale of
Richmond· and eight grandchildren
,
_
Funeral arrangements were mcomplete at W.R. Milward Mortuary Broadway.
00
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f~rmance to a set goal~-~- ~--;onfe~~~ce,.:,..applauded
Psycholqgy professor'•Anna MSU's efforts to publicize·
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT:,;
~ . Demaree said she was "a little . KERA, but said more is need,
·
. · · '' :,jaded, and_ cynica_l"... about ·.. _ed. . , . ,
.... ,
MORE:(fEAJ?. -. Morehead ... KERA;. but, said 1f :1t can ·•· "H1gher·.educahon· needs to
State Umvers1tY faculty ".Vere \ .. "change the political .climate" · be more of a day-to-day parexcused from · clas_ses Friday \ · In eastern Kentucky schools it ,. ticipant with KERA," said
so thef could. _take a: crash ,'i will be worthwhile. _,.
. Sherry K. Jelsma, secretary of·
course m educatio~ reform. . ·
Rex Chaney, . associate ,pro- . the Education and Humanities
In what or~!1mzers. cal)ed
fessor of health, physical edu- , Cabinet... ..
.
~e first gathermg of its_ kmd ·. cation and recreation, said the · . . Robert. F.- Se:i,:ton,, executive
m _Kent1;1cky, Morepea_d S~te
'conference made KERA "begin director of.the Prichard ComUmvers1ty called mv1t~d its.
to make more practical mittee for Academic Excelfaculty to a daylong C,?nfersense."
··
. ;, Jenee, Kentucky's foremost ed. e?ce on the. Kentucky EducaHe said he's 'already· begun ·· · ucation advocacy group, called
tion Reform Act, the 3-year-old . to Incorporate a central com- , .' the· conference "an important
law. that overhaul_ed_the c~mponent of KERA '-'portfolio.".'-''demonstration'event" for the
monwealth's,pubhc education
assessment ,- Into his 'class- '. state.
. •..•\i · '
system.
,_ .
... .
room.
·
,,
"This' simply can't,be ·done
"If people voted with their L
&tate education; officials at iiy the schools alone·" he said.
feet, (the, interest) is very
___
----''
good/' said. MSU President Ro,
· nal!l, Eaglin of the 450 people
who attended the morning sesJH~QQURIER-JOURNAL, SUNDAY, AUGUST ?9, 1~93
sions of the conference. · ,
In addition to· most of MSU's
370 fulFtime. faculty ·members,
: .'.,. ' . .
}
. ·~ ~ ...
the- crowd included area
Fol'll\er
Kentucky.·Gov,;-Louie
B
..
tei
Glasgow
last'hight,
said his faschool superintendents, state
Nunn was doing well after surgery tlier's doctors said the surgery went
education officjals and 'MSU
yesterday"arid Is expected to leave . as well as possible. '.'He's doing
' administrators and staff.
Baptist Hospital East in Louisville very well. He was awake and alert,
While MSU has been tailorWednesday, said his son, -Republi- but a little sore," Nunn said.
ing its education curriculllm
can state Rep. Steve Nunn. A hospi- . Louie Nunn, the state's .Jast Reand professional development
ta!
spokeswoman said Nunn, 69, publican· governor, held the office
to accommodate KERA since
was In.satisfactory condition' ln•the, ftj>m ·1~67 to 1971. He was briefly
it was adopted in July 1990,
hospital's coropazy-cani unit after a ;' hospitaliied earlier this month in
Friday'.s conference was the J
2½-hour
operation to remov~ plaque .. Glasgow, but' doctors released him
first campus-wide event d'e- 1
from his riglit carotid W1ery.; .
after determining he 'J1adn'~ had a
. voted to the reforms. .
. . ·•
$teve. Nunn, who returned home, . h~art attack.
. . ' . L . _ L' _.,
. Eaglin said 117 MSU courses' ; have been mqdified to accomi modate KERA. . ,
, ·: ...' Organizer Sylvester' Kohut,'.
dean of MSU's College ·of Edu-.
cation and Behavioral' Sci'.•
. ences, said the -conference was':
· designed to iiµorm professors·
with varying degrees of f!l,mili,.
arity with KERA.
"The purpose of the confer. ence depends _on the back: ground of 'the participant,''.;
'Kohut said. "We hope to be·a11·
things· to all people.'1 ,._.,
Until no\\', ~ohut_~aj\!, most
of the school's KERA empha- 1
sis has been In the education
department, , where MSU is
training students to be teachers In the region's schools.
Ed Reidy, deputy commissioner of the Bureau of Learning Support Services in the
state Department of Education, told the audience KERA
uses more problem · solving
and less memorization to
teach students. It measures
performance not by comparing
one student to another, but by
comparing a student's· perB J
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Louie Nunn doing well aft~r surgery
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Murray :·regents vote
against renew.ing .. ; .
presidel!t'S ~Q~(i:a~t:
•

.

.

By JAMES MALONE

Staff Writer
MURRAY, Ky. - Murray State
University regents voted. 7-3 yes- '
terday not to renew President
Ronald J. Kurth's four-year contract when it ends July 1.
The regents then named · a
search committee to immediately
begin looking for a successor.
Kurth, a retired Navy admiral,
becomes the university's third
president in 11 years to be ousted
by regents. Constantine_ Curris
was forced out in 1982, and Kala
Stroup was dismissed in 1989.
Kurth's fate apparently was sealed much
earlier in the year. During what one regent
described as "informal head counts," he
could muster only two or three nods of sup-,
port. Regents gave Kurth a largely unacceptable rating in his latest performance evaluation, dated June 28.
,
Regents spent about two hours iii closed
session yesterday before summoning Kurth
in the last five minutes.
,
"We told him that the vote was not there," Chairman James 0,
Butts of Fulton said afterward.
Kurth, accompanied by his lawyer, Mark Whitlow of Paducah, declined to comment as he left the
meeting.
The contract motion that was
defeated came from regent Philip
Lanier, a Louisvµle lawyer. He
proposed giving Kurth another
four-year contract with a provision
that either side could opt out after
two years.
Kurth's support came from Lanier, former Attorney General Robert Matthews of Shelbyville and Hopkinsville insurance agent Arlivia Gamble.
Lanier expressed great regret that his motion failed. "I had a high regard for Dr.
Kurth."
Butts declined to explain the reasons for

.

~

•

I .

, .

Kurth's dismissal, saying the board
wanted to steer clear of name-call- ;
ing and-maintain a cordial relationship during his final year.
But observers say Kurth - whose
career included stints as naval attache in Moscow arid president of the
Naval War College - became ensnared in a_ de_cade,olddispute over
,'the breadth· of Murray's mission.
Un~er !(urth;.the school expanded its international-relations efforts,
broadened recruiting across the
Midwest and forged ties to area
community colleges.
But some regents said he never
really connected in Western Kentucky, and they were openly critical,
of student-recruiting losses in
neighboring counties, sputtering ef- '
forts to.attract and retain minority
students, and lagging fund raising.
Some regents also said privately :
that Kurth had trouble establishing
a rapport with the board.
Kurth had tried to respond to the
criticism with two news conferences, one just two weeks ago. ·
In a state.men! released to reporters Aug. 16, Kurth insisted he was
performing well under the burden
of dealing with state budget cuts.
Repeating his drive for broadening ·
horizons, he wrote: "Neither we nor
our students are constrained by
geographical lines. Indeed, the uni- ·
versity must not be so constrained."
Regent Wells Lovett, an Owensboro lawyer who joined the board in
mid-1992, said he had supported
Kurth then but had become disappointed with the president - although he declined to discuss specifics.

"When I came on, I never anticipated voting no to a similar motion," Lovett said of his vote yesterday. "But I feel we must' do better
... and attract someone who will fit
here better."
-, Lovett added that he hoped Kurth
·would complete his current con.tract.
And in · an .unsigned statement, ·
the board expressed hope that Murray would have "an orderly transition of leadership."
' Some Kurth supporters ·expre~sed
sadness at yesterday's vote.
,
1 Kurth had taken a ,realistic ap- ,
proach to delivering Murray, froin
its past' problems 'of being too· re,
, gional and parochial, said Hopkins-,
ville doctor William M. - Rowlett,
""They won't-find a better man," he·
said.
,
State Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glas. gow, said he had the "highest respect" for Kurth.
"He brought-not only to Western
Kentucky but this commonwealth a .
· background of experience and
knowledge,1.__ said Baker, adding
I that the frecjuent turnover at Mur,:·
I ray was unfair to the school, its stul .;
: dents and its faculty.
! '.
, He :said it also hindered thJ~
.school's ability to -forge relations'.':.
, with the General Assembly and the·
"Frankfort establishment."
·
Observers and board sources
hinted at two likely candidates ta"
replace Kurth, both Murray gradu-:
ates: Jack Rose, superintendent of
Calloway County schools ·and presi;•
dent of the influential Southern As~
~ociation, of Colleges and Schools;'.
and Ken Winters, president of.
Campbellsville College.
~·.. Winters could not be reached
comment yesterday.
•
,i But Rose said in a telephone in;
terview that he was not interested iiithe job.
•
A Kurth supporter, Rose called'.
the ·developments "unfortunate for:
; Murray and for Kentucky educa-;

for

'tion."
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·A . better. way
·Make all freshman ineligible
The Nat1ona1 Co\legiate from 51 percent. That rate is
Athletic ,Association's Propo- . better than the 55 percent
sition 48 has succeeded in in- graduation rate for students
creasing the graduation rate · overall, The graduation rate
of college athletes. It also has for black male athletes also
kept some gifted prep ath-, ,. has risen, to_ 41 percent from
letes from having the chance . an earlier 33 percent average,
,to prqve th~y can compete on , far above the 30·percent·gradthe college level, both in the · - uation rate for black male
classroom and ort the playing students as a whole.
field.
.on the negative side, parThere · is a better way: be- ticipation in college sports by ·
clare all freshmen ineligible black men and women has
for varsity sports. That dropped, meaning that about
. would give them. a chance to · . '.700 athletes who. would have
adjust to the academic rigors enrolled before •Proposition
of college life before. being 48 did not make the grade.
thrust into the high-pressure
It is time to' return to the
world of college athletics.
days when no students were
It also would eliminate the
eligible to compete in varsity
necessity of using college en- athletics during their freshtrance test scores to predict a: man year. It is not a question
student's ability to do college of freshmen lacking the athwork.
.
letic ability to compete, but
.When the NCAA adopted · of giving all students the opProposition 48 in 1986, not portunity to adjust to college
everyone cheered. Many life before competing.
coaches worried that the
The more stringent guidetougher standards would lines of Proposition 48 have
deny some students who
succ()eded in placing the emcould, in fact, succeed in the· phasis · where it always has
classroom the opportunity to belonged - performance in
attend college and would re- the classroom. Declaring all
suit in fewer black athletes.
freshmen ineligible would
The first post-Proposition further that goal and be a
48 statistics are out.
.
· positive sign that colleges beOn th~ positive side, the · lieve giving students a sound
graduation rate for athletes . education is more important
is up 6 percent, to 57 percent, than vvinniri.g games.
~!N~TON_ HERALD-LEADER, lExlNGTON, KY. ■ FRIDAY, AUGUST 27, 1993
0

Phone. re~trati?n:. lines ·at UK stay busy
. HERAIJl.LEAoER STAFF REPORT

•., ''But it was back up q~ickly and
Students can drop or add classit proved very popular," Dahl said. , es by calling 257-9500 from off'.
campus phones, or dialing 9-257"We had lots and lots of calls."
·
· . Many students who called in . 9500 from phones on campus.
reported busy signals, in part be- .
cause UK reduced the. number of ·
phone lines feeding the computers
from,48 to 36. ,,;, ,;: .i,1, ,. ,
. _By limiting the number ·of line&, ·
Dahl said,, UK hoped tQ keep the
syste!ll.from reaching capacity and_
going down a,gairt . . · _,
. :
. ,The,, call-in Jines .wer~'.t · the
only ones jammed with calls yesterday. Many students called the registi:ars .. office to report . the busy
signals. .. ·'. , , .... . ,,. . .. , · ·
Yesterday was the first day this
semester that students could drop
or add classes by telephone. Callers.
could review their schedules by
phone Wednesday.
About 700 or 800 callers used
· the ·system Wednesday, Dahl said.

Some University of Kentucky
students swapped long ;lines for ·
busy signals yesterday.
·
UK's new telephone registration
system was up again and running,
except for 20 minutes' in the morning when UK's student informatio~system computers went down, said ;
UK registrar Randall .Dahl. . ·•. , ·'.
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. .s o set up stan at s so
R!!Uoq~::_:'.".' ;·;:Y:;-'.~:: ; :; ' .'.,l i_:;,; ( . ~-- . that pr-ivate.\an~.. public.schools caQ
rfAt the,'Urt1ve_rs1fy.of W.a~hii_ig-t. be measured fa1rly agamst one antoh, DonJ/i,nies resignedas,head
other and then begiillo punish ,
coach after.failing-to .notice. that hts : sscli~ols that fail to1graduate a prbquarterback owned three cars, Of.1 •. !, portio_nate m~mber of athletes .on
course, the'athletic staf:Fwas nofl: •-.time:: :1 ',, • . '· ... . .
'
part of the money-lending scheme. •h,1• ·It •should then do something
, :.i .•, , •about th.e ;111oney
. · pro.
· blem:
· Athlet'•es
tha
,· t ensl!lared .the,pIayer and . "11
broug4t clown .the coachdtwas -• . _:make m1lhons for the1r schools and
oiie oftliruifpesj{y'','boosters'.''.whp
~~cejve piddling amo?IIts for tu:
always s~14imdy, w.4~n p@llle -!!l 1tion and board. Their pov~rty m
i'gn·ed· .· . ,,,1,.,,r,.:~f
;· , . ,, . ,, ,.,·• .. compan'son wi'th · the;~ market val
.
• .. ·
· · · .......· ·'
,, , .
,
:\ College .football'is a' great sqow,
ue as coUege players and potential
and at its· best, 1 it_stil11provides' ':' , . earn!ng pow~ as _pros mfil{~ carsome of the emotion and spectacle ··-ruption mev1table.
• ·
• · th · ·' h. I ~__, t' ·,
· A sens1'ble first step· IS
' to J'ft
!IllSSIIlg
m . e cogw ee p,:uec 10n
I
of pro football. But big-time college ·: student athletes out of poverty by
football has ·a corruption ·at its . :
giving them realistic scholarships
center that can and must be cured: based on the entire cost of .keeping
Wh
· ·· · , co
· JI ege pi;es1'dents ,:· ~· stud· en
. t ·m ·sch?OJ·. tui'tion,
• h
. Y the· nations
ous-. ·
and boards of trustees, acting · l · ,.mg, food, plus the allowances a
through the NCM,-have not takeµ . parent would provide for clothes,
the-obvious steps is a·mystery, _':;·,.1,ctransportation social activities.and
· On
h
• • ·1· ·
· : " i ,,
'd' · · · ' · · · " ·.
: ,' . e ~uc step 1s to 1m1t P~!CJ"'.,:: ,,~pen_ m? !IlOney. . , '
· ·. . ·
pation nghts from teams ~t fad:)". / ·· Nothmg can bnng ,back the era
to honor PriI].ciple VII of the · · -:, ·. ' (.:,of pure amateurism .in college footKnight Foundation: Commission on•.· ,· ball. But simple refonns could · "·
· IntercoIIegia
· te Athleti' cs. Th at pnn· ·,-, make I't fi nanc1a
· JI y cJean and aca-·
ciple says that athletes will gradu, . , demically respectable as well as .
ate in the same proportion as non, · ., entertaining. ·
athletes. The· national graduation
·
t
'·
b
t·so·
t'
F'
f
th
"''his
.,;nz onm'··- 1111 a•h
rae1s,a .~u .. percen_. 1veo_ e
,, _edi'tO,~
''."5',uu,,J _,,top 20 teams m The· Tlffies presea-. . pea_red_ in_ The New, _York Times.
son poll - including reigning . · :: :,.:. E;ditorials from other papers do not
national champion Alabama - t,~ '.: , :necessarily reflect the IJU!WS. of the ·
have
.
· graduation rates below 40 ·,r,)!";
• · .Hermd-Leader.'
·
,:t·

'ry o res1gruitions an ,pro~, · ·.:'.
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ic Ronald J. -Kurth took a veileci Jab
a: clined to renew hisicontract~ovet
6 the weekend.· · · · ' ·•· ·
~I Ht(a!so revealed that''he'.· liad
i!:, tum~ down a one-~ar con!1'8~ e~tension offered ,!lim.,earlier,,.this
ass·
'
,}7~,:\
year
. ,...
K~rth also said he will finislhlut
the fourth year on his.contract. ,
His ~01nments were m a n~ws re:lease
yesterday
his first
publicISSUed
statements
since- Saturday
when the board of regents voted 7.3
against extending his contract be:,
yond July l, 1994. ·
.
·
Kurth
becomes
the
third
MSU
president in 11 years to depart at the
regents' direction.
·
In making their decision, thii ·re:gents implied, that !{urt~ did ;not
blend well with uruvers1ty's 'local
constituency:
, ,
'. :
But in his news release, Kurth
said: "To the folks of the Jackson
}'.urchase! I would ask that you i:on:
linue
to lift
yourand
focus
your
own city
lin:iits
askbeyond
the same
of
your neighbors." · • -- •· •· · •
· He added, "It is my hope that the
decisio~ .. • does not mean that
MSU
will tum away from some of
the goals
I have pursued: quality
academics expanding. international
programs,' rationalizing. finances
a_nd enhancing minority representalioAn re
.. ti.:red• Navy admiral who,was
·.• . ·
formerly president of the Naval War
'lExlNGTON HERALD-LEADER, I.BclNGTON, Kv. ■ TUESDAY, AUGUST 31, i993
College, Kurth tried to expand Mur. - . •--;., ~-· r .. ~· ~
niy'sintemational·programs., · •
■ MURRAY.·" ... ' _:; _:-- '' ·._. ..
·.- ,
Kurth's news release shed· some
·
·
·. ·· · 1
light on his contract negotiatio~ ,.,;.
· · i::und raising Is priority for regents: A ·
a contract debated privately :since
Murray State-University_ committee began seari:hearly this spring. 1 . ' 1 ·· "· ·
ii4t yesterday for'a college administrator with ·
.: Regents did not publicly disclos~
~ _in raising private funds to flesh out '
or vote to offer the one-year exten·~~ budgets ,tci sucpie.4 uaj":~ity 1:resident
sionthatKurthmentioned.
R naldKurth." ,·.-• I·!,•:':, .. ,, . · ' ·
;. "Willi the. enormous challenges
facing not Just Murray State~•but
· :The university's board of regents voted 7-3 ·
higher education nationwide, ,i ·felt
-~inst renewing l(urth's contract when it expires
this offer was not in the best-inter•
in,Ju!y.'The move came several weeks after Kurth
ests of the university," Kurth said In
fal'ed poorly on his job' evaluation by the regents,
his statement.' ·' '
I; According to published-reports; Kurth ie. A motion by regent Philip Lanier
et(jved especially low marks for generating money
that offered him a four-yeai .con,
.fr~m. private 5?urceB as state appr~pria~~ns _for ,
tract, with either side able to ciincel
p~l;Jhcly support~_-,colleges ;m4 un1y~rs1ties m
·attertwoyears,wasa"com!irolnlse
K ·_tuckywereCl!l 1 '·:""., .,,. ..,,• _,. •· ·
I was willing to accept," he _said' A
fP
majority. of,· regents.· rejected ,that.
l·Wells T'. Lovett, one of the regents who voted
motion.
·· ' : ,· · ,
nJt to retain Kurth, said the presidential search
Kurth also thanked his supporters'..
~ittee ~o\tld be_ instructed to find a new
and the facultr and staff that. had,
• pi.es1dent with "a stomach for the work and the .
expressed to him "concern fo( MSU,
ability to obtain private funding." ·
and its future." · · · · -~ -~ ·.;
·
Regents have appointed a·· five-:
member committee to start• search-'
-A service of the Office of Merli~ Rl!l~tinnc: .. - ~..... U •• ...a.L•- - - - • '•

!!! yesterday at the regents who :de-
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